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power dissipation in the tangential gap of
twin screw extruder
total power dissipation
mass specific energy dissipation
radius
plate radius
distance
time
time of initial serum separation
mean product residence time
median product residence time
span of product residence time
temperature
temperature at extrusion barrel wall
temperature of evaporating cooling agent
ice cream draw temperature
velocity
velocity in across screw channel direction
velocity in down screw channel direction
resulting velocity in screw channel
velocity in tangential gap of twin screw extruder
Stokes velocity
(charge) volume
volume flow rate
drag (volume) flow rate
pressure (volume) flow rate
ice cream mix (volume) flow rate
width of screw channel / slit geometry
general coordinate of place, across channel
direction
mass fraction
general coordinate of place, radial (up) channel direction
general coordinate of place, down channel direction
length of screw channel
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Greek Letters
Symbol
α
β
γ
γ̇
γ̇m
γ̇W
γ̇xz
γ̇δ
γ̇ξ
δ
∆p
∆ρ
∆T
ε
η
η0
Θ
λ
µ
ν
ΞA
ξV

Unit
rad
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
m
Pa
Pa m−1
kg m−3
°C
Pa s
Pa s
rad
W m−1 K−1
-

ΞV
π
ρ
σ
τ
τ0
φ
ϕ
ω

kg m−3
N m−1
Pa
Pa
rad
s−1

∂p
∂z

Meaning
ice fraction referring to total water
phase-shift angle
deformation
shear rate
mean shear rate
shear rate at extrusion barrel wall
resulting shear rate in screw channel
shear rate in clearance gap
shear rate in tangential gap
flight clearance gap width
pressure difference
pressure gradient in down channel (z-) direction
density difference
temperature difference
porosity
viscosity
zero shear viscosity
helix angle
heat conductivity
mass fraction of protons in the solid phase
number of channels/flights
area correction factor for twin screw extruder
volume fraction of intermeshing zone in twin screw
extruder
volume correction factor for twin screw extruder
Pi-number
density
surface tension
shear stress
yield value
fraction of protons in the solid phase
deflection angle
angular velocity

Indices
Symbol
subscripts
0
c
crit
d

Meaning
initial value
continuous phase
critical number
disperse phase
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Symbol
(cont.)
i
ice
IM
H
l
s
SS
t
TS
w
x, y, z
superscripts
para

Meaning
(cont.)
component/fraction i
ice phase
Inter-Meshing zone in twin screw extrusion
y=H, at extrusion barrel wall
liquid phase
solid phase
Single Screw (Extrusion)
total
Twin Screw (Extrusion)
weighted quantity (w=0: number, w=2: area, w=3: volume)
across-, up- and down- channel directions
parallel model

Dimensionless Numbers
symbol
Re
We
W ecrit

Meaning
Reynolds number
Weber number
critical Weber number

Abbreviations
Symbol
cryo − SEM
F reezer
LT E
LT − HT SC
NMR
OT R
SS − LT E − 7

Meaning
cryo Scanning Electron Microscopy
Continuous Scraped Surface Heat Exchanger
Low Temperature Extrusion
Low Temperature High Torque Shear Cell
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Oscillatory Thermo Rheometry
Single Screw Low Temperature Extrusion using a
channel height of 7 mm
SS − LT E − 14 Single Screw Low Temperature Extrusion using a
channel height of 14 mm
T S − LT E − 7 Twin Screw Low Temperature Extrusion using a
channel height of 7 mm
T S − LT E − 14 Twin Screw Low Temperature Extrusion using a
channel height of 14 mm
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screw
screw
screw

Summary
The impact of a low temperature extrusion (LTE) process on the microstructure, rheology and sensorial quality of ice cream has been investigated. Single and corotating
twin screw extrusion devices were studied using different screw geometries. The LTE
process was optimized with respect to heat transfer and mechanical treatment of the ice
cream system in order to improve product quality with regard to ice cream creaminess
and scoopability.
A standard vanilla ice cream mix (8 % milk fat) was aerated (100 % overrun) and
frozen in a serial, two step process, consisting of a conventional continuous scraped
surface ‘Freezer’ and a ‘LTE’ device. Ice cream samples were drawn either from Freezer
or from combined Freezer/LTE process at draw temperatures of approximately -5 °C
and -15 °C and subsequently hardened to a storage temperature of -30 °C. The ice cream
microstructure was predominantly analyzed using cryo scanning electron microscopy,
laser light diffraction and ice cream melting/drainage test.
The optimization of heat transfer in order to maximize product throughput at
minimum draw temperature is a main issue of low temperature extrusion processing.
The influence of different screw channel heights was investigated for single screw and
twin screw low temperature extrusion (SS- and TS-LTE). For both systems reduced
screw channel height led to lower ice cream draw temperature. Even though the mean
residence time was increased and the shear rate was reduced using bigger screw channel
height (for equal throughput and screw rotational velocity), the draw temperature
was higher than measured for the narrow screw channel geometry. The poor heat
conductivity of ice cream and hence a small heat transfer coefficient are the limiting
factors for the overall heat transfer. At constant residence time, rotational screw
velocity and cooling agent temperature, the ice cream draw temperature was shown
to be lower for SS-LTE compared to TS-LTE system due to the additional energy
dissipation in the mixing/intermeshing zone and a reduced volume specific cooling
area in the TS-LTE.
Shear rate and dissipated heat are significantly reduced in LTE compared to conventional Freezer process. Lower ice cream draw temperatures and higher viscosities
lead to significant differences in microstructure of LTE processed ice cream. Ice crystal
sizes decreased approximately by a factor larger than 1.5 and air cells by a factor of
2 to 3 due to the mechanical LTE treatment. An accumulation of fat globule aggregates smaller than 20 µm supported a favored melting behavior with improved shape
retention and reduced serum drainage in LTE ice cream.
In both LTE systems the reduction of air cell sizes in ice cream mainly depends on
the acting viscous stresses, which are determined by shear rate and mass viscosity. The
latter being an exponential function of the mass temperature, air cell sizes decreased
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about linearly with draw temperature. In the SS-LTE the poor mixing efficiency because of lack of a screw intermeshing zone and locally increased shear rates due to high
pressure back flow led to an increased concentration of fat globule aggregates bigger
than 20 µm. Such large fat globule aggregates in ice cream cause an inferior foam
stability and a higher serum drainage during melting.
The transient development of ice cream microstructure in the TS-LTE screw channel was investigated by local temperature measurements and simultaneous local ice
cream sampling. Ice cream temperatures were measured along screw channel length
after process shut-down and removal of screws from the barrel. Except an initial pronounced temperature drop at the extruder inlet the ice cream temperature decreased
almost linearly with the screw channel length. The maximum air cell size in the extrusion channel was reduced with increasing shear stress corresponding to decreasing
temperature and increasing viscosity of ice cream. Compared to the precedent Freezer
process air cell size only decreased in the TS-LTE process at significantly big shear
stresses in the temperature domain below -10 °C. The additional elongational flow in
the entrance region of the extruder die and superimposed shear flow in the outlet
pipe decreased the air cell size further and also caused further fat globule aggregation,
however, in a size range smaller than 20 µm.
The change in the disperse microstructure of LTE processed ice cream compared
to that in conventionally-frozen/hardened ice cream had as well a very positive impact
on the ice cream quality characteristics scoopability and creaminess as quantified by
oscillatory thermo-rheometry (OTR). With this method storage and loss moduli are
measured during a continuous temperature sweep from -20 °C to 10 °C. At temperatures
below -10 °C the reduction of ice crystal size and their connectivity in LTE ice cream
correlates with reduced dynamic moduli and an improved ice cream scoopability. A
higher level of ‘mouthfeel-creaminess’ in the melted state at temperatures above 0 °C
corresponds to a smaller air cell size of the LTE ice cream causing higher dynamic
moduli.
Superimposed drag/pressure flow and resulting velocity/shear rate profiles were
calculated analogously for single and twin screw extrusion processes. The model equations were expanded to twin screw extrusion by applying charge volume correction
factors. Due to an increased back flow ratio, more inhomogeneous shear was detected
in SS-LTE with strongly increased shear rates close to the barrel wall. The dissipated
power in different zones of the screw specific geometries was calculated for single and
twin screw extrusion. Highest specific energy dissipation was calculated for the narrowest screw channel geometry. Measurements of the electrical power consumption
of the screw drive motor showed a larger specific energy consumption for the single
screw device. This can mainly be explained by increased product viscosity at lower
product temperatures using SS-LTE. Power measurements reflected the model calculations, however, more strongly pronounced for the narrow screw channel geometry. The
specific energy dissipation calculated for twin screw extrusion system (TS-LTE) was in
very good agreement with the measured energy dissipation. Therefore a valuable tool
for the prediction of mechanical energy dissipation in low temperature extrusion was
developed and experimentally verified.
As demonstrated in this work ice cream microstructure and quality charcteristics of
LTE processed ice cream are significantly improved compared to the conventional freezxviii
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ing/hardening process. For single and twin screw low temperature extrusion reduced
screw channel height is preferable with respect to heat transfer due to the poor heat
conductivity of ice cream. Whereas heat transfer is favorable in the single screw extrusion system compared to twin screw extrusion, the poor mixing efficiency and higher
local energy dissipation rates lead to a downgraded microstructure in SS-LTE processed
ice cream. In particular the generation of large fat globule aggregates (> 20 µm) in
single screw extruded ice cream caused a corresponding less favorable meltdown and
serum drainage behavior. The reduction in ice crystal, air cell and fat globule aggregate sizes (< 20 µm) and their homogeneous distribution in TS-LTE processed ice
cream are responsible for a significantly improved ice cream quality with respect to
mouthfeel-creaminess, scoopability and shape/serum retention during meltdown.
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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wurde der Einfluss eines Tieftemperaturextrusionsverfahrens (Low
Temperature Extrusion = LTE) auf die Mikrostruktur, Rheologie und sensorische Qualität von Eiskrem untersucht. Ein- und Doppelschneckenwellen-LTE-Verfahren wurden
unter Verwendung unterschiedlicher Schneckenwellengeometrien eingesetzt. Das LTEVerfahren wurde hinsichtlich Wärmeabfuhr und mechanischer Feinststrukturierung der
Eiskremsysteme optimiert, um sensorische Produkteigenschaften wie Kremigkeit und
Portionierbarkeit deutlich zu verbessern.
Ein Standard-Vanille-Eiskremmix (8 % Milchfett) wurde in einem seriellen, zweistufigen Prozess, bestehend aus einem konventionellem kontinuierlichen Wandschabewärmetauscher (so genanntem Eiskrem-Freezer) und einem Tieftemperaturextruder,
mit Luft (100 % overrun) aufgeschlagen und gefroren. Eiskremproben wurden entweder
nach dem Freezer- oder dem kombinerten Freezer/LTE-Prozess bei Austrittstemperaturen von ca. -5 °C bzw. -15 °C gezogen und nach anschliessendem Aushärten bei -30 °C
gelagert. Die Mikrostruktur in Eiskrem wurde in erster Linie mit Hilfe von kryo-Rasterelektronenmikroskopie, Laserbeugungsspektroskopie und Abschmelz-/Drainagetest untersucht.
Eine Optimierung der Wärmeabfuhr bei der Tieftemperaturextrusion war auf eine
Steigerung des Produktdurchsatzes bei möglichst tiefen Produktaustrittstemperaturen
ausgerichtet. Der Einfluss verschiedener Schneckenwellengeometrien mit unterschiedlicher Schneckenkanalhöhe wurde sowohl für das Einwellen- als auch für das Doppelwellenextrusionssystem untersucht. Für beide Extrusionssysteme wurden tiefere Produktaustrittstemperaturen bei kleinerer Schneckenkanalhöhe beobachtet. Dies wurde auf
einen besseren Wärmedurchgang bei reduzierter Produktschichtdicke (= Kanalhöhe)
zurückgeführt. Eine höhere Produktverweilzeit und niedrigere Energiedissipation unter Verwendung der grösseren Schneckenkanalhöhe wirkten sich nicht positiv auf eine höhere Kühlleistung aus, da der Wärmedurchgang bei höherer Schichtdicke aufgrund der schlechten Wärmeleitung in Eiskrem deutlich reduziert war. Für gleiche
Produktverweilzeit, Schneckenwellendrehzahl und Kühltemperatur war die Eiskremaustrittstemperatur unter Verwendung des Einwellensystems niedriger als im Vergleich
zum Doppelwellensystem, da einerseits in der Überlappungszone der gleichdrehenden
Schneckenwellen zusätzlich Energie dissipiert wird und andererseits die volumenspezifische Kühlfläche reduziert ist.
Schergeschwindigkeit und dissipierte Wärme sind deutlich verringert beim LTE-Verfahren im Vergleich zum konventionellen Freezerprozess. Niedrigere Eiskremaustrittstemperaturen und damit höhere Produktviskositäten im LTE-System führen zu signifikanten Unterschieden hinsichtlich der Eiskremmikrostruktur. Aufgrund der mechanischen Scherbeanspruchung im LTE-Prozess waren mittlere Eiskristallgrössen um
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mehr als den Faktor 1.5 und Luftblasengrössen um den Faktor 2 bis 3 verkleinert.
Verstärkte partielle Koaleszenz von Fettglobulen führten zu einer erhöhten Fraktion
von Fettaggregaten in einem Grössenbereich zwischen 2 µm und 20 µm. Diese bewirkten eine verbesserte Formstabilität und reduzierte Serumsdrainage beim Abschmelzen
von Eiskrem.
Bei allen LTE-Systemen verkleinerte sich die Luftblasengrösse in Eiskrem kontinuierlich mit Zunahme der viskosen Scherkräfte bei sinkender Temperatur und damit
gleichzeitig zunehmender Produktviskosität. Beim Einsatz der Einwellen-LTE wurden vermehrt Fettglobulaggregate mit einem Durchmesser grösser 20 µm gebildet.
Diese wirkten sich in einem Langzeit-Schmelztest negativ auf die Schaumstabilisierung in Eiskrem bei einhergehender erhöhter Serumdrainage aus. Das Auftreten dieser
grossen Fettglobulaggregate wurde mit lokal auftretenden grösseren Schubspannungen
aufgrund höherer Schergeschwindigkeit und Produktviskosität in Kühlwandnähe des
Einwellensystems begründet. Eine schlechtere thermische und strukturelle Produkthomogenität wurden im Einwellen-LTE-System durch das laminare Strömungsprofil
aufgrund fehlender Misch/Überlappungszone im Vergleich zum Doppelwellensystem
verursacht.
Die transiente Entwicklung der Eiskremmikrostruktur in Schneckenkanal des Doppelwellen-Tieftemperaturextuders wurde mit Hilfe der Messung von lokalen Produkttemperaturen bei gleichzeitiger lokaler Eiskrem-Probenahme entlang des Extruderschneckenkanals untersucht. Die Temperatur im Extruderschneckenkanal nahm nach einem anfänglich, verstärkten Temperaturabfall kontinuierlich ab. Die maximale Luftblasengrösse verringerte sich linear mit zunehmenden Schubspannungen mit entsprechend
zunehmender Eiskremviskosität und abnehmender Temperatur entlang des Schneckenkanals. Im Vergleich zum vorausgehenden Freezer-Prozess verringerte sich die Luftblasengrösse in Eiskrem erst, nachdem bei Produkttemperaturen kleiner -10 °C die
Scherkräfte im LTE-Schneckenkanal grösser als im Vergleich zum Freezer-Verfahren
waren. Durch Überlagerung von Dehn- und Scherströmung in der Einlaufregion der
Extruderdüse werden die Luftblasengrössen weiter verkleinert und es kommt zu einem
steigenden Anteil von Fettglobulaggregaten mit einem Durchmesser kleiner 20 µm.
Die Veränderung der dispersen Mikrostruktur in Eiskrem aufgrund des LTE-Verfahrens im Vergleich zum konventionellem Eiskremherstellungsprozess hatte ebenfalls
einen sehr vorteilhaften Einfluss auf sensorische Qualitätseigenschaften von Eiskrem
wie Löffelbarkeit/Portionierverhalten, Kremigkeit und Kältempfinden beim Verzehr.
Mit Hilfe der Oszillations Thermo-Rheometrie (OTR) konnten diese Qualitätscharakteristika durch dynamisch gemessene Speicher- und Verlustmoduli in einem Temperaturbereich zwischen -20 °C und +10 °C quantitativ erfasst werden. Bei Temperaturen kleiner -10 °C korrelierten die kleineren Eiskristallgrössen und die reduzierten EiskristallKontaktstellen mit einer deutlich verbesserten Eiskremportionierbarkeit. Ein höherer
Grad an Kremigkeit geschmolzener Eiskrem im Mundraum konnte mit kleineren Luftblasengrössen bei verstärkter Fettaggregation korreliert werden. Die kleineren Luftblasengrössen wiederum liessen sich durch höhere dynamische Moduli bei Temperaturen
über 0 °C quantifizieren.
Überlagerte Schlepp-/Druckrückströmung und resultierende Geschwindigkeits-/
Schergeschwindigkeitsprofile im LTE-Schneckenkanal wurden in analoger Weise für Einwellen- und Doppelwellenextrusionssysteme berechnet. Die Modellgleichungen für das
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Einwellenextrusionssystem wurden dabei mit Hilfe von Flächen/Volumen-Korrekturfaktoren auf Doppelwellensysteme ausgeweitet. Aufgrund eines höheren Druckrückströmungsanteils wurde für die Einwellensysteme eine inhomogenere Schergeschwindigkeitsverteilung mit maximaler Schergeschwindigkeit an der Kanalwand detektiert. Die
dissipierte Leistungseinträge in verschiedenen geometriespezifischen Scherzonen wurden für Einwellen- und Doppelwellensystem berechnet. Die höchste spezifische Energiedissipation wurde für die kleinste Schneckenkanalhöhe berechnet. Messungen der
elektrischen Wellenantriebsleistung zeigten höhere spezifische Netto-Antriebsleistungen
für Einwellen- im Vergleich zu den Doppelwellensystemen. Dies konnte hauptsächlich
mit den höheren Produktviskositäten im Schneckenkanal bei niedrigerer Austrittstemperatur beim Einwellenextruder erklärt werden. Höhere spezifische Energiedissipation
im Einwellenextrusionssystem wurden auch mittels Modellrechnungen nachgewiesen,
vor allem bei Verwendung der Geometrie mit kleiner Schneckenkanalhöhe. Die modellbasierte, berechnete spezifische Energiedissipation im Doppelwellen-Extrusionssystem
war in sehr guter Übereinstimmung mit der gemessenen Energiedissipation. Somit wurde ein wertvolles Werkzeug zur Ermittlung der Energiedissipation bei der Tieftemperaturextrusion entwickelt und experimentell verifiziert.
Wie in dieser Arbeit gezeigt wurde, sind die Mikrostruktur und damit einhergehende Qualitätscharakteristika in tieftemperaturextrudierter Eiskrem im Vergleich zu
konventionell hergestellter Eiskrem deutlich verbessert. Für Ein- und DoppelwellenLTE-Systeme sind reduzierte Schneckenkanalhöhen hinsichtlich der Optimierung des
Wärmetransfers vorzuziehen. Die Wärmeabfuhr im Einschneckenwellensystem ist erhöht,
jedoch wird im Vergleich zum Doppelschneckenwellensystem die Eiskremmikrostruktur
negativ durch schlechte Produktdurchmischung und lokal erhöhte Energiedissipation
beeinflusst. Die deutliche Reduzierung der Eiskristall- und Luftblasengrössen und die
gleichzeitige Bildung von kleinen Fettglobulaggregaten (< 20 µm) in doppelwellentieftemperaturextrudierter Eiskrem erweisen sich als äusserst vorteilhaft hinsichtlich
sensorischer Qualitätscharakteristika von Eiskrem. Die Portionierbarkeit/Löffelbarkeit
ist verbessert und die Kremigkeit ist bei gleichzeitig geringerem Kälteempfinden im
Mundraum erhöht. Schliesslich weist tieftemperaturextrudierte Eiskrem beim Abschmelzen eine verbesserte Formstabilität und einen reduzierten Abtropfverlust auf.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Low Temperature Extrusion of Ice Cream

Low Temperature Extrusion (LTE) processing has the potential to become an important technology in future continuous processing of frozen dessert systems. However,
detailed quantitative information on the rheological and micro-structuring material
behaviour of aqueous (sugars, polysaccharides and proteins containing) continuous
multiphase systems having gas/air cells, ice crystals and in most cases fat globules
as disperse phases at very low processing temperatures are not yet available. With
respect to process optimization it is important to develop an understanding about the
relationship between processing and resulting product microstructure, since the main
goal of LTE processing is the generation of an improved ice cream quality compared
to conventional freeze/hardening processes.
Conventionally ice cream is continuously produced in a scraped surface heat exchanger (Freezer). Air is incorporated in the ice cream mix by rotating scraper blades.
At a draw temperature of about -5 °C the relative amount of frozen water is 40 % to
50 %. The remaining water is commonly frozen in a hardening tunnel (-40 °C, 1-3 hours
residence time) and later in a cold storage room (-25 °C to -30 °C). In contrast to the
conventional freezing process ice cream is continuously frozen to outlet temperatures of
about -15 °C in in the combined Freezer/LTE process, which consists of a conventional
continuous freezer and a subsequent low temperature extruder.
In previous projects, the LTE processing of ice cream has been stepwise further
developed based on a research approach of Windhab et al. in 1988, which led to a
first patent application in 1992 (Windhab, 1993a). The basic principle of this new
process relates to the continuous mechanical treatment during freezing of water based
multiphase systems like ice cream and other frozen desserts. At lowest product exit
temperatures of around -15 °C to -18 °C, 70 % to 90 % of the water that can be frozen
before the maximum freeze concentration is reached, is solidified in the form of ice
crystals. The mechanical treatment allows to generate an increased amount of water
ice crystal nuclei compared to conventional freezing techniques by secondary nucleation
and consequently the ice crystal size distribution has been strongly shifted (approximately by the factor 2) to smaller ice crystal diameters than possible by conventional
processing (Bolliger, 1996). A similar impact is expected for gas/air cell- and fat globule aggregates, which represent the other classes of functional micro-structured disperse
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components in ice cream.
The impact of different screw geometries and extrusion systems on the resulting
ice cream microstructure is one of the most important factors for process optimization
in LTE. The exponentially increasing ice cream viscosity (102 Pas to 104 Pas) with
decreasing temperatures leads to strongly increased shear stresses even at relatively
low shear rates present during LTE processing. These shear stresses in the screw
channel and the time period, they act on the treated material, determine the size
distributions of the disperse components in ice cream. Small ice crystal and air cell
sizes and narrow size distributions are commonly known to have a positive effect on
ice cream quality in terms of reduced iciness (coldness), improved scoopability and
increased creaminess (Windhab et al., 2002). The optimal formation of fat structure in
ice cream is responsible for many desirable ice cream quality characteristics including
dryness, shape retention, slowness of meltdown and smooth textural properties after
conventional (scraped surface) freezing and additional hardening (Goff, 1997).
Such improved micro-structuring is only possible if the dissipated mechanical energy
due to high viscous friction forces at low temperatures and related high viscosities is
efficiently transferred to an evaporating cooling agent. Otherwise the frozen structure
re-melts and the disperse structure gets irreversibly destroyed. Residence time and
local shear rate in the LTE screw channel are both dependent on the screw channel
height. Since ice cream has a poor heat conductivity representing a highly aerated
product, the screw channel height is also a characteristic length for the heat transfer in
LTE processing. Consequently the overall heat transfer and mechanical energy dissipation, which determine the ice cream draw temperature, are mainly affected by the screw
channel height (Wildmoser and Windhab, 2001). Single and twin screw extrusion systems greatly differ in the processing flow characteristics. The screw intermeshing zone
within a twin screw extruder causes improved mixing and related thermal homogeneity.
The reduction of product draw temperature is favorable in single screw extruder due to
larger volume-specific heat transfer area and the missing energy dissipation in a screw
intermeshing zone.

1.2

Aim of this Work

Investigations of the impact of LTE processing on the ice cream microstructure and
related quality characteristics is the main objective of this work. Differences in ice
cream quality between LTE processed and conventionally frozen/hardened ice cream
shall be quantified by microstructure analysis and ice cream rheometry.
Process optimization in LTE processing aims at minimum sizes of the disperse ice
cream components, which are expected to lead to optimum ice cream quality, and at
maximum product throughput for minimum draw temperature. The ice cream draw
temperature shall hence be studied, varying LTE extrusion system/geometry and processing parameters. The impact of single and twin screw extrusion system using different screw geometries (e.g. channel height) and the effect of process parameters
like screw rotational speed, mix flow rate and cooling agent temperature shall be investigated with respect to energy dissipation, heat transfer and hence corresponding
product draw temperature.
2
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The influence of LTE processing on disperse ice cream microstructure shall be the
main focus of this work. Ice crystal and air cell sizes shall hence be analyzed using
mainly cryo scanning electron microscopy. Process induced fat globule destabilization
shall be quantified by laser light diffraction and by ice cream melting/drainage tests.
Ice cream quality characteristics like creaminess and scoopability shall furthermore be
related to ice cream microstructure and freeze-processing conditions using ice cream
rheometry. Characteristic rheological parameters like storage and loss moduli measured
at low shear deformation as a function of temperature shall be correlated to ice cream
microstructure and quality.
The transient development of microstructure in the LTE screw channel due to increasing shear stresses with decreasing temperature shall be studied in detail in order
to understand the microstructuring mechanisms on a quantitative basis. Therefore
the product temperature shall be measured locally along screw channel length to determine local ice cream viscosity and shear stress applying a non-Newtonian viscosity
model of ice cream. The viscosity model (e.g. Herschel-Bulkley) shall be developed
independently by ice cream rheometry. Correspondingly to the local temperature measurement local ice crystal, air cell and fat globule aggregate size distributions shall be
determined along the screw channel. From this the ”microstructuring history” will be
reconstructed.
In order to understand the relationship between acting shear stresses and resulting
microstructure, the local conditions along the extruder screw channel with respect
to temperature, related viscosity, shear rate and residence time shall be separately
simulated in a so-called low temperature shear cell. In a parallel disc shear geometry,
shear stress, shear rate and resulting viscosity will be measured for different product
temperatures and the resulting size distributions of the disperse components will be
quantified after different shearing times.
Analytical modelling shall build a complementary platform to backup experimentally proved processing-microstructure-rheology relationships by model calculations. In
detail drag and pressure flow contributions, related velocity and shear rate profiles in
the screw channel shall be calculated for a single screw extruder. Then the single screw
model shall be expanded to twin screw extruder by applying volume correction factors.
The dissipated power in different shear zones shall be calculated for single and twin
screw extruder using the conventional mass, energy and momentum balance equations
and shall be compared to the measured net power consumption of screw drive motor.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1
2.1.1

Ice Cream Freezing Processes
Conventional Ice Cream Freezing/Hardening

In conventional continuous ice cream freezing specific scraped surface heat exchangers,
so-called called ‘freezers’, are used. In such apparatus two unit operations which are
of major importance for the microstructure of the final ice cream product are combined: whipping and freezing. To obtain good creaminess, scoopability and melting
behaviour finely dispersed and narrowly distributed air bubbles and ice crystals have
to be generated.
Outlet temperatures of conventional freezers are in general at about -5 °C. The fraction of frozen water, which beside temperature, depends on the recipe-related freezing
point depression, is about 40 % to 50 %. Another 30 % to 40 % of water is conventionally frozen in the hardening tunnel. Typical hardening tunnel temperatures are -40 °C
to -42 °C, the residence time depends on the product volume and reaches more than 2
hours for 2-3 liter containers. Due to the poor heat transfer from the ice cream product
to the cold air and additionally the poor conductivity of a frozen ice cream foam, the
energetic efficiency of hardening tunnels is rather low. The water which is frozen during
hardening mainly increases the size of existing ice crystals and thus partially connects
them forming ice crystal aggregates and large ice crystals, which strongly increase ice
cream stiffness.
The heat transfer and the size of disperse components in ice cream are expected to
be positively influenced by low temperature processing. However, in a conventional ice
cream freezer, the dissipated heat strongly increases with decreasing temperature and
hence increasing ice cream viscosity. For usually high rotational speeds of the freezer
rotor (200 rpm to 600 rpm) high shear rates are generated between rotating scraper
blades and barrel wall. The dissipated heat exceeds the maximum transferable heat
at product temperatures at approximately -6 °C for common ice cream mix recipes
and processing conditions. Therefore the conventional freezing process is limited by
ice cream viscosity to draw temperatures, which are higher than the common storage temperatures for ice cream and hence an additional ice cream hardening step is
necessary.
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2.1 Ice Cream Freezing Processes

2.1.2

Low Temperature Extrusion Processing

The Low Temperrature Extrusion (LTE) is an innovative process, in which frozen
desserts are simultanuously shear treated and frozen to low temperatures of about –
10 °C to –20 °C (Hoffmann et al., 2000; Windhab et al., 1997). Typically lower rotational
speeds (5 rpm to 50 rpm) of extrusion screws are adjusted in comparison to conventional
freezing process. Basically single and twin screw extrusion systems can be used for
low temperature processing. The main optimization criteria for the low temperature
extrusion devices were according to Windhab et al. (2002):
1. Uniformity of local shear stresses acting in the screw channel flow
2. Maximum dispersion of structural elements (minimum sizes)
3. Good mixing without local re-melting
4. Maximum heat transfer coefficient
5. Low pressure gradient over barrel length to avoid gas de-mixing
From these optimizing criteria specific twin screw and die entry/ die geometries and
a suitable rotational speed range were derived (Windhab et al., 2002). Because of the
additional product homogenization in the screw intermeshing area, twin screw systems
were preferred to single screw systems. The developed twin screw low temperature
extrusion (TS-LTE) systems (Schröder GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) can be classified
in the group of corotating intermeshing twin screw extruders.
According to the United States Patent Re. 36,390 (Fels et al., 1999) “the invention
pertains to a device for the cooling of edible foams, (...), a motor driven extruder
device designed as combined deep freezing and transport device (...), in which the prefrozen foam can be cooled down to storage temperature,(...). The device of the present
invention is characterized in that the extruder device has at least one double screw
system with two screws positioned parallel to each other with their rotational axes.
The lands of the screws of the double screw system scrape against the inner cylinder
mantle surface of the housing surrounding it. The threads of the second screw are
centered between the threads of the first screw (...). The lands of the screws with the
surface of the cylinder mantle of the screws and of the inner surface of the cylinder
mantle of the housing form an extremely flat screw channel.”
The twin screw extrusion systems which have been developed for low temperature
ice cream processing have not very much in common with double screw extrusion
systems as conventionally used in polymer melt, ceramics or food snack extrusion
(Windhab and Wildmoser, 2001). The LTE extruder couples an ultra flat channel
co-rotating twin screw system with a feeding gear pump, thus using the screws as
shearing/stirring elements in a barrel through which the highly viscous multiphase
fluid system is volumetrically pumped. This allows for adjusting a very flat pressure
gradient or even a pressure plateau over the barrel length in order to avoid de-mixing of
the aerated real systems in the inlet zone and to avoid a too strong pressure back-flow
as typical for conventional extruders. According to Windhab and Wildmoser (2001) the
ultra flat extruder screw channels with a height/width ratio of 0.05 to 0.15, absolute
heights between 7 and 12 mm and screw diameters of 65 to 250 mm, allow to adjust a
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very narrow shear stress distribution and have short characteristic lengths for the heat
transfer through the barrel wall to an evaporating cooling agent which overflows the
outer barrel walls. A relative axial shift of the two screws avoids intermeshing of screw
flights and the formation of narrow shear gaps between the screws. At the same time
this construction allows for a gentle but efficient, low shear mixing. For the evaporating
fluid (e.g. ammonia) the evaporation pressure can be adjusted to a minimum which
leads to an evaporation temperature of -42 °C (Windhab and Wildmoser, 2001).
In TS-LTE systems energy is dissipated through screw rotation and simultaneously
a finely dispersed product microstructure is generated due to high shear stresses and
high product viscosities at low temperature processing conditions. According to Windhab et al. (1989) the shear gaps formed between the twin screws and the barrel wall
can be divided into four main zones as demonstrated in figure 2.1:
Zone 1: Screw channel gap between screw core and barrel wall
Zone 2: Clearance gap between screw flight lands and barrel wall
Zone 3: Tangential gap between the flight flancs
Zone 4: Gap between the two screw roots
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Figure 2.1: Different shear zones in a twin screw extrusion system (TS-LTE): Screw
channel gap (zone 1), clearance gap (zone 2), tangential gap (zone 3) and
screw roots gap (zone 4)
The shear gap zones 1 and 2 are most relevant for energy dissipation and microstructure formation in LTE systems (Windhab et al., 1989). Product temperature
(viscosity) and shear rate are varying for the different shear zones. According to Newton’s law the shear stress is the product of viscosity and shear rate and hence the local
shear stresses will differ also for the different shear zones. Local shear rates are highest
in the narrow clearance gap (zone 2), however, the product volume in the shear zone 2
is comparatively small. The largest impact on the microstructure development during
LTE processing is hence expected to be originated in the screw channel gap (zone 1)
(Windhab and Wildmoser, 2001).
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2.2

Ice Cream Microstructure

Ice cream and related aerated frozen desserts are complex-colloidal systems comprised
of, in their frozen state: ice crystals; air bubbles; partially-coalesced fat globules and
aggregates; all in discrete phases surrounded by an unfrozen continuous matrix of
sugars, proteins, salts, polysaccharides and water (Goff, 2002). Their manufacture
usually begins by formulating, pasteurising, homogenising and cooling an emulsion
premix, followed by aerating and freezing this premix under high shear conditions in a
scraped surface freezer (Marshall et al., 2003; Kessler, 1996).
The aeration and freezing process involves numerous physical changes including: the
action of proteins and surfactants in forming and stabilising the foam phase; partial
coalescence of the fat emulsion causing both absorption of fat at the air interface and
formation of fat globule clusters that stabilise the lamellae between air bubbles; and
freeze concentration of the premix by the removal of water from solution in the form
of ice (Goff, 2002).
Ice cream structure/texture is mainly formed during freeze-processing and hardening, but also affected by storage. The influence of process on the main structural
components in ice cream, namely ice, air and fat phase, will be treated in the following.

2.2.1

Ice Phase

It is generally accepted (Marshall and Arbuckle, 1996) that a quality ice cream has a
smooth texture without detectable ice crystals. A primary objective of the ice cream
manufacturing process is therefore to deliver a product containing ice crystals that are
as small as possible. In order to optimise the ice cream freezing process based on this
objective, it is important to understand ice crystallisation mechanisms and the factors
affecting them.
Formation of ice occurs within two stages of the ice cream manufacturing process:
‘freezing’ and ‘hardening’. Freezing is carried out continuously within a scraped surface
heat exchanger (known as a ‘freezer’), cooled by the use of an evaporating refrigerant
such as ammonia. Blades mounted on a rotating shaft (the dasher) constantly remove
frozen material from the heat exchanger wall and maintain high rates of heat transfer.
Under these conditions, substantial undercooling develops within the product, causing
high nucleation rates and the formation of many crystal nuclei (Russell et al., 1999).
Hardening, on the other hand, takes place within a blast freezer where air is the cooling
medium. This is a quiescent process and heat transfer is limited by conduction through
the product. Rates of heat transfer are slower than in the freezer and any undercooling
would be relieved by the growth of ice crystals so that it never reaches the level required
to support nucleation. Thus, no new crystals are formed during hardening, instead
the increase in ice phase volume is purely by growth of existing nuclei (Sutton and
Bracey, 1996). For this reason, the crystal population in the hardened product is
largely determined by that in the freezer exit-stream.
Ice Crystal Nucleation/Recrystallization during Freezing/Hardening
Schwartzberg (1990) proposed a model for ice formation in an ice cream freezer where
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dendrites grow from the wall of the freezer barrel and are broken off and transferred
to the bulk flow by the action of the rotating dasher blades. The dendrites then ripen
and develop a rounded shape by the time they leave the freezer.
Sodawala and Garside (1997) investigated a cold surface with a rotating scraper
blade. They employed high speed video microscopy to observe ice crystallisation from
sucrose solutions in the interval between consecutive scrapes. They did not observe
dendritic growth, but found that ice formed in clumps or ‘flocs’ which grew in a direction parallel to the surface and eventually merged together. It is likely that this was
an observation of growth on ice debris remaining after passage of the scraper blade, a
situation which may also occur in a freezer.
Another crystal-formation mechanism which occurs within the freezer is secondary
nucleation (Hartel, 1996). In this case new crystal nuclei are formed due to crystaldasher and crystal-crystal collisions. Windhab and Bolliger (1995) attributed their
observed increase in crystal number with increasing dasher rotational speed in an ice
cream freezer to enhanced secondary nucleation.
Russell et al. (1999) found that ice crystallisation within the freezer is dominated by
recrystallisation processes such as aggregation and dissolution/growth. These mechanisms appeared to be more important than nucleation in determining the final crystal
population. Crystal coarsening by recrystallisation in the freezer could be minimised
by reducing product residence time. Increasing dasher speed caused an elevation in
product temperature, through increased dissipation of frictional energy, which led to
dissolution of small crystals and enhanced crystal aggregation.
Trgo (1996) accordingly found that recrystallisation processes during freezing and
hardening had a major impact on the final ice crystal sizes in ice cream. The recrystallisation rate was mostly influenced by the product (draw) temperature and the
hardening rate (time). No impact on recrystallisation rate was observed for the variation of dasher speed, freezing point, mix viscosity, fat content and overrun.
The hardening rate was seen as the decisive factor for the generation of small ice
crystals and narrow size distributions (Sutton and Bracey, 1996) as the recrystallization
rate largely decreases with decreasing temperature. Blast freezer hardening was hence
evaluated preferable to cold store hardening because of increased cooling rate.
Using a low temperatures freezer/extrusion system the specific number of ice crystals in model-sorbet (25 % sucrose and 0.5 % stabilizer) was substantially increased
compared to conventional freezer/hardening processing as shown by Bolliger (1996).
Due to consecutive freezing in a conventional freezer and low temperature extruder,
the product temperature decreased from -4.5 °C (draw temperature freezer) to -15 °C
during simultaneous mechanical treatment. Correspondingly to the decreasing temperature the ice content increased from approximately 45 % to 80 % (by weight). The
number of ice crystals per square millimeter was clearly increased after low temperature
extrusion (TS-LTE) in comparison to conventional freezing (table 2.1). For an overrun
of 40 % the number of ice crystals was increased by the factor of 2, whereas the median
ice crystal diameter d50,0 remained approximately constant (compare table 2.1).
Windhab et al. (2002) showed that ice crystal sizes distributions measured for model
sorbet samples drawn from freezer and extruder (TS-LTE) process were comparable
(figure 2.2), even though the ice content was largely increased due to low temperature
extrusion (draw temperature -15.2 °C). For the same temperature of -15 °C ice crystal
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Table 2.1: Ice crystal number and median diameter d50,0 in model-sorbet (BO I) for
different overruns, model-sorbet was freeze-processed using conventional
freezer and twin screw low temperature extruder, data from Bolliger (1996)

Freezer
Extruder
Freezer
Extruder

overrun
%

Temperature
°C

Number
1
mm2

d(50,0)
µm

40
40
80
80

-4.5
-15
-4.5
-15

196
393
157
275

28.1
27.2
28.5
35.2

sizes were largely increased in conventionally hardened (freezer+hardening) compared
to extruder processed model-sorbet as illustrated in figure 2.2. Due to ice crystal growth
of existing ice crystals the median ice crystal size was enlarged approximately by the
factor of 2 in hardened freezer sorbet and was hence significantly larger than in extruder
processed sorbet. The reduction of ice crystal sizes due to low temperature extrusion
were ascribed to increased secondary nucleation (Windhab et al., 2002). The dispersion
of agglomerated ice crystals generated in the precedent freezer process and reduced
recrystallization rates at low temperatures would be complementary explanations for
the increased fraction of small ice crystals (d < 20 µm, figure 2.2) in extruder processed
model-sorbet.
Cumulative number density Q0 [-]

1.01
Freezer (-4.5˚C)
+Hardening (-15˚C)

0.8

Freezer (-4.5˚C)
Extruder (-15.2˚C)

0.6

MODEL SORBET: BO I
overrun : 40%

0.4
0.2
0.00
1

10
Ice crystal diameter [µm]

100

Figure 2.2: Cumulative number distribution of ice crystal sizes in model-sorbet (BO I,
40 % overrun) processed by means of conventional freezer and twin screw
low temperature extruder process, Freezer samples were either drawn directly from process at a temperature of -4.5 °C or after additional hardening
(-40 °C) and tempering step at a temperature of -15 °C, extruder sample
was taken at a draw temperature of -15.2 °C, data from Windhab et al.
(2002)
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Recrystallisation during Storage
Recrystallisation is a term used to describe changes in crystal size which occur during frozen storage and has been a subject of much research (Fennema et al., 1973).
Conditions during storage differ from those in an ice cream freezer in that the product
is static and the ice content is more or less constant. Nevertheless, recrystallisation
processes of a similar nature to those observed during storage may occur within the
freezer. The recrystallisation mechanisms of relevance to ice cream have been claimed
to be migration (or ripening) and accretion (Sutton and Wilcox, 1997). These can
be considered as being analogous to the dissolution/growth and aggregation processes
associated with crystallisation under shear. It therefore seems reasonable that the findings from previous studies of recrystallisation during ice cream storage (Donhowe and
Hartel, 1996; Sutton and Wilcox, 1997) may also be applicable to the initial freezing
step.
Recrystallisation phenomena during storage can be controlled by the maintenance
of low constant temperature and by the presence in the formulation of stabilizing agents
such as polysaccharide gums (hydrocolloids). Applying heat shock cycles, which are
commonly used to simulate temperature fluctuations during storage, the predominant
recrystallization mechanism was attributed to partial melting and refreezing of ice
crystals (Flores and Goff, 1999). Stabilizers exerted a measurable effect of retarding
or preventing crystal growth. The functionality of different hydrocolloids in retarding recrystallization processes and the mechanism of stabilizer action was studied by
Regand and Goff (2003). It was observed that the ability of stabilizers (carrageenan,
carboxymethyl cellulose, xanthan gum, sodium alginate, locust bean gum) to retard
ice recrystallization was promoted by the presence of proteins. Therfore the steric
blocking of the interface or inhibition of solute transport to and from the ice interface
could not be the only mechanism of stabilizer action, however, also molecular interactions between polysaccharides and proteins appeared to be key factors in retarding ice
recrystallization.

2.2.2

Air Phase

Ice cream and related products are generally aerated and characterised as frozen foams.
The gas phase volume varies greatly from a high of greater than 50 % to a low of 10 %
to 15 %. Air is conventionally distributed in the form of numerous small air bubbles
of size range 20 µm to 50 µm.
Foam Generation
Foam generation can be considered as a dynamic process between dispersion forces
and coalescence (Hanselmann and Windhab, 1998). In other words, the shear stress of
fluid flow acts to break the bubbles into smaller sizes, whereas the increased Laplace
pressure due to smaller bubble size leads to coalescence. It is the dynamic balance
between these forces that gives rise to the final air cell size distribution in any aeration
process. The Weber number (W e) has been used to describe the balance of these forces.
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W e is given as
τ ·d
(2.1)
4·σ
where τ is the shear stress, d is the air bubble diameter and σ is the surface tension.
Based on equation 2.1 a critical Weber number can be defined. For W e > W ecrit
the bubble will break up. Accordingly a maximum bubble size dmax can be derived
depending on the acting shear force.
We =

4 · σ · W ecrit
(2.2)
τ
The flow conditions are generally characterized by the Reynolds number Re, which
is the ratio between inertia and viscous forces. For Re smaller a critical Reynolds
number Recrit the flow is laminar, whereas it is turbulent for higher numbers. Re can
be expressed as
dmax =

vlρ
(2.3)
η
with v as a characteristic velocity, l is a characteristic length (e.g. diameter), ρ is
the fluid density and η is the fluid viscosity.
For laminar pure shear flow only the shear stress contributes to the deformation
and break up of the bubbles (inertia forces are neglegible). The shear stress depends
on the volumetric mechanical power input, which is a function of rotor/screw speed,
geometrical properties of the mixing device and the viscosity of the material. The
acting stresses leading to bubble deformation and break-up are of different nature in
the laminar and turbulent flow regime (Hanselmann, 1996). The laminar region is
dominated by the viscous forces. The acting viscous shear stresses τ can be calculated
from the first derivative of the local velocity vector, which is defined as shear rate
γ̇, and the fluid viscosity η(γ̇, T ), which is a function of shear rate and temperature
(equation 2.4).
Re =

τ (γ̇, T ) = η(γ̇, T ) · γ̇

(2.4)

In turbulent flows the deformation and break-up of bubbles depends on the size
ratio of the bubbles d and the interacting eddies Hanselmann and Windhab (1998).
Depending on the eddy size, macro- und microturbulence domains can be defined. In
microturbulent dispersing flows the mean velocity difference ∆v̄ acting at the bubble
interface, will induce the so-called Reynolds stress τRe , which leads to bubble deformation and break-up.
τRe = ρ · (∆v̄)2

(2.5)

Because of the high product viscosity and the low shear rates small Reynolds numbers (equation 2.3) are calculated for flow in the low temperature extruder. A laminar
flow profile is hence existent in LTE processing. Turbulent flow or a flow regime in
the transition between laminar and turbulent is expected during conventional freezer
processing due to the relatively low product viscosity and the high shear rates present
in a scraped surface heat exchanger.
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Foam Destabilization
Foam generation is confronted with several foam destabilization mechanisms, namely
drainage, coalescence and Ostwald ripening.
Drainage can be considered as the flow of liquid from a foam due to gravitational forces. As a result of drainage, the lamellae become thinner and a spherical
foam turns to a polyhedral one. In polyhedral foams, an additional sucking of liquid
from the lamellae to the plateau borders occurs, due to a pressure difference between
plateau borders and lamellae. Many authors investigated drainage of polyhedral foams
(Srinivasan, 1990).
An estimation of the rate of drainage from the lamellae can be approximated by
the Reynolds law (1886) with the assumptions that the film surface is considered as
two circular plane parallel plates.
2 · s3 · ∆p
δs
=
dt
3 · r2 · η

(2.6)

where s is the lamella thickness, ∆p is the driving pressure, η is the viscosity of
the liquid and r is the radius of a circular plane parallel film. As can be seen from
equation 2.6, thin lamellae and a high bulk viscosity decrease the rate of drainage.
Coalescence is defined as the rupture of a lamella in a foam. Two smaller bubbles
coalesce to a larger one. As a result of coalescence, the amount of bubbles in a foam
is decreasing and the foam is getting coarser. Lamella rupture is related to drainage,
because only thin lamellae can break. There are some explanations about the effect of
film rupture. The surfaces of the foam lamellae are under constant stress due to surface
tension minimizing surface extension. Rupture of the lamellae cannot, therefore, be
regarded as a simple matter of overcoming some critical tear resistance; rather, it
appears to be due to statistical fluctuations in lamellae thickness (Vrij and Overbeek,
1968).
Reducing the thickness below a certain critical value ensures that the energy criteria
for destabilization are met. Countless local instabilities can be expected to arise under
practical working conditions as a result of vibration, temperature gradients, evaporation and dust. Small particles of hydrophobic solids and liquids are particularly
disruptive (Dickinson, 1992).
Drainage and coalescence can be slowed down or even stopped by increasing the
bulk viscosity. This is the reason why high viscous solutions are used in industrial foam
production. Thus drainage and coalescence are not the main problems in industrial
foaming processes. Another destabilizing process in foams which also takes place in
commercial foam products with a high bulk viscosity (e.g. ice cream) is Ostwald
ripening.
Ostwald ripening (disproportionation) is a bubble coarsening process. Gas diffuses from smaller bubbles to bigger ones. The driving force for this process is the
pressure difference between smaller and bigger bubbles, which can be expressed by the
Laplace pressure.


1
1
∆p = 2σ
−
(2.7)
r 1 r2
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where ∆p is the pressure difference between bubble 1 and 2, σ is the surface tension
and r1 /r2 are the respective bubble radii.
As can be seen from equation 2.7, smaller bubbles have a higher gas pressure.
According to Henry’s law, the solubility of gas is proportional to its pressure and
temperature. Therefore the gas solubility is higher close to small bubbles than to big
ones. This fact results in a gas transport from smaller to bigger bubbles. This process
is self-accelerating, because as the bubbles become smaller and bigger, the pressure
difference increases and thus the driving force (Hanselmann, 1996).
The extent of Ostwald ripening depends not only on the pressure difference between
smaller and bigger bubbles but also on the gas solubility, temperature and pressure,
lamellae thickness and surface properties of the film. Cooney (1974) obtained highest
foam stability and overrun with nitrogen and this was followed by oxygen, hydrogen
and carbon dioxide. The higher foam stability with nitrogen can be explained by the
fifty times less solubility of nitrogen compared to carbon dioxide.
Impact of processing on air bubble size distribution and foam stability
The air cell dispersion in the laminar, transition and turbulent flow regimes was investigated by Kroezen et al. (1988). Laminar flow was found for Re < 0.02, whereas the
flow was turbulent for Re > 0.15. The mechanisms of foaming and the dependence of
several mixing parameters were different for the turbulent and laminar flow regions. In
the transition region from turbulent to laminar the foaming is very poor in comparison
with that in the turbulent and laminar flow regimes.
Hanselmann (1996) observed a strong influence of the mechanical power input on
the bubble size. A higher foam stability and a more structured foam were achieved by
smaller gas bubbles. It was shown that the average surface of a foam was a more useful
tool for structural explanations than just the gas bubble diameter. A firmer and more
stable foam was further created for low pH-values, high protein concentrations and by
denatured proteins around their isoelectric point (Hanselmann, 1996).
Chang and Hartel (2002a) found that the air cell size decreased progressively with
time in a batch ice cream freezer. Whipping alone (no freezing) did not result in
decrease in air cell size, indicating that freezing was necessary for stabilization of small
air cells. Fat level and emulsifier content had no effect on air cell size, whereas stabilizer
addition led to smaller initial air cells. The reduction in air cell size was correlated to
changes in apparent viscosity of the slurry being formed within the freezer.
According to Windhab (1991) the aeration process step is most important for the
final structure and quality of the foamed product. A stable foam structure is important
for downstream processing as well as for storage. The air bubble size and distribution
seemed to be a key factor for foam stability. Less drainage was observed with smaller
bubble diameters at various overruns (Windhab, 1991).
Pre-aeration of ice cream mix prior to conventional freezing process was described by
Windhab et al. (1999). Air was efficiently dispersed in the turbulent flow of a specially
designed continuous whipping machine. However, air cell coalescence in the low viscous
foam seemed to be a major problem. Finely dispersed air cells were stabilized more
efficiently by high product viscosity after low temperature extrusion processing.
The influence of hardening and storage conditions on air cell sizes in ice cream was
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studied by Chang and Hartel (2002c). For decreasing storage temperature the rate of
change in air cells decreased. Disproportionation of air cells was inhibited by addition
of emulsifiers or stabilizers, although the mechanisms for this inhibition were different.
The inhibition of air cell coarsening by emulsifiers was attributed to increased extent
of fat destabilization, whereas it was probably the increased viscosity of the fluid phase
for stabilizer addition. During long-term storage of ice cream, interconnection between
air cells led to severe channeling. However, cryo-SEM was needed to observe this
channeling behavior since the optical microscopy technique did not preserve the true
structures of the air cells in ice cream under these conditions.
Turan and Bee (1999) have shown that loss of the discrete nature of the gas bubbles
and channelling, leading to a continuous network of coalesced bubbles during storage, is
related to volume collapse (shrinkage) and can be measured by examining the response
of frozen ice cream to fluctuating pressures. Discrete and independent air bubbles
correlate to expectations based on the gas laws while channelled air networks do not.
In addition to the conventional functionality of emulsifiers in fat destabilization,
Barfod (2001) showed that emulsifiers increased air bubble stability and resulted in
a finer distribution of air bubbles. These factors, especially when associated with a
higher total air phase volume, protected the ice cream from excessive ice crystal growth
during heat shock. They attributed the reduction in ice recrystallization to enhanced
formation of a partially coalesced fat network that retarded movement of structural
elements.

2.2.3

Fat Phase

The optimal formation of fat structure in ice cream is responsible for many desirable
properties including dryness and shape retention after scraped surface freezing and
slowness of meltdown and smooth eating textural properties after hardening (Goff,
1997; Walstra and Jonkman, 1997). Fat plays an important role in the stabilization of
the ice cream structure, as partially coalesced fat is mainly responsible for stabilizing
the air bubbles and the foam structure. Analogies to fat partial coalescence and fat
structure formation in whipped cream, although in some respects similar, have been
shown to be incomplete. While whipped cream is typically stabilised at maximum
firmness by almost complete coverage of the air interface with agglomerated fat, such
is not the case with ice cream (Goff, 1997). Rather, fat agglomerates have been shown
to provide structure to the lamellae between air bubbles offering resistance to collapse
during meltdown and, in conjugation also with the development of thin lamellae, to
ice recrystallization. Fat at the air interface tends to be more in the form of discrete
droplets (Goff et al., 1999).
Fat Destabilization as influenced by Emulsifying Agents
The function of emulsifiers in whippable emulsions is linked to a reduction in the shear
stability of such emulsions. This is referred to a destabilising effect, which makes it
easier to whip an emulsion into foam (Krog, 2003).
When an emulsion is whipped to make foam, the fat globules collide during the
shearing action and, if the protecting surface film is ruptured, the fat globules will
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partially coalesce and form aggregates or clusters. The fat globule aggregates stabilise
the foam structure and make a stable, creamy foam. On the other hand, if the surface
film is strong and remains unaffected by shear, the fat globules remain dispersed in the
serum phase and a loose foam structure with large air bubbles is formed.
According to Krog (2003) the destabilization of whippable emulsions (creams, ice
cream mix, etc.) involves several physical changes in the emulsion. The main functions
of emulsifiers are related to:
1. Crystallization of the fat phase
2. Partial reduction of the protein load at the surface of the fat globules
3. Reduction in the interfacial film strength induced by emulsifier-protein interactions
For ice cream production commonly monoglycerides or polysorbates are used. In the
case of monoglycerides, a great difference was found between saturated and unsaturated
monoglycerides with respect to the destabilization of ice cream mix (Krog, 2003). The
destabilizing effects is correlated with the ice cream’s meltdown resistance and content
of extractable fat. Polysorbate 60 appeared to be the most effective in destabilising
the emulsions, an effect that increased proportionate to the concentration used. With
saturated and unsaturated monoglycerides used, approximately the same destabilizing
effect occurred for concentrations up to about 0.2 %. At higher concentrations the effect
on unsaturated monoglycerides increased , contrary to saturated emulsifier, which had
a reduced stabilizing effect on the mix at high concentrations. The surprising increase
in emulsion stability with high levels of saturated monoglycerides was attributed to the
formation of a solid emulsifier film or crystals at the surface of the emulsion droplets
(Krog, 2003).
Cryo-scanning and freeze substitution transmission electron microscopy techniques
were used by Goff et al. (1999) to examine the fine structure of partially coalesced
fat networks in ice cream. Varying degrees of fat partial coalescence were induced by
varying emulsifier type, concentration and shear levels. Increasing fat destabilization
levels were seen as increasing partially coalesced fat agglomerates extending from the air
interface into the serum phase and in the serum phase itself and enhanced adsorption of
discrete fat droplets at the air interface. Even at the highest levels of fat destabilization
the air interface was not completely covered by fat.
The effect of emulsifiers in protein replacement at the fat globule surface is part of
the destabilization mechanism in ice cream that has been investigated in detail. According to Krog (2003) the destabilising effect of polysorbate 60 was well correlated
with protein diplacement, since this emulsifier strongly displace the proteins from the
fat globule surface. Even at the highest concentrations of monoglycerides only a partial
displacement of proteins was observed. No significant difference in protein displacement was found between saturated and unsaturated monoglycerides, so in this respect
no correlation could be found with the strong destabilizing effect of unsaturated emulsifiers. The destabilizing effect of unsaturated monoglycerides was hence thought to
be related to a decrease in the shear-induced instability of the emulsifier-protein film
covering the fat globules.
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Bolliger et al. (2000a) investigated fat destabilization in conventionally processed
ice cream with varying emulsification levels in the mix by application of different concentrations/fractions of saturated mono- and di-glycerides and polysorbate 80. He also
found a good correlation between the quantity of protein absorbed at the fat globule
interface (mg m−2 ) and several measures of fat partial coalescence including turbidity, solvent extractable fat and integrated laser light scattering methods. Correlation
was also shown between fat content in the dripped portion of a meltdown test and fat
partial coalescence determined by the above methods.
Fat Destabilization as affected by Processing Conditions
Ice cream mix is conventionally homogenized in one or two stage homogenizers, where
a finely dipersed fat emulsion with fat globule sizes smaller than 2 µm is generated.
The main purposes of homogenization are to prevent fat creaming in the unfrozen mix,
to minimize churning in the freezer and to guarantee interactions between emulsifying
agents and newly built fat interface (Kessler, 1996). After homogenization the ice cream
mix is cooled to temperatures of about 4 °C and cold aging is conventionally applied for
at least 4 hours. According to Arbuckle (1986); Kessler (1996) the following changes
occur during aging:
1. Fat is solidified/crystallized
2. Hydrocolloids swell in the aqueous solution
3. Milk proteins from powder are completely hydrated
4. Viscosity of ice cream mix is increased
Smoothness of body and texture, resistance to melting and ease of whipping are improved by aging.
Because new surfaces are formed during homogenization, homogenization conditions may influence fat destabilization and the meltdown characteristics of the ice
cream. The effect of homogenisation pressure and resultant fat globule size distributions on fat partial coalescence and ice cream melt down properties was studied by
Koxholt et al. (2001). They suggested that homogenisation pressures of at least 10
MPa were sufficient to produce fat agglomeration and appropriate melt down properties and that two-stage homogenisation produced no further improvements. These
pressure recommendations are considerably lower than those conventionally used in ice
cream manufacturing, and could lead to substantial energy savings. They also suggested that selective homogenization of fat with only a portion of the serum was also
effective at producing optimal size fat globules and aggregates in the mix and ice cream,
respectively, and that such a process could also lead to energy saving or to the ability
to add shear-sensitive ingredients to the non-homogenised portion. They proposed a
model to explain the effects of fat aggregates on shape retention and meltdown. The
model described that once fat aggregates reach the size of the lamellae between air
bubbles, collapse of the foam during meltdown is prevented and structure becomes
stabilised, but coverage of the air interface by fat is not required Koxholt et al. (2001).
This model is supported by the microstructural evidence presented in Goff et al. (1999).
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Air interfaces at the highest levels of fat destabilization were not completely covered
by fat globules, nor was there evidence of a surface layer of free fat.
Because of the combination of shear forces and ice crystallization during freezer
processing, fat globules are mechanically damaged, which causes agglomeration and
partial coalescence of the fat globules. Kokubo et al. (1998) studied the changes in
fat globule particle sizes in ice cream during conventional continuous freezing using a
laser microscope. Increased fat globule aggregation was observed for decreasing draw
temperature from freezer. Fat aggregate sizes increased from 5 µm at -3.5 °C to 40 µm
at -5.5 °C. Fat globule aggregation seemed also to be also affected by ice cream overrun.
The fat particle sizes were 5 µm to 20 µm at an overrun level of 60 %, 20 µm at 100 %
and 50 µm m at 140 %.
Sakurai et al. (1996) investigated the influence of processing conditions for conventional continuous freezing on ice cream quality. Drawing temperature, dasher type
and speed, and overrun had an effect on melting resistance, and drawing temperature affected product hardness. They observed slower meltdown and improved melting
resistance with lower draw temperature, increased dasher capacity and speed, and increased overrun. Furthermore, with low drawing temperature and increased dasher
capacity, ice cream hardness was reduced. Dasher speed had no significant effect on
ice cream hardness.
Bolliger et al. (2000b) studied the influence of different freezing processes on fat
destabilization. Conventional continuous freezing process was compared with a low
temperature extrusion process using ice cream mixes with different levels of emulsification. Low-temperature extrusion generally promoted enhanced fat destabilization,
however, fat particle size and solvent extractable fat showed different dependencies on
emulsification level from the two processing systems. Although solvent extractable fat
reached high levels with increasing emulsification, fat particle size data suggested that
fat agglomerate size was controlled by mechanical shearing (Bolliger et al., 2000b). Significant difference between the two systems was seen also in the meltdown test, where
melting rates for unemulsified and slightly emulsified mixes led to a very low melting
rate and high shape retention in extruded ice cream. Scanning electron microscopy
detected generally smaller air bubbles for extruded ice creams. Enhanced fat structuring around the air bubble and into the serum phase was also shown for unemulsified
extruded samples.

2.3

Ice Cream Rheology

The rheological properties of ice cream play an important role in determining the quality of product formed throughout the freezing process (scraped surface heat exchanger,
product extrusion/ shaping, and hardening). In order to understand and optimise the
process and product quality it is important to determine these properties.

2.3.1

Viscosity of ice cream

Ice cream as many food material represents a viscoelastic fluid, which combines in its
extremes the elasticity of solids and the viscosity of liquids. Viscosity is defined as
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the resistance of a fluid to flow, quantitatively the shear stress in a particular ideal
flow-field divided by the rate of the deformation of the flow. According to Burns
and Russell (1999) the measurement of ice cream viscosity is complex, because it is
a multiphase physicochemical system that is compressible, very temperature sensitive
and non-Newtonian (shear thinning). Ice cream rheological properties are derived
from the interactions of its several phases as well as other phenomena. The matrix
(continuous) phase is the viscous liquid phase of ice cream that contains milk proteins,
sugars, salts and stabilizers in solution. As temperature is decreased this phase becomes
more viscous. This is due not only to the decreasing temperature but also due to the
fact that ice forms and this freeze concentrates the matrix which gives rise to a further
increase in viscosity (Burns and Russell, 1999). At the same time, the ice formed acts
as a filler in the matrix phase, which increases also the ice cream viscosity. Finally air
phase volume (function of overrun and pressure) has an effect on the product viscosity
as well. As the phase volume of air is decreased, through increasing pressure and/or
decreasing overrun, the ice cream viscosity will tend to increase.

2.3.2

Mathematical description of the rheological behaviour
of ice cream

Viscosity function
For the use of rheological data in the calculation of flow it is necessary to describe the
rheological behaviour mathematically e.g. by approximative model functions, which
can be based on physical or empirical models. According to Windhab (1993b) the
shear rate and temperature dependent viscosity function η(γ̇, T ) of ice cream can be
described by Herschel-Bulkley viscosity approximation:
η(γ̇, T ) =

τ
τ0
=
+ K · γ̇ n−1
γ̇
γ̇

(2.8)

The three model parameters (K = consistency factor, n = flow exponent, τ0 =
yield value) are in general functions of the temperature and the shearing time. The
rheologically measured values (steady shear) should be equilibrium values and thereby
not time dependent.
Temperature dependency of the viscosity function
Since the viscosity of ice cream is strongly dependent on the temperature an mathematical description of the viscosity-temperature correlation is suitable. For many
food systems the Arrhenius equation gives a good approximation to experimentally
measured viscosity values (Windhab, 1993b):


Ea
η(T ) = η(T0 ) · exp
(2.9)
RT
where Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant (= 8.314 J mol−1 K −1 )
and η(T0 ) is the viscosity at reference temperature T0 .
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2.3.3

Oscillatory Rheometry

For a large variety of multiphase foods with high consistency the socalled oscillatory
test is preferred for the rheometric evaluation. According to Windhab et al. (1989)
the advantage of this test mode is the non-destructive small deformation (oscillatory).
Thereby the material behaviour can be characterized rheologically by so-called dynamic moduli (storage modulus G0 and loss modulus G00 ) without changing the inner
disperse structure significantly by flow induced restructuring and/or mechanical energy
dissipation that could particularly lead to melting effects.
Oscillatory tests are usually carried out in a rotational rheometer using cone/plate
or plate/plate geometries. Because wall slip is a major problem for rheological measurement the gap wall surface can be roughened or profiled (Windhab et al., 1989).
For frozen products the temperature within the sample should be as small as possible
as only little fluctuations in temperature will have a major impact on viscosity. An
efficient cooling system and protection against ambient heat are hence important requirements for ice cream rheometry. So-called torque, frequency and time sweeps as
well as temperature sweep tests are carried out for rheological characterization of the
product microstructure.
Using oscillatory rheometry the microstructure of foamed dairy emulsions was quantitativly investigated by many authors. Stanley et al. (1996) showed that the storage
modulus G0 strongly increases with decreasing ice cream temperature and hence increasing ice fraction in ice cream (Stanley et al., 1996). Increasing overrun from 20 %
to 60 % increased the storage modulus significantly but had less effect on the loss modulus in stabilized and unstabilized ice cream (Goff et al., 1995). Smith et al. (2000)
investigated the influence of the microstructure in whipped cream to the dynamic oscillation moduli G0 and G00 . The storage and loss moduli apparently decreased with a
coarser foam structure due to increasing air bubble sizes during storage.
According to Windhab (1993b) the small deformation oscillatory rheometry is a
good means to study the microstructure of ice cream, because of its sensitivity to
mechanical and thermal treatment. In the oscillatory thermo-rheometry (OTR) mechanical and thermal analysis are coupled in order to gain microstructural and sensory
correlated information like scoopability, creaminess and melting behavior (coldness).
Performing a temperature sweep test (e.g. temperature sweep from -20 °C to 20 °C,
angular frequency 1 Hz) the dynamic moduli (G0 and G00 ) are measured and can be
correlated to the ice cream texture (softness/rigidity) and melting behaviour (slow/fast
melting). The heating rate in the temperature sweep test is typically fixed at 1 °C/min
to 2 °C/min, to ensure quasi steady-state equilibria of temperature and microstructure
in ice cream.

2.4

Modelling of Extrusion Processing

Modelling of the food extruder has principally focused on the metering section of the
screw. This has been a logical choice because it is the metering section that controls
the extrusion rate and accounts for the majority of the power consumption (Harper,
1981). The geometry of an extrusion screw metering sections is shown in figure 2.3.
The most important component parts and dimensions are listed below.
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Figure 2.3: Geometry of an extrusion screw metering section, component parts and
dimensions are labeled
D
H
W
δ
e
Θ
B
b
L
Z
x
y
z

2.4.1

Barrel Diameter
Screw Channel Height
Screw Channel Width
Flight Clearance
Flight Thickness
Helix Angle
Channel Width in Axial Screw Direction
Flight Thickness in Axial Screw Direction
Screw/Barrel Length
Screw Channel Length
Across Channel Direction
Radial (Up) Channel Direction
Down Channel Direction

Channel Flow

For food extrusion processing in a single screw extruder the basic flow equations in the
extrusion channel were derived by Harper (1981) based on following preconditions:
• Laminar, steady and fully developed flow
• Barrel is rotating and the screw is stationary
• Channel is ‘peeled off’ the screw and laid flat
• Slip does not occur at the walls
• Gravity and inertial forces are negligible
• Material being extruded is Newtonian
The total flow in the extrusion channel can be expressed as the superposition of
drag and pressure flow. Whereas the drag flow is caused by screw (barrel) rotation,
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the pressure flow originates from a pressure gradient in the extrusion channel. The
theoretical drag flow rate in a single screw extrusion system was calculated for barrel
rotation in equation 2.10.
V̇d,SS = 0.5 ν vz,H W H Fd

(2.10)

with
vz,H =
W =

1
ν

DπN cos Θ
Dπ sin Θ − e

In equation 2.10 ν corresponds to the number of channels (flights), vz,H is the
maximum velocity in z-direction at barrel wall (y=H), W is the channel width, H the
channel height, e the flight width and Fd is a shape correction factor for drag flow
H
(Fd ≈ 1 for W
< 0.1). The velocity vz,H can be calculated from barrel diameter D,
screw rotational speed N and the screw helix angle Θ (equation 2.10).
The pressure flow caused by a up/down channel pressure gradient is calculated
according to Squires (1958) in equation 2.11 . According to Harper (1981) the flow
ratio a is defined as the ratio between pressure back flow and drag flow. The pressure
∂p
gradient ∂z
is hence correlated to the flow ratio a as shown in equation 2.12. Fd and
H
Fp represent correction factors for drag and back flow (Fd /Fp ≈ 1 for W
< 0.1).
V̇p,SS = ν

W H 3 ∂p
Fp
12η ∂z

(2.11)

−V̇p
H2
∂p Fp
(2.12)
=
6 η vz,H ∂z Fd
V̇d
The channel shape correction factors Fd and Fp in equations 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12
account for the increasing influence the walls of the channel, created by the flights,
exert as H/W becomes large. These factors can be calculated according the equations
given by Squires (1958).
The screw channel flow can be divided in two directions, down the channel (zdirection) and across the channel (x-direction). Whereas the down channel flow as a
function of channel height leads to the overall flow rate, the sum of flow in x-direction
is zero due to the geometrical barriers represented by the screw flights.
According to Harper (1981) the down channel flow velocity can be expressed as a
function of channel height y and flow rate ratio a in equation 2.13. The across channel
flow is determined by equation 2.14. For barrel rotation the maximum velocities vz,H
(= DπN cos Θ) and vx,H (= −DπN sin Θ) are calculated at the barrel wall (y = H).
The velocity is zero at screw core (y = 0) assuming no wall slip.

 y 2 
y
vz = vz,H (1 − 3a) + 3a
(2.13)
H
H

y y
vx = vx,H 2 − 3
(2.14)
H H
The vectorial sum of down and cross channel flow vz and vx (equations 2.13 and 2.14)
form the resulting flow velocity vxz in the screw channel (equation 2.15). The local
a=
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shear rate γ̇xz is the derivative of the velocity vxz with channel height y according
equation 2.16.
vxz = vx 2 + vz 2
γ̇xz =

2.4.2

0.5

(2.15)

∂vxz
∂y

(2.16)

Energy Dissipation

The dissipated energy rate in a single screw extrusion systems is conventionally calculated according to the conventional equations for barrel rotation (Harper and Clark,
1979). The rate of heat production through viscous dissipation is therein obtained by
multiplying the shear stress by the velocity on the barrel wall and integrating over the
barrel wall surface. According to Harper and Clark (1979) the total power input to
the shaft of an extruder can be expressed as
dQ̇ = dQ̇H + dQ̇p + dQ̇k + dQ̇δ

(2.17)

where dQ̇ = energy input per differntial down channel distance, dQ̇H = viscous
energy dissipation in channel, dQ̇p = energy to raise pressure of fluid, dQ̇k = energy in
increase kinetic energy, and dQ̇δ = viscous energy dissipation in flight clearance. Each
term will be examined separately below. The kinetic term dQ̇k was neglected, because
velocities are low in LTE processing.
Power Dissipated in Channel
The power input in the channel element W H dz can be calculated according to equation 2.18.
Z

W

Z

W

τyz |y=H · vz,H dx +

dQ̇H + dQ̇p = ν
0


τyx |y=H · vx,H dx dz

(2.18)

0

with
vz,H = DπN cos Θ
vx,H = −DπN sin Θ
(W = channel width, H = channel height, Θ = helix angle, dz = differential down
channel distance, dx = differential across channel distance). Shear stress τ and velocity
V have the same direction (x-and z-direction, respectively). Since no flow occurs in the
y-direction, the power requirement for this component is zero. According to Harper
and Clark (1979) the shear stresses τyx (across channel) and τyz (down channel) at
screw barrel wall (y = H) are related to viscosity as shown in equation 2.19. The
viscosity η represented the product viscosity as function of shear rate γ̇xz |y=H (compare
equation 2.16) and temperature at barrel wall.


∂vx
−4vx,H
τyx |y=H = η
=η·
(2.19)
∂y y=H
H
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τyz |y=H = η

∂vz
∂y




=η
y=H

vz,H
H ∂p
+
·
H
2η ∂z


(2.20)

The ice cream viscosity η is a function of shear rate (equation 2.16) and ice cream
temperature TB at barrel wall (equation 2.21).
η = η(γ̇xz |y=H , TB )

(2.21)

Implementing equations 2.19 and 2.20 in equation 2.18 and integration give the
dissipated power Q̇ch,SS in single screw channel (equation 2.22).

Q̇ch,SS = Q̇H + Q̇p = ν η
Z=

L
sin Θ

2
vz,H

W
vz,H ∂p
W
2
+
W H + 4 η vx,H
H
2 ∂z
H


Z

(2.22)

represents the total down channel length, L is the screw barrel length.

Power Dissipated in Flight Clearance
The power input into an element of δ e dz in the flight clearance due to drag flow will
be
Z e

dQ̇δ = ν
τδ vH dx dz
(2.23)
0

with δ = flight clearance height, e = flight width, vH = D π N = barrel circumferential speed. The shear rate γ̇δ and the shear stress τδ in the flight clearance are
calculated according equations 2.24 and 2.25. ηδ is a function of shear rate and product
temperature in the flight clearance.
γ̇δ =

∂v
vH
≈
∂y
δ

(2.24)

vH
(2.25)
δ
Analogue to equation 2.21 the viscosity in the clearance gap ηδ is a function of temperature at barrel wall TB and shear rate γ̇δ in the clearance gap. Including equation 2.25
in equation 2.23 and integration gives the power dissipation Q̇δ,SS in the clearance of
a single screw extruder
τ δ = ηδ ·

Q̇δ,SS = ν · ηδ ·

2
vH
·e
·Z
δ

(2.26)

Total Power Dissipation
The total power Q̇total,SS dissipated by screw rotation is the sum of power dissipated
in the channel Q̇H and Q̇p and in the leckage gap Q̇δ (equation 2.27).
X
Q̇total,SS =
Q̇i ≈ Q̇H + Q̇p + Q̇δ
(2.27)
i
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
3.1
3.1.1

Ice Cream Mix Recipes and Mix Production
Ice Cream and Model-Sorbet Mix

A standard vanilla ice cream mix (MRG-3) with a fat content of 8 % was used for
most of the experiments. In table 3.1 the concentration (% (w/w)) of ice cream mix
ingredients are shown. Cremodan SE 80 (Danisco A/S, Denmark) was used as emulsifier and stabilizer system. The emulsifier ('60 %) consist of saturated mono- and
diglycerides with a mono-ester content of approximately 60 %, the stabilizer ('40 %)
of locust bean gum (LBG) and carrageenan.
Table 3.1: Ingredients of standard vanilla ice cream mix MRG-3, SMP = skim milk
powder
Ingredient
Milk
SMP
Cream
Sucrose
Glucose syrup
Stabilizer/ emulsifier
Vanilla flavor
Riboflavin

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)

61.32
3.96
16.33
13.86
3.96
0.494
0.074
0.002

The ice cream mix was analyzed for total fat content (according to Gerber), total
nitrogen (Kjehldahl), lactose content (enzymatical method) and ash (Kantonales Labor
Zurich, Switzerland). The composition of the standard vanilla ice cream mix is given
in table 3.2. A total solids content of 35 % is resulting for this standard vanilla ice
cream mix.
For another group of experiments a model sorbet mix was produced. The components of the sorbet mix are given in table 3.3. Locust bean gum was used as stabilizer.
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Table 3.2: Composition of standard vanilla ice cream mix MRG-3
Content
Total fat
Protein
Lactose
Sucrose
Glucose
Ash

%
%
%
%
%
%

(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)
(w/w)

Total Solids
Water

% (w/w)
% (w/w)

8.77
3.78
4.59
13.86
3.17
0.87
35.0
65.0

Table 3.3: Model sorbet mix MS-25 using locust bean gum (LBG) as stabilizer
Content

3.1.2

Sucrose
Stabilizer

% (w/w)
% (w/w)

25.0
0.50

Total Solids
Water

% (w/w)
% (w/w)

25.5
74.5

Ice Cream Mix Production

The ice cream mix production was carried out in industrial scale by a commercial
producer of ice cream (Midor AG, Meilen, Switzerland). Following mix preparation
steps were carried out:
• Mixing of ingredients (compare table 3.1)
• Heating up of the mix to a temperature of 60 °C
• Homogensation in a single stage homogenizer (20.5 MPa)
• Pasteurisation at 85 °C for 18 to 20 seconds
• Cooling of mix to a temperature of 4 °C
• Mix ripening at 4 °C for at least 10 hours
The production of model sorbet mix was carried out in pilot plant scale using a
vacuum batch homogenizer (Frymix VME-50/c, maximal batch size 50 kg). In the
homogenizer the dry ingredients sugar and stabilizer were dissolved in water and then
heated up to a temperature of 70 °C. The pasteurization step was carried out at a
temperature of 70 °C for 10 minutes. During processing a constant vacuum of 450 hPa
to 500 hPa was applied. The mix was thereafter cooled and stored at a temperature
of 4 °C for at least 12 hours.
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3.2
3.2.1

Ice Cream Freezing Processes
Experimental Setup of Freezing Process

The ice cream/ model sorbet was basically produced in two main process steps:
1. The ice cream mix was frozen in a continuous ice cream freezer (compare section 3.2.2) to approximately –5 °C.
2. The ice cream was continuously pumped through a low temperature extruder
(section 3.2.3) . In low temperature extrusion processing (LTE) the product is
frozen and shear-treated to outlet temperatures between –10 °C and –18 °C. The
low temperature extruder involves either a single or twin screw extrusion system
(section 3.2.3).
In figure 3.1 the flow chart of the combined freezer and low temperature extrusion
process (LTE) is shown. The ice cream mix was kept at constant temperature of
approximately 4 °C in a double cylindrical vessel prior to freezing. The mix was then
continuously pumped into the freezer barrel by the mix feed pump. Air was added to
the mix just before the freezer barrel. The air flow rate was controlled by a mass flow
meter (Rosemount-Brooks, 5856E/ 5876), which was used in proportional mode (air
flow to mix flow rate). As air supply a pressurized reservoir (Pangas, filling quantity
9.7 m3 ) was used. The product outlet temperature after the Freezer process was about
-5°C. From the freezer the ice cream was continuously transferred by means of a an
ice cream pump into the low temperature extruder. In the LTE process ice cream was
cooled approximately from –5 °C to –15 °C. The parameters, which were varied in the
combined Freezer/LTE process, are:
• Mix flow rate (feed pump of Hoyer freezer): 10 l/h to 100 l/h
• Air flow rate (Brooks, mass flow rate controller): 0 % to 240 % relative to the
mix flow rate
• Cooling agent temperature of Freezer: –20 °C to –30 °C
• Cooling agent temperature of LTE (section 3.2.3) : –10 °C to –40 °C
• LTE screw rotational speed: 6 rpm to 40 rpm (twin screw extruder), 5 rpm to
50 rpm (singel screw extruder, compare section 3.2.3)
By varying mix and air flow rates, the overrun in the product could be adjusted.
An overrun control was carried out by means of weight measurement of ice cream (mIC
at draw) and unfrozen ice cream mix (mICM ) of a constant volume. The overrun (OV
in %) was calculated using following equation (Eq. 3.1):
OV =

mICM − mIC
· 100
mIC

(3.1)

Ice Cream samples were drawn either after the Freezer process (first freezing step)
using a three-way valve or after the combined Freezer/ LTE process. The samples were
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hardened after draw in a cooling cabinet (Heraeus-Vötsch, HT4010) to a temperature
of –30 °C. The ice cream was then stored at a temperature of –25 °C to –30 °C before
further ice cream analytics were carried out.

3.2.2

Continuous Freezer

The continuous ice cream freezer (Hoyer MF 100, Tetra Pak Hoyer, referred to throughout as ”Freezer”) represents a scraped surface heat exchanger. The rotor (d = 78 mm)
with the attached scraper blades is rotating in a cylindrical barrel, which is cooled
by an evaporating cooling agent (R 404A). The barrel length is 600 mm, the barrel
diameter 100 mm. Air was added at the Freezer entrance and was incorporated and
dispersed in the mix by the rotor. Simultaneously the mix was frozen and scraped from
the cylindrical freezer wall by the scraper blades. The rotational speed of the freezer
rotor was fixed at 500 rpm. The evaporation pressure (temperature) of the Freezer
were controlled manually by a pressure valve. The cooling temperature was adjusted
in a range between –20 °C and –30 °C, in order to regulate the draw temperature of
the Freezer. Hence the product outlet temperatures from the freezer were adjusted
between –4 °C and –6 °C.

3.2.3

Low Temperature Extrusion

The Low Temperrature Extrusion (LTE) is a newly developed process, in which ice
cream is simultanuously shear treated and frozen to low temperatures of about –10 °C
to –20 °C. For all freezing experiments the low temperature extrusion succeded to a
precedent conventional freezing process step. In principle ice cream can be aerated
and frozen in LTE systems by pumping the ice cream mix directly into the extruder.
However, this is not the most efficient way from energy consumption and ice cream
quality points of view (Windhab et al., 2002). The extrusion flow is optimum for an
improved dispersion of ice crystals and gas bubbles as well as heat transfer for the
highly viscous ice cream at temperatures below -5°C. Ice crystal nucleation and heat
transfer at low mix viscosity are more efficient under surface scraping and turbulent
”dasher flow conditions” in the conventional freezer.
Twin Screw - Low Temperature Extrusion (TS-LTE)
The twin screw - low temperature extrusion (TS-LTE) system (VKBX 65-1000-F,
Schröder GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) can be classified in the group of the co-rotating
twin screw extruders. Figure 3.2 shows the experimental setup of such a twin screw
- low temperature extruder. In the TS-LTE the in general intermeshing screws are
inserted in the ”eight”-shaped extruder barrel. The power of the screw drive motor
is 11.5 kW at the rated speed of 960 rpm. The transmission ratio is set to 32.12 :
1. A maximum screw torque of 2 times 1600 Nm was resulting. The electrical power
consumption of the screw drive motor was measured by a digital power meter (YEW
Model 2533, Yokogawa Hokushin Electric). The rotational speed of the motor/screws
was varied by means of a frequency converter. In the TS-LTE system the evaporation
pressure (cooling temperature) can be adjusted by means of a pressure valve, which
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of combined continuous ice cream Freezer and LTE process
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affects the evaporation pressure regulator in the cooling system. The volume flow rate
of the liquid cooling agent was measured after the condenser using a flow rate meter
(HM3 E/4, 0.5 l/h - 4 l/h, Küppers Elektromechanik GmbH). In order to optimize
the heat transfer the extrusion barrel was fully immersed in the liquid cooling agent
(flooded evaporator, cooling agent R507). The level of the cooling fluid in the evaporator was maintained by a fill level controller (Multicap DC 11, Endress+Hauser). The
theoretical suction flow rate of the compressor can be switched between 20.2 m3 /h and
40.5 m3 /h corresponding to compressor speeds of 725 rpm and 1450 rpm. A bypass-line
between the hot gas line after the compressor and the evaporator was set in the cooling
circuit. By means of this line an automatic shut down of the compressor in case of low
load (< 50 % of maximum load) can be avoided.

Figure 3.2: Twin Screw - Low Temperature Extruder (TS-LTE) VKBX 65-1000-F,
Schröder GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Single Screw - Low Temperature Extrusion (SS-LTE)
The single screw extrusion system used in this research work represents also a low temperature extruder SS-LTE (VWK/60-400F, Schröder GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). In
a cylindrical barrel (D = 60 mm, L = 400 mm) the single screw is inserted. The screw
drive motor has a nominal power of 2.2 kW (R47 DV 100M4/TF, SEW-Eurodrive).
The screw rotational speed can be varied between 5 rpm and 50 rpm using a frequency
converter (5 Hz to 50 Hz). Like in the TS-LTE system the cooling temperature can
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be varied between –10 °C and –40 °C. The theoretical suction flow rate of the compressor was adjustable two-stage to 62.9 m3 /h (1450 rpm) and 75.5 m3 /h (1740 rpm).
Figure 3.3 shows the setup of the combined Freezer and SS-LTE process.

Figure 3.3: Experimental setup of the combined Freezer (Hoyer MF 100, Tetra Pak
Hoyer) and Single Screw - Low Temperature Extrusion (VWK/60-400F,
Schröder GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) process

Barrel and Screw Geometries for SS-LTE and TS-LTE
Besides the different extrusion systems (single/twin screw), the screw design is of importance for the processing behaviour. In case of the low temperature extrusion an
efficient heat transfer from the product to the surrounding cooling agent is of major
importance. As foamed products have a rather poor heat conduction coefficient, small
ratios of screw channel height to width (H/W ≤ 0.1 to 0.3) are preferable. The influence of different screw channel heights were studied, for the twin as well as for the
single screw extrusion system. Table 3.4 gives an overview of the different geometries
used for SS-LTE and TS-LTE. For both extrusion systems screw channel heights of
7 mm and 14 mm were taken into account. Figure 3.4 shows the twin screws for the
TS-LTE systems with screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm, respectively. For
the 7 mm twin screw geometry the screws were fully intermeshing, the 14 mm screw
geometry, however, was only semi-intermeshing, because the same extrusion barrel geometry with a diameter of 65 mm (approximately equal to the outer screw diameter)
was used for both screw geometries and hence the distance between the screw axes was
fixed.
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Figure 3.4: TS-LTE screw geometries with screw channel heights of 7 mm (bottom
twin screws) and 14 mm (top twin screws)

Table 3.4: Barrel and screw geometries for SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems
Geometry

SS-LTE-7

SS-LTE-14 TS-LTE-7

TS-LTE-14

Number of Screws
Screw Channel Height
Barrel Diameter
Barrel length

NS
H
D
L

mm
mm
mm

1
7
60
400

1
14
60
400

2
7
65
1027

2
14
65
1027

Barrel cooling surface
Barrel charge volume

A
V

cm2
cm3

750
440

750
730

3590
2090

3590
3890
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3.2.4

Data Acquisition and Processing

Temperatures and pressures in the process, flow rate, rotational speed of screws and
power input were observed and controlled by means of a data acquisition system PCI20’000 (Intelligent Instrumentation) and the software ”Messung” (Hunter & Caprez).
Temperatures and pressures were measured in the flow line before and after the Freezer
and LTE process, respectively. After the extrusion die at the outlet two pressure sensors
were installed for inline-viscosity measurement. Data points were recorded in intervals
of 10 s. In table 3.5 the measured process parameters are shown (compare figure 3.1).
For every setting of process parameters the process had to reach a steady state, which is
indicated by only little fluctuations in the measured process parameters (e.g. pressure
and temperature at LTE outlet). The recorded data from the data acquisition system
were further processed using MS-Excel. Mean values and standard deviations of each
parameter were calculated for a minimum time interval of three to five minutes (18 to
30 data points).
Table 3.5: Measured process parameters in Freezer-LTE process

3.2.5

Parameter Unit

Description

V̇M ix
V̇Air

l/h
l/h

Mix flow rate, Freezer inlet
Air flow rate, Freezer inlet

TF,in
TF,out
TLT E,in
TLT E,out
TC

°C
°C
°C
°C
°C

Temperature of ice cream mix at Freezer inlet
Temperature of ice cream at Freezer outlet
Temperature of ice cream at LTE inlet
Temperature of ice cream at LTE outlet
Cooling temperature in LTE evaporator

pF,in
pF,out
pLT E,in
pLT E,out
pP D1
pP D2
pC

MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

Pressure at Freezer inlet
Pressure at Freezer outlet
Pressure at LTE inlet
Pressure at LTE outlet
Pressure difference, pressure gauge 1 at LTE outlet
Pressure difference, pressure gauge 2 at LTE outlet
Evaporation pressure of LTE cooling agent

N
P

rpm
kW

Rotational speed of LTE screws
Electrical power consumption of LTE screw drive
motor

Experimental Procedures

The experimental design for SS-LTE and TS-LTE was equivalent. In order to get
similar product qualities the two main factors, mean residence time and shear rate
in the extrusion channel were kept constant. Due to the different screw and barrel
geometries the product flow rate had to be set higher for the TS-LTE than for the
SS-LTE to obtain the same residence time in the screw channel. For the same screw
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rotational speed comparable shear rates were realized in the SS- and TS-LTE extrusion
channel, if screws with the same screw channel height of 7 mm or 14 mm, respectively,
were used.
Residence Time Distribution
In order to evaluate the influence of the two different screw geometries (screw channel
height 7 mm and 14 mm, compare table 3.4), the residence time spectra were analyzed
for the twin screw as well as for the single screw extrusion system. For this ice cream
colour was injected directly at the extruder inlet using a piston type injector (figure 3.5).
This device was used because of the relatively high pressure (0.2 MPa to 0.6 MPa) in the
connection pipe between freezer and LT-extruder, where the colour had to be injected.
A constant volume of 5 ml colour (anatto-extract, red colour) was injected into the
pipe (DN 25) directly before the extruder inlet. The injection time interval was less
than 4 seconds. At the extruder outlet ice cream samples were drawn after specific
time intervals. The interval length was set 10 s for the highest colour concentrations
(up-curve and first part of the down-curve) and 20 s for the low colour concentration
(second part of the down-curve). The coloured ice cream samples were stored at a
temperature of 4 °C before spectrometry was applied. The spectrometer MCS 500
(Carl Zeiss AG) with the spectrometer module MCS 521 VIS was used to measure
the absorption spectra in a wavelength range from 320 to 950 nm. Illumination and
measuring light is hereby transmitted to and from the measurement probe through
optical fibres. The ice cream samples in the molten state (T > 4 °C) were measured with
respect to absorption at a wavelength of 486 nm (peak absorption wavelength of annato
colour). As reference value the absorption of an uncoloured ice cream sample was
measured. The absorption value of the ice cream sample was calculated as the difference
of absorption at a wavelength of 486 nm (peak-value) to the absorption at 516 nm
(baseline value). The incremental residence time spectra were plotted after normalizing
the absorption values. The absolute absorption values of the ice cream samples were
thereby divided by the maximum measured absorption value of the residence time
spectrum in order to eliminate concentration effects. From the incremental residence
time spectra the cumulative residence time distributions were calculated by integration
of the discrete absorption values with time. The residence time distributions were
measured for both screw channel heights and mix flow rates of about 30 l/h, 40 l/h
and 50 l/h in the TS-LTE system and for 11 l/h in the SS-LTE system. The screw
rotational speed was fixed at 15 rpm for both extrusion systems. The residence time
spectra represent the residence time in the extruder inlet, the actual extrusion channel
and in the attached conical die entrance and short outlet pipe. In table 3.6 the charge
volume fractions of these geometries are depicted. The measured time was actually
the time in which the product did pass the extrusion screw channel as well as the
in- and outlet pipe and the extrusion die. Therefore the actual residence time in the
extrusion channel tch was calculated from the measured time using a volume correction
factor fV according equation 3.2. This method proofed to be most appropriate for
comparison of residence time using different screw geometries and extrusion types,
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even if no distinction between pipe and extrusion flow was implemented.
tch =

Vch
· t = fV · t
Vtotal

(3.2)

Table 3.6: Charge volume of SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems for the screw geometries of
7 mm and 14 mm screw channel height
Charge volume
Inlet
Screw channel
Outlet

SS-LTE-7 SS-LTE-14

TS-LTE-7 TS-LTE-14

ml
ml
ml

65
440
510

65
725
510

210
2090
1150

210
3890
1150

Total volume
ml
Ratio (channel/total)

1015
0.43

1300
0.56

3450
0.61

5250
0.74

Figure 3.5: Measurement of residence time spectra in LTE, colour injection system for
high back pressure

Draw Temperature as a Function of Different Process Parameters
The influence of extrusion system and screw geometry on the draw temperature of ice
cream after the low temperature extrusion process was studied by varying the following
processing parameters.
1. Mix flow rate V̇M ix
2. Screw rotational speed N
3. Cooling temperature of extrusion barrel TC
For each measurement the process had to reach first a steady state, meaning negligible fluctuations in the measured physical process parameters (e.g. pressure and
temperature at the LTE-outlet). Some remaining variation of the pressure in the extrusion system could not be fully avoided. Special care had to be taken for a constant
overrun and hence an overrun control was carried out frequently. Entrance and exit
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pressures are both influenced by the adjusted three processing parameters V̇M ix , N
and TC . The ice cream temperature at the inlet of the low temperature extrusion system was set to a constant temperature between –4 °C to –5 °C. In order to reach this
constant inlet temperatures the cooling temperature in the preceding Freezer process
was varied for different mix flow rates. In order to compare the draw temperature of
SS-LTE and TS-LTE system, similar processing conditions, predominantly residence
time and shear rate, had to be chosen with respect to the mechanical and thermal
treatment of the ice cream in the extrusion system. For this purpose the mix flow rate
of the TS-LTE had to be adjusted approximately 5-times higher than for the SS-LTE
system. The screw rotational speed (shear rate) was kept the same for both systems.
Measurement of the Temperature Profile in the Screw Channel
The knowledge of local temperatures in the screw channel is of major importance for
gaining information about local microstructuring mechanisms, as the ice cream viscosity and related mechanical energy dissipation are strongly dependent on temperature.
However, a real on-line temperature measurement in the screw channel during processing was not feasible, because on one hand the barrel is surrounded by the liquid
cooling agent and on the other hand the thermocouple-probes can not be placed inside the screw channel due to the narrow gap between screw flights and barrel surface.
Consequently the temperature measurement alongside the screw channel was carried
out after process shut-down and immediate removal of the screws out of the extrusion
barrel. For this purpose a special screw removal procedure had to be developed, which
included the following steps:
1. Steady state of the combined Freezer/ LTE-process
2. Shut down of Freezer/ LTE-process (t = 0); switch off extrusion barrel cooling
3. Removal of the extrusion die and exit-pipeline (DN 25) and mounting of a chain
hoist (maximum traction 5000 N) at the screw ends
4. Removal of screws out of the barrel
5. Measurement of the local temperatures alongside the screw channel
Alongside the screw channel 10 thermocouples (Pt-100, metering precision ±0.15 °C)
were placed at defined positions (distance from screw core: 4 mm, distance between
thermocouples: 100 mm) by means of a leveling board. In figure 3.6 the set-up of the
local temperature measurement along the screw channel is shown. The temperature
was monitored and saved by means of a data acquisition system (Hunter & Caprez).
The minimum, local temperatures alongside the screw channel were measured 60 s
after placement of the thermocouples into the ice cream.
Because the screws could not instantaneously be removed from the extrusion barrel
after process shutdown, a further cooling step (mean extra cooling time after process
interrupt: up to 80 s) of the ice cream in the extrusion channel led to a decrease of ice
cream temperature. This could be partially compensated by counter-heating the screw
barrel with hot cooling agent gas. A correction of the measured local temperatures
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was hence performed based on the energy balance equation for transient heat transfer
(equation 3.3):
A · k · (Tt − TC )dt = m · cp,ef f · dTt

(3.3)

Integration of equation 3.3 leads to equation 3.4:
Tt=0 =

Tt − TC
Tt − TC
+ TC =
+ TC
A·k
exp(−Kl · t)
exp(− m·cp,ef f · t)
with Kl =

(3.4)

A·k
m · cp,ef f

Tt=0 thereby depicts the calculated local ice cream temperature at process interrupt,
wheras Tt is the measured local temperature. TC is the LTE cooling temperature. The
time t corresponds to the cooling time starting from the process interrupt. A local
constant Kl was calculated from the cooling surface A, the ice cream mass m, the
local heat transfer coefficient k and the local effective heat capacity cp,ef f of ice cream
(compare section 3.5.2). As ice cream is basically a foamed product, it shows a poor
heat conductivity. The overall heat transfer coefficient k was hence approximated by
λ
(3.5)
h
where λ is the local ice cream heat conductivity (section 3.5.3) and h denotes the
product height between the screw barrel wall and the later temperature measuring
position in the screw channel (e.g. 10 mm for 14 mm screw channel height). Because
the heat transfer coefficent k and the effective heat capacity cp,ef f are a function of ice
cream temperature and composition (e.g. ice/ air volume fraction), the Kl values are
changing over the screw length.
k≈

Figure 3.6: Ice cream temperature measurement along the screw channel using a leveling board, twin-screws (TS-LTE-14) were removed from extrusion barrel
after process shut-down
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The measurement of the temperature profile was carried out for the twin screw - low
temperature extrusion system (TS-LTE) only. The temperature profile was measured
for the 14 mm screw geometry processing the standard vanilla ice cream mix MRG3. The process parameters for the measurement of the temperature profile along the
screw channel using vanilla ice cream mix were done at a mix flow rate of 50 l/h, an
overrun of 100 %, a LTE cooling temperature of –26 °C and a screw rotational speed of
15 rpm. Three temperature measurements were carried out for the same adjustments of
processing parameters. Mean values and standard deviations of the local temperatures
were then calculated.

3.3
3.3.1

Analysis of Ice Cream Microstructure
Cryo-SEM

The size and shape of ice crystals, air bubbles and fat globules was measured by
cryo scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM). This technique has been well-described
by many authors (Bolliger, 1996; Goff et al., 1999; Chang and Hartel, 2002b). The
advantage of cryo-SEM is that the original microstructure is conserved by freezing
the sample to the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen (–196 °C). For this purpose ice
cream samples were filled in aluminium tubes (inner diameter: 1.16 mm, wall thickness:
0.13 mm, length: 20 mm) . Due to the rapid freezing the water in the ice cream cannot
form additional ice crystals or increase the size of the existing ice crystals, but will
freeze in the amorphous state. A differentiation of ice crystals and air cells surrounded
by this amorphous, continuous ”sirup phase” is hence facilitated.
The cryo-preparation of the sample prior to SEM was carried out in the Electron
Microscopy Center (EMEZ, ETH Zurich). The ice cream sample tube immersed in
liquid nitrogen was first broken. For this the perforated aluminium sample tube was
fixed in a circular sample holder and broken by a lever-device to control the force
applied for breakage. The holder with the broken tube was then transfered to the
Gatan cryo-holder and plunged in a planar magnetron sputter device (MED 10, BALTEC AG). In this device a vacuum-sublimation of ice from the surface of the fractured
specimen was applied (pressure: 3 · 10−4 to 5 · 10−4 Pa, temperature: –95 °C, time:
3 min). After cryo-drying the surface of the ice cream sample was sputter-coated with
platinum (layer thickness = 20 nm). After cryo-preparation the Gatan cryo-holder was
transferred to the SEM (Hitachi S-900). The sample was analyzed at a temperature
of –150 °C. An accelerating voltage for the electrons of 5 kV was used. The SEMpictures result from secondary electrons (SE), which are emitted from the platinum
layer covering the sample surface. SEM-pictures were scanned by means of Digital
Micrograph 2.0 software with a scanning time of 16 µs/ pixel at a resolution of 1024 x
1024 pixels.
The ice cream samples were scanned at 250, 500, 2000, 5000 and 10000-times magnification. The corresponding image side lengths were 432 µm, 216 µm, 54 µm, 21.6 µm
and 10.8 µm. Quantitative analyis of ice crystal sizes were carried out using the pictures with 250-times magnification. Air cell sizes were determined at a maginfication
of 500-times. 10000-times magnified pictures were used for the qualitative analysis
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of fat globule and fat globule aggregate sizes. Figure 3.7 shows an cryo-SEM picture
of the disperse microstructure of ice cream (500-times magnified). The two different
disperse phases of ice crystals (a) and air cells (b) are clearly distinguishable. The ice
crystals show a smooth surface and appear in a characteristic, constant grey intensity.
The borderline of the ice crystals shows a good contrast to the surrounding continuous
sirup phase. The size range of ice crystals is between 10 µm and 100 µm. In contrast to
ice crystals there are different grey scale levels for air cells as demonstrated in figure 3.7
(air cell: b). The borderline between air cells and continuous phase is smoother than
for ice crystals, and a less pronounced contrast to the continuous phase is resulting.
As expected the shapes of the air cells are more spherical compared to the ice crystals.
The size range of the air cells is between 1 µm and 100 µm. At magnifications higher
than 2000-times fat globules are visible at the surface of air cells and in the continuous
phase. The fat globules or fat globule aggregates partially protrude into the air cell.
Fat globules have a spherical shape and appear predominantly at the air cell surface,
however, they are also distributed in the continuous phase. The size of primary fat
globules in ice cream using a standard-homogenized ice cream mix is between 0.1 µm
and 1 µm.
The image processing for ice crystal and air cell size distributions was carried out
semi-automatically. First the outlines of respectively ice crystals and air cells were manually traced on a LCD tablet (WACOM, PL 400) using a graphic software (NIH-Image
1.61, public domain program, U.S. National Institute of Health). The projection area
(interior holes included) and perimeter of the traced elements were measured. Using a
MS-Excel macro (Laboratory of Food Process Engineering, ETH Zurich) the density
and the cumulative size distributions of the weighted quantities w (w=0: number, w=2:
area, w=3: volume) were calculated. Furthermore ‘minimal’ (d10,w ), ‘median’ (d50,w ),
and ‘maximal’ d90,w diameters of the weighted quantities were calculated. These characteristic values thereby represent the diameters of ice crystals / air cells below which
10 %, 50 % and 90 % of the quantity (e.g. volume) fall. At least 250 ice crystals and
600 air cells per sample were measured to calculate the size distributions.

3.3.2

Light-Microscopy

Cold stage light microscopy was used to analyze the size distributions of ice crystals
and air bubbles. In contrast to the cryo-SEM technique, the ice cream is molten when
analyzed, hence one cannot view the original microstructure in ice cream by light microscopy. However, it is also an appropriate technique for quantitative measurements
of disperse microstructures in ice cream like ice crystal and air cell sizes. The light
microscopy analysis was carried out in cold stage cabinet, in which the inverse microscope (TMS-F, Nikon) with an attached CCD-video camera (AVC-D7CE, Sony)
was placed. The microscope was accessible and could be opperated by means of two
arm-holes, which were cut in the original chest freezer (Microbox, Brouwer). The cold
stage cabinet was tempered at a temperature of –8 °C for the analysis of air cell sizes.
A tiny ice cream sample was thereby placed by tweezers on a microscope slide, which
was already placed at the microscope stage. The ice cream sample was then covered
by another microscope slide and flatened to a plane by the weight of the microscope
slide. The gap distance between the slides was therefore determined by the viscosity
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Figure 3.7: Cryo-SEM picture (500-times magnified) of the disperse microstructure in
ice cream: ice crystals (a) and air cells (b)
of the ice cream and the weight of the covering slide. The ice cream sample was then
observed in the brightfield with an objective magnification factor of 10. Pictures could
be taken by means of an attached CCD-video camera (CCD-chip resolution: 768 x 512
pixels), a frame grabber and the software NIH-Image 1.61. The pictures were then
processed in the same way as described in the cryo-SEM analysis (section 3.3.1).

3.3.3

Laser Light Scattering

Measurement Principle and Device
A laser light diffraction and scattering technique was used to measure the fat globule sizes in ice cream mix and the fat globule and fat globule aggregate sizes in ice
cream. The measurement principle is thereby the scattering behaviour of laser light as
a function of particle size. The diffraction angle α of the laser light (wave length λ)
scattered by a particle is dependent on the particle size (diameter d): sin α = λ / d.
The Malvern Mastersizer 1000 is a laser scattering instrument designed to measure the
size of small particles (from 0.1 µm up to 600 µm). It consists of a He-Ne laser (wave
length 633 nm) that is expanded, collimated and passed through a sample held between
two glass windows. The sample scatters the light which is then passed through a lens
to focus the far-field scattering pattern onto a detector plane within the instrument.
The detector plane has an array of thirty-one diodes that measure the light intensity.
The particle size distribution is calculated by assuming that the particles are spherical,
then assuming a particle size distribution and proceeding to calculate the expected
intensity. The assumed particle size distribution is then manipulated to minimise the
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difference between the measured and calculated light scattering patterns. Three different lenses can be used in the instrument, having focal lengths of 45 mm, 100 mm and
300 mm depending on the expected size range of the particles in the sample. Whereas
for a focal length of 100 mm and 300 mm the optical setup is configuerd according to
conventional Fourier optics, for a focal length of 45 mm a reverse Fourier optics configuration (receiver lens is arranged before the measurement cell) is used. In this work
the 45 mm lens was always used. The 45 mm lens corresponds to a measurement range
between 0.1 µm and 80 µm . For the analysis the presentation mode 0505 was chosen.
This mode corresponds to an absorption value of 0.01 and a differential refractive index
DRI of 1.10, the DRI value is thereby calculated as the ratio between refractive index
of the disperse phase (butter fat: RI = 1.46) and the continuous phase (water: RI =
1.33).
Sample Preparation and Measurement
The ice cream samples were pre-tempered at a temperature of –5 °C prior to the analysis. Therefore the frozen sample could easily be dispersed in deionised water in the
sample presentation unit. The temperature of the water was adjusted to 25 °C prior
to the measurement. An automatic alignment of the laser beam to the centre point
of the detector was carried out at every start up of the device. Before injection of
the sample in the sample presentation unit (MS1, small volume sample presentation
unit), a background measurement of the deionised water was carried out. The ”inspection live” mode was displayed on the monitor during addition of the sample (volume
concentration of about 0.01 % to 0.02 %). When the sample concentration bar was
showing an ideal sample concentration (corresponding to an obscuration value of about
0.2) the measurement was either started at once or in case of the measurement of ice
cream a constant waiting period of 5 minutes at medium stirrer speed was applied
before the measurement was carried out. Finally the measurement of the sample, the
calculation of a volume size distribution, saving and printout of the results were carried
out automatically by the Malvern Mastersizer 1000. In the period between injection of
the sample and actual measurement, air bubbles originating from the ice cream sample
are eliminated from the measurement cell because the air is floating to the top of the
sample presentation unit. It can be assumed that possibly large fat globule aggregates
are disrupted in this time span, however, as the measurement conditions were the same
for different samples, the measured fat globule and fat globule size distribution give
a measure for fat globule aggregate sizes which withstand the moderate shear forces
within the measurement unit. Fat globules tend to aggregate and finally coalesce, if
they are not sufficiently stabilized by the emulsifying agents in the measuring environment. The resulting fat globule size can hence also be interpreted as a measure of the
stability of the fat globule membrane and the degree of depletion of surface proteins
by emulsifiers, which promotes fat globule coalescence.

3.3.4

Ice Cream Melting Test

Ice cream samples were subjected to a conventional meltdown test. Ice cream samples
drawn from Freezer as well as LTE process were hardened and stored at least for 24 h
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at a temperature of -30°C after freeze processing. All samples analyzed were tempered
at –22 °C prior to meltdown test. Ice cream samples (700 ml) were liberated from
the containers and weighed on a scale. The samples were placed on a 10 mesh grid
(mesh size: 1.7 mm, wire diameter: 0.8 mm) and allowed to melt down at ambient
temperature (20 °C). The weight of the material passing through the screen (referred
as dripped portion) was recorded every 10 minutes. Additionally the core temperature
of the ice cream sample was measured and recorded every 10 minutes. Pictures were
taken of the ice cream samples to document qualitatively the shape retention of ice
cream.

3.3.5

Serum Drainage and Separation in Molten Ice Cream

Ice cream samples were filled directly at draw (after SS/TS-LTE-process) in graduated
plastic cylinders (PE, Vitlab). The ice cream was then hardened and stored at a
temperature of –30 °C. The filling volume of the cylinders was 100 ml, the height
188 mm, the wall thickness 0.265 mm and the mean diameter of the conical cylinder
25.8 mm. The ice cream samples were put for a long-time (24 h) serum drainage test
in a melting cabinet with a constant temperature of 20 °C. The experiment setup of
the drainage test is shown in figure 3.8. The volume of drained serum was read off
the graduated cylinders in intervals between 10 min and 30 min. The duration of the
drainage test was between 20 and 26 hours, whereas serum height was continuously
monitored only in the first 5 hours. The temperature of each sample was simultaneously
observed by Pt-100 thermocouples (placed at the bottom and the top of each ice cream
cylinder) and an attached data acquisition system. The density and viscosity of the
drained serum phase and the original ice cream mix were measured. Fat globule and
fat globule aggregate sizes of the serum and the remaining foam were measured using
laser light scattering (section 3.3.3).

Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for determination of serum drainage and separation
in molten ice cream, samples were filled in cylindrical, graduated plastic
cylinders
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3.4
3.4.1

Rheometry of Ice Cream
Low Temperature - High Torque Shear Cell

A low temperature - high torque shear cell (LT-HTSC) was designed for the simulation
of the low temperature extrusion process. Using this device ice cream can be sheartreated under well-defined low temperature - high shear stress conditions. Hence a
correlation between applied shear stresses and the resulting ice cream microstructure
was found.
Setup of the LT-HTSC
A low temperature - high torque shear cell (LT-HTSC) was constructed in the Laboratory of Food Process Engineering (ETH Zurich). Figure 3.9 shows the setup of
the LT-HTSC. The rheometric device consists of a parallel disc geometry with an adjustable gap width (pneumatic lift DNGU-63-OPPV-A, Festo). The rotational speed
of the synchronous servo motor (HDX 92 C4-44S, Nmax 6000 rpm, Danfoss) was continuously variable by a frequency converter. The transmission ratio was 512:1 (PLE80,
Neugart) and hence the effective rotational speed of the rheometer was adjustable
between 0.6 rpm and 12 rpm. The applied torque M was measured using a strain
gage on the rheometer shaft and the rotational rate of the plate was measured inductively (130/03 AE, Staiger-Mohilo / Messtechnik Schaffhausen). The measurable
torque range was between 0.1 Nm and 20 Nm. The rotating top plate had a diameter
of 10 cm and was made from stainless steel as the bottom plate. The plates were
profiled (distance of profile-pyramides: 1.5 mm, cross-profile angle: 90°), in order to
avoid product wall-slip at the disc surface. The product temperature is of major importance for rheological measurements of ice cream. Both plates were hence tempered
by a cooling fluid (ethanol), which was temperature-controlled by an attached thermostat. The cooling temperature can be varied in the range between 0°C and -20°C. The
bottom plate represented the ground of a cooled and insulated cell, to minimize the
influence of ambient temperature (figure 3.9). The rotating top plate was frictionless
cooled by the circulating cooling agent, which was flowing along the plate-shaft and the
upper plate surface. By these means a minimal temperature gradient between bottom
and top plate was reached. The product temperature was controlled by an in-ground
thermocouple (Pt-100) at the bottom plate. The inlet and outlet temperatures of the
cooling fluid were measured by Pt-100 thermocouples. Torque, rotational speed and
temperatures were recorded by means of a data aquisition system PCI-20’000 (Intelligent Instrumentation) and the software ”Messung” (Hunter & Caprez).
Ice Cream Sample Preparation prior to LT-HTSC Experiment
The sample preparation prior to the measurement was focussed on a high reproducibility of the sample filling procedure in the rheometer gap and on the detection of a slip
layer. Freezer processed ice cream (draw temperature -5°C, 100 % overrun) was hardened to a temperature of -30°C. The preparation was carried out in a cooling cabinet at
a temperature of -8°C. The ice cream was formed in the shape of a disc using a metal
ring (d = 10 cm, h = 5 mm). In order to detect whether an ice cream sample was
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Figure 3.9: Setup of the low temperature - high torque shear cell (LT-HTSC), profiled
plate-plate geometry, plate-diameter 10 cm, measurement gap width 4 mm
homogeneously sheared during the shear experiment, a 45° sector of the ice cream disc
was removed and filled by orange-coloured ice cream. In case of the development of a
slip layer during the shear experiment, the colour distribution of the sheared sample
would still be uneven after the shear experiment. The prepared ice cream discs were
then transfered to a cooling cabinet and stored at a temperature of -30°C.
Measurement in the LT-HTSC
The ice cream discs were first placed in the measurement cell. Then the top plate
was adjusted to the constant measurement gap width H of 4 mm. Because the ice
cream disc height was 5 mm an optimal filling of the measurement gap was ensured
due to the compression of the ice cream sample disc. As the temperature is the most
critical parameter for rheological measurements of ice cream, an equilibration time of
10 min was applied prior to measurement. To avoid increased energy dissipation and
hence the development of a slip layer, rotational speeds lower than 10 rpm were chosen.
Temperature and rotational speed were kept constant within one measurement. The
evolution of microstructure in ice cream for constant temperature is mainly dependent
on the shear deformation γ. To keep the shear deformation constant in experiments
to be compared with different rotational speed and related shear rates γ̇, respectively,
the time t of shear treatment was varied according to equation 3.6.
γ = γ̇ · t = const.

(3.6)

Mean values of torque M and rotational speed N were calculated from the measured
data after reaching a steady state. In contrast to the cone plate geometry the shear
rate varies in the gap using parallel discs. According to equation 3.7 the shear rate
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increased linearly with increasing plate radius r.
2·π·N ·r
(3.7)
60 · H
Assuming Newtonian fluid behavior the apparent shear stress τa,R at the plate
radius R was calculated using equation 3.8.
γ̇ =

τa,R =

2·M
π · R3

(3.8)

Sampling of Ice Cream in the LT-HTSC
To study the microstructuring process in the LT-HTSC ice cream samples were taken
from the shear gap. Within the same shear experiment samples with a different shear
treatment could be produced, because the shear rate in the parallel plate geometry
depends on the radius r (compare equation 3.7). Ice cream samples with increasing
shear treatment were taken at radii of 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm and 4 cm corresponding to
shear rates of 0.45 s−1 , 0.9 s−1 , 1.35 s−1 and 1.8 s−1 at a rotational speed of 1.7 rpm.
The shear rate could hence be varied either by variation of rotational speed of the
plate or by sampling at different plate radii. The microstructure evolution was mainly
characterized by air cell size analysis using light-microscopy (section 3.3.2). Median
d50,3 (volume distribution) and maximum air cell size values d90,0 (number distribution)
were calculated (compare section 3.3.1). The aggregation process of fat globules in the
LT-HTSC was studied using laser light scattering (section 3.3.3) for samples taken from
radii of about 0 cm, 2.5 cm and 5 cm.

3.4.2

Shear Rheometry

The viscosity of ice cream was also determined using rotational and slit rheometers. The
measurement range was thereby split in two temperature regimes. For temperatures
between -4 and -6°C the viscosity was measured in a rotational rheometer (Physica
MCR 300). A high pressure slit rheometer (Göttfert 2000) was used for the temperature
range between -10°C and -15°C. The temperature ranges were limited by the specific
measurement geometries used. For temperatures lower than -8°C an ice cream slip layer
originated in the parallel disk geometry (rotational rheometer), whereas the measured
pressure difference was too small in the slit geometry for temperatures higher than
-10°C (slit rheometer).
Rotational Rheometry
The rheological rotational measurements were carried out in a Physica MCR 300
rheometer, which is shown in figure 3.10). A parallel plate geometry (plate diameter 25 mm) was used during all experiments. Both plates were profiled in order to
avoid wall slip. Using Peltier-elements at the upper and lower plate a very low temperature gradient within the sample was achieved. A moveable hood covering the
plate-plate geometry also prevented the heat exchange with the environment (compare
figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10: Rotational rheometer Physica MCR 300, profiled plate-plate geometry,
plate-diameter = 25 mm, upper and lower Peltier elements and moveable
hood
Like in the LT-HTSC the shear rate is a function of radius r in the parallel disc
geometry (compare equation 3.7). The maximal shear rate γ̇R at the outer radius R
is calculated according equation 3.9, where ω is the angular velocity and H is the gap
width. The shear stress τR at the radius R was calculated from the apparent shear
stress (compare equation 3.8) using equation 3.10, where M is the measured torque.
The viscosity η of ice cream was then calculated as the ratio between shear stress τR
and shear rate γ̇R according to Newtons law.
γ̇R =

R·ω
H



τa,R
d ln M
τR =
· 3+
4
d ln γ̇R

(3.9)
(3.10)

For all shear tests of ice cream a constant plate gap width of 1 mm was adjusted in
the rheometer. A constant waiting time of 10 min was applied prior to measurement
for temperature equilibration of the ice cream sample. The ice cream sample was first
pre-sheared for 5 min at a shear rate of 1 s−1 . In a shear rate sweep (1 s−1 to 300 s−1 ,
30 data points in 10 min) the torque M and apparent shear stress τa,R were measured
and recorded. The real stress τR was then calculated using equation 3.10.
High Pressure Slit Rheometry
The flow behaviour and viscosity of ice cream as a function of temperature was also
studied using a high pressure slit rheometer (Göttfert 2000). Ice cream samples (100 %
overrun) were filled in brass tubes (inner diameter: 20 mm, length: 210 mm) directly
after the TS-LTE process. The ice cream was cooled and stored at a temperature of
–30 °C. Prior to measurement the ice cream was tempered at the actual measurement
temperature using an ethanol cooling thermostat. The temperature of the sample
tube holder and the slit geometry were adjusted to the same temperature prior to
the rheological measurement. By means of two pressure sensors along the slit die,
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the pressure drop in the slit was measured. The wall shear stress τw was calculated
according to equation 3.11.
τw =

∆p · H
2(1 + H/W ) · L

(3.11)

where ∆p is the pressure drop in flow direction, H is the slit height (1.5 mm), W is
the slit width (15 mm) and L is the distance (30 mm) between the pressure sensors.
The apparent wall shear rate was adjusted by the piston velocity v̄, pushing the ice
cream through the slit geometry. The apparent shear rate γ̇a was calculated according
to equation 3.12. The flow rate V̇ is equal to the product of tube cross-sectional area
and piston speed v̄. The real (Non-Newtonian) wall shear rate can be derived from the
apparent wall shear rate (assuming Newtonian behaviour) as given by equation 3.13
(Weissenberg-Rabinowitsch correction).
6 · V̇
6 · A · v̄
=
2
W ·H
W · H2


γ̇a
d ln γ̇a
γ̇w =
· 2+
3
d ln τw
γ̇a =

(3.12)
(3.13)

The temperature in the slit geometry was controlled by two thermocouples in the slit
geometry. Pressures and temperatures were monitored and stored by a data acquisition
system (Hunter&Caprez). The pressure difference was only analysed in case of steady
flow and related constant pressure niveaus with time. Double measurements were
carried out for all rheological settings (ice cream temperature, piston speed) and mean
value and standard deviation of wall shear stress were calculated. The ice cream
viscosity η was calculated as the ratio between wall shear stress and wall shear rate
according to equation 3.14 (Newtons’s shear stress law).
η=

3.4.3

τw
γ̇w

(3.14)

Oscillatory Thermo Rheometry

As measurement device the same rotational rheometer was used as described in section 3.4.2, Physica MCR 300). Because of the parallel disks geometry deformation
and shear stress are a linear functions of the plate radius r. Performing oscillation
measurements maximum shear stress τa,R (equation 3.8) and shear deformation γR
(equation 3.15) were resulting at the outer plate radius R.
R·ϕ
(3.15)
H
ϕ thereby depicts the maximal deflection angle, H is the plate gap width and M is
the measured torque amplitude in the oscillation test. The characteristic storage and
loss moduli G0 and G00 could be calculated according following equations, using the
phase-shift angle β between applied strain (deformation) and measured shear stress
function:
τR
G0 =
· cos β
(3.16)
γR
γR =
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G00 =

τR
· sin β
γR

(3.17)

Ice Cream Sample Preparation prior to Oscillatory Rheometry
In order to guarantee a high reproducibility of the rheological measurements, a constant
sample preparation procedure was performed prior to oscillatory rheometry. At an
ambient temperature of about –20 °C, ice cream tablets with a diameter of 25 mm and
a height of 5 mm were formed using cylindrical cutting tools (stainless steel). First
an ice cream cylinder of a diameter of 50 mm and a length of about 30 mm was cut
out of the hardened ice cream sample. Then the ice cream cylinder was pushed out of
the metal cylinder by a plastic piston and cut to 3 to 5 discs with a height of 5 mm
each. The disc height of 5 mm was thereby adjusted by distance rings (height 5 mm).
The ice cream discs were then cut by a second cylindrical cutting tool with a diameter
of 25 mm. The samples were stored at a temperature of –20 °C and measured either
directly after or latest 24 hours after preparation. Two different types of oscillation
tests were carried out: Frequency sweep test and temperature sweep test (OTR).
Frequency Sweep Test
Prior to the frequency test, a deformation amplitude sweep test at a constant frequency
f of 1.59 Hz (angular frequency ω = 10 s−1 ) was carried out in order to determine the
linear viscoelastic regime of the ice cream. It was shown that for all ice cream samples
and temperatures, a linear behavior of G0 and G00 seen for deformation amplitudes
smaller than 0.05 %. Therefore a constant deformation amplitude of 0.02 % was chosen
for all measurements. A clear tendency was seen in comparison of different measuring
gap widths. The smaller the gap width, the higher were the measured values for G0 and
G00 . Hence a constant measuring gap width of 2 mm was adjusted for all frequency tests.
The oscillation frequency was varied between 1 to 100 Hz. The time of measurement
of one point was adjusted to 10 s, the temperature being constant during the test. At
least two measurements per ice cream sample were carried out, the mean value and
standard deviation were calculated.
Temperature Sweep Test
In the OTR the measuring temperature was continuously increased from –20 °C to
10 °C. At the same time an oscillation test with constant deformation amplitude of
0.02 % and frequency of 1.59 Hz (ω = 10 s−1 ) was performed. The gap width between
the plates was constantly adjusted to 3 mm. The heating rate in the tests performed
was 0.5 °C/min. 60 measuring points were recorded with a period of 1 min per point.
At least two measurements of each ice cream sample were carried out. In the oscillation
test the storage and loss moduli G0 and G00 were measured. G0 and G00 characterize the
elastic and viscous behavior of the measured sample.
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3.5
3.5.1

Physical Characteristics of Ice Cream
Ice Content

The ice content (fraction) in ice cream and model sorbet as a function of temperature
was measured using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). In comparison to calorimetric
methods the determination of freezing curves by low resolution 1 H-NMR has three
main advantages:
• Measurements can be carried out at constant temperature in the ”steady state”
• The whole freezing curve can be obtained by using only one sample
• A wide temperature range can be covered
Measurement Principle and Device
Hydrogen protons are oriented in a permanent magnetic field (flux density 0.47 Tesla)
and are spinning around their resulting magnetic vector. A short intensive radio frequency pulse (20 MHz, equal to the Larmor frequency of the 1 H-protons) leads to a
flip of the magnetic vector to an angle of 90°. The signal amplitude and the time
in which the protons relax into the direction of the permanent magnetic field can be
measured using NMR. The relaxation time of 1 H-protons is dependent on the state
of aggregation of the molecules. The signal amplitude of protons originating from the
solid phase relaxes faster than of protons from the liquid phase. In figure 3.11 the free
induction decay (FID) after a 90° pulse is depicted as a function of time. 75 µs after
the FID-impulse the signal amplitude only consist of the liquid signal of the ice-water
solution. The signal of the liquid component Ul was hence used for calculation of the
ice content.
The instrument used in this investigations was a Minispec NMS 120 (Bruker Optics
GmbH, Fällanden, Switzerland). The sample measuring head 10VTS for sample tubes
of a diameter of 10 mm was installed in the instrument. In the ”test-applications”menu the ”FID max gain” test mode was chosen. Following measurement parameters
were selected: number of scans (1), recycle delay (10 s), set pulse (90,0,-1), receiver
gain (70 dB), measurement delay (75 µs), incremental data points (400 in 0.5 ms). The
glass sample tubes were filled with a constant sample volume of 7 ml.
Calculation of Concentration and Ice Fraction
The freezing curves of model-sorbet (25 % sucrose) and the standard vanilla ice cream
mix were obtained beginning at -20°C and rising the temperature stepwise until the
sample was completely thawed. The calculation of the ice content as a function of
temperature was carried out as described by Dinkelmeyer and Weisser (1999). The
fraction of protons in the solid phase φ in a partially frozen sample can be determined
according to equation 3.18.
φ=

Us · T
Ul · T
=1−
Ut · T0
Ut · T0
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Signal amplitude

90˚ Pulse

Solid
Liquid
Ul

75 µs
Time

Figure 3.11: Signal decay following a 90° pulse using NMR-analysis, sample contains
solid and liquid components
Ul was the FID (free induction decay) signal 75 µs after the 90° pulse and T the
actual measuring temperature (in Kelvin). Ut was measured at the reference temperature T0 of 0°C, where no more ice in the sample is left. The signal-indices s and
l depict the state of aggregation (solid/liquid) and t depicts the total signal of the
completely thawed sample. With respect to the different proton densities (number of
protons in a defined volume) of water and the other components i of ice cream, which
is expressed by the factor ki , the proton ratio φ can be converted into a mass ratio µ
using equation 3.19:
P
P
1 − i c0i + i ki · c0i
ms
P
P
µ=
=φ·
(3.19)
mt
1 − i csi + i ki · csi
From µ the concentration of the freeze concentrated solution cf (equation 3.20)
and the fraction of ice referring to the initial water content α (equation 3.21) can be
calculated.
P
i c0iP
cf =
(3.20)
1 − µ · (1 − i csi )
P
µ · (1 − i csi )
P
α=
(3.21)
1 − i c0i
For the calculation of the ice fraction in ice cream the start-concentrations c0i of the
different mix components (water, sugar, protein and fat) and their relaxation behavior
(solid or liquid) have to be known. Table 3.7 shows the concentrations of the mix
components, the state of aggregation in the measuring range and the corresponding
k-factors.
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Table 3.7: Concentration, state of aggregation and proton density factor ki of the respective ice cream mix components (MRG-3)
Component
Sucrose
Lactose
Glucose
Milk protein
Milk fat
Water

3.5.2

c0i
state of aggregation
% (w/w)
13.86
4.59
3.17
3.78
8.77
65.0

liquid
liquid
liquid
solid
liquid/solid
liquid/solid

ki -factor
0.579
0.579
0.57
0.632
0.977
1

Effective Heat Capacity

During freezing of ice cream beside the thermal heat the latent heat of crystallization
has to be removed from the system. The specific enthalpy hspec (kJ/kg) of a partly
frozen system can be calculated as the sum of the enthalpies of the solids, water and
ice phases.
hspec = XS · cp,S · T + (1 − XS − XIce ) · cp,W · T − XIce · (Lf − cp,Ice · T )

(3.22)

X thereby represents the mass fractions in relation to the total mass, cp,i are the
respective specific heat coefficients, Lf is the latent heat for freezing of water (334
kJ/kg) and T is the temperature in °C. The indices S, W and Ice stand for the solids,
water and ice fractions, respectively. The ice fraction referring to total mass was
measured as a function of temperature using NMR (section 3.5.1) and calculated from
the ice fraction α (referring to total water) by equation 3.23.
XIce = α · (1 − XS )

(3.23)

The specific heat capacity of the solids fraction was calculated according equation 3.24 from the ice cream components protein, fat, carbohydrates and ash. The
intrinsic heat capacities cp,i of the ice cream solids as well as of water and ice were
determined as a function of temperature as published by Choi and Okos (1986).
cp,S =

X Xi
· cp,i
X
S
i

(3.24)

For the calculations of heat transfer in the LTE process an effective heat capacity
cp,ef f of ice cream was calculated according to equation 3.25 including thermal and
latent heat (Schwartzberg, 1976). The effective heat capacity decreased in the temperature range between -4 and -15°C (LTE-process), as the freezing rate of ice is decreasing
with decreasing temperature.
cp,ef f =

50

dhspec
dT

(3.25)
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3.5.3

Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity λ of ice cream is of major importance for the calculation of
the thermal heat transfer coefficient k (equation 3.5) in the LTE process. According
to Cogne et al. (2003) two main factors affect the apparent thermal conductvity of
the frozen ice cream: temperature (1) due to its strong influence on the ice fraction
and hence on heat conductivity (λice /λW ≈ 4) and the ice cream apparent density (2)
due to the stronger influence of the air insulation effect. The thermal conductivity of
disperse systems like ice cream can be calculated applying different models. In parallel/series model the dispersion is assumed to be separated in different phases and the
heat is parallelly/serially conducted through the single phase-sections (compare equation 3.26 for parallel model). A dispersion of spherical particles in a continuous phase
is represented in the Maxwell-modell (compare equation 3.28). The heat conductivity
calculated by the Maxwell-model is between the upper and lower limits gained from
the parallel and series models.
Ice cream is a multiphase system in which the disperse phases ice, air and fat and
the continuous watery phase are dominating the thermal properties. As the amount of
fat is lower than that of water and the thermal conductivity of pure ice is higher than
that of lipid, the hypothesis that the fat globules were part of the continuous matrix
phase was adopted according to Cogne et al. (2003) . The thermal conductivity of ice
cream was modeled in three main steps.
1. The heat conductivity of the continuous phase was calculated using a parallel
model.
2. The ice crystal phase was implemented as disperse phase using the Maxwell
model.
3. The air phase was added assuming a continuous phase consisting of ice and freezeconcentrated solution (Maxwell model).
As shown by Cogne et al. (2003) the parallel model is preferable to the series model
for the calculation of heat conductivity in the continuous phase and conductivity was
hence formulated according to equation 3.26. The heat conductivity λpara
is thereby
c
equal to the sum of the products of porosity εi and the intrinsic heat conductivity λi of
each component i (equation 3.26). The porosity represents the volume fraction of each
component in the continuous phase calculated from its mass fraction and the density
ratio (equation 3.27). The intrinsic density (ρi ) and heat conductivity (λi ) values of
the ingredients of the continuous phase were calculated as a function of temperature
according to Choi and Okos (1986).
X
λpara
=
ε i · λi
(3.26)
c
i

εi = Xi ·

ρc
1
, with ρc = P Xi
ρi
i ρ
i
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The heat conductivity of ice cream was modeled using the Maxwell model. First the
heat conductivity of the ice mix without air was calculated according to equation 3.28
(Maxwell-model).
λ = λpara
·
c

2λpara
+ λd − 2εd · (λpara
− λd )
c
c
para
para
2λc + λd + εd · (λc − λd )

(3.28)

The heat conductivities of the continuous (index c) and disperse phases (index d)
and the porosity of the disperse phase εd were used to calculate the heat conductivity λ
of the respective system (ice mix or ice cream). For the calculation of the heat conductivity of the ice mix the ice phase represents the disperse phase and the concentrated
solution is the continuous phase. The heat conductivity of ice cream is calculated as
second step assuming the ice mix as the continuous phase and the air as disperse phase.
As the volume fraction of air is dependent on temperature and pressure, an overrun
(compare equation 3.1) correction was carried out assuming the ideal gas law (equation 3.29). The porosity of the disperse air phase (εd,air ) was then calculated according
equation 3.30.
OV = OV0 ·

T · p0
T0 · p

(3.29)

OV
(3.30)
100 + OV
with T and p as local temperature and pressure in the extrusion channel, T0 =
293K, p0 = pat = 105 P a, overrun OV0 = 100 %.
εd,air =

3.5.4

Density

The densities of ice cream and model sorbet mixes were measured by means of a
handheld digital density meter (Anton Paar, DMA 35N). A hollow U-shaped tube
is electromagnetically forced into harmonic oscillation. The period of oscillation is
dependent on the density of the sample in the tube. Therefore, by measuring the
period of oscillation, density or density related values are automatically calculated.
The temperature of the measured sample is simultanuously measured and displayed.
The accuracy of the density meter is given as ± 0.001 g/cm3 .
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1
4.1.1

Impact of Process on Ice Cream Microstructure
and Quality
Viscosity of Ice Cream

The viscosity of ice cream is strongly dependent on the ice fraction and hence on the
temperature. In a high pressure slit rheometer (Göttfert 2000) and in a rotational
rheometer (Physica MCR 300) the shear stress and viscosity of ice cream were measured as a function of temperature and shear rate. Because of the geometrical design
and working principles optimum measurement temperatures of -15 °C to -10 °C were
determined in the slit rheometer and temperatures above -6 °C in the parallel disc rotational rheometer. In figure 4.1 the real shear stress (at slit wall for slit rheometer
and maximum radius for parallel disc rheometer) is shown as a function of shear rate.
The measured apparent shear stress and shear rate were corrected according to equations 3.10 and 3.13 to gain the real (wall) shear stress and shear rate. As can be seen
in the double-logarithmic plot the shear stress strongly increases with decreasing temperature and increasing shear rate. A decrease in temperature from -5 °C to -15 °C was
correlated to an increase of shear stress by more than two decades. The shear stress
increased by the factor of 10.5 and 110 for a temperature decrease by 5 °C and 10 °C
(-5 °C to -10 °C and -15 °C). By increasing the shear rate from 1 s−1 to 10 s−1 /100 s−1
the shear stress did approximately increase by the factor of 3.5 and 16, respectively. As
shown by Windhab (1993b) the shear thinning flow behaviour of ice cream with a yield
stress can be described by the Herschel-Bulkley flow model. The shear stress τ can be
calculated as a function of shear rate γ̇ by implementing the model parameters yield
value τ0 , consistency factor K and flow exponent n (equation 4.1). The model parameters were fitted to the measured data points using Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm
(software pro − F it 5.6.2).
τ (γ̇, T ) = τ0 + K · γ̇ n

(4.1)

The model parameters τ0 , K and n are a function of ice cream temperature as the
yield value and shear thinning behaviour are dependent on ice cream microstructure
(e.g. ice fraction). The flow exponent n is supposed to decrease with decreasing tem53
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perature (increased shear thinning behaviour of ice cream with increasing ice fraction).
Because no clear functional correlation was seen for decreasing temperature, the flow
exponent n was set to a constant mean value of 0.7. In figure 4.2 the yield value
τ0 and consistency factor K are depicted as a function of temperature. Both model
parameters exponentially increase with decreasing temperature (logarithmic plot in
figure 4.2). A decrease in temperature from -5 °C to -15 °C corresponds to an increase
of the parameters τ0 and K by more than two decades.

Shear stress [Pa]
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-15˚C
-14˚C
-13˚C
-12˚C
-11˚C
-10˚C
-6˚C
-5˚C
-4˚C
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1000
100

10
1

10
Shear rate [1/s]

100

Figure 4.1: Flow curves of TS-LTE processed ice cream (MRG-3, 100% overrun) as
measured for different temperatures, a high pressure slit rheometer (open
points) and parallel disc rotational rheometer (solid points) were used for
rheological analysis, dashed lines represent the applied Herschel-Bulkley
flow model
Applying Newton’s law, the viscosity of ice cream was calculated according equation 2.8. In figure 4.3 the viscosity of ice cream (MRG-3, 100% overrun) is depicted in
a shear rate range between 1 s−1 and 100 s−1 and for temperatures from -5 °C to -15 °C.
The shear thinning behaviour of ice cream is reflected by the decreasing viscosity with
increasing shear rate. The viscosity decreases by the factor of 0.35 for increasing shear
rates from 1 s−1 to 10 s−1 and by the factor of 0.16 from 1 s−1 to 100 s−1 . For a shear
rate of 10 s−1 the viscosity is increasing with decreasing temperature from 23 Pa s
(-5 °C) to 243 Pa s (-10 °C) and 2540 Pa s (-15 °C). Corresponding to the measured
shear stress the viscosity of ice cream is increasing by approximately one decade with
a temperature decrease of 5 °C (two decades from -5 °C to -15 °C).

4.1.2

Conventional Freezer and LTE Processes

Conventionally ice cream is continuously frozen in a scraped surface heat exchanger
(Freezer). Air is mixed into the ice cream mix by means of rotating scraper blades.
At a draw temperature of about -5 °C the relative amount of ice is about 40 %. The
remaining water is frozen thereafter in a hardening tunnel (-40 °C, 1-3 hours residence
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Figure 4.2: Yield value τ0 and consistency factor K for the standard ice cream (MRG3, 100% overrun) as a function of temperature, model parameters τ0 and
K were calculated according to Herschel-Bulkley model
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Figure 4.3: Viscosity model for the standard ice cream (MRG-3, 100% overrun), viscosity was calculated as a function of shear rate and temperature applying
Herschel-Bulkley viscosity model
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time) and/or later on in a cold storage room (-25 °C to -30 °C). In contrast to the
conventional freezing, ice cream is frozen to outlet temperatures of about -10 °C to
-18 °C in the LTE process. With decreasing temperature the ice fraction increases and
the ice cream viscosity consequently exponentially increases. In the Freezer as well
as in the LTE process the product is cooled and simultaneously mechanically sheartreated. Shear stresses are applied to create a finely dispersed microstructure in ice
cream. According to Newton’s law, the shear stress is the product of ice cream viscosity
and shear rate. Therefore the viscosity of ice cream was measured as a function of
temperature and shear rates in Freezer and LTE processes were calculated.
Shear Rate in Freezer and LTE Processes
The working principle in the Freezer as well as in the LTE system can, to some extent,
be simplified to a concentric cylinder geometry. A rotor is inserted in a cylindrical
barrel. Whereas in the Freezer the rotor represents a dasher with attached scraper
blades, it is a helical screw in the LTE process. In a concentric cylinder geometry with
a wide gap (Ri /Ro < 0.97) the shear rate γ̇i at the inner cylinder (rotor wall) can
be calculated according equation 4.2.Ri and Ro are equivalent to the rotor and barrel
radii in the Freezer and LTE systems. N and ωi are the rotational speed (rpm) and
the angular velocity, respectively. The flow index n describes the non-Newtonian flow
behavior of ice cream.
γ̇i =

2 · ωi


n 1 − ( RRoi )

2
n

=

π·N


2
15 · n 1 − ( RRoi ) n

(4.2)

In table 4.1 the rotational speeds and shear rates were compared between the conventional continuous freezer (Hoyer MF 100, Tetra Pak Hoyer) and the twin screw low
temperature extruder TS-LTE (VKBX 65-1000-F, Schröder GmbH & Co. KG). Two
different screw geometries TS-LTE with screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm
were used. As can be seen from table 4.1 the shear rates between Freezer and LTE
systems greatly differ. Assuming a constant shear thinning behavior (flow index n =
0.7) the shear rate γ̇i (at rotor wall) in the Freezer with a gap width of 11 mm was
294 s−1 , whereas the shear rates were 8.8 s−1 and 5.6 s−1 for TS-LTE 7 and TS-LTE
14 extrusion systems, respectively. The shear rate γ̇i in the Freezer was hence 34-times
higher in comparison to the TS-LTE 7 system and 53-times compared to the TS-LTE
14 system (table 4.1). In the Freezer the maximal shear rate was located at the minimal shear gap height Hmin , which is the minimal distance between blade and rotor.
According to Breitschuh and Windhab (1997) the maximal shear rate γ̇(Hmin ) can be
calculated using equation 4.3. For a minimal gap height of 5 mm in the freezer, the
maximal shear rate γ̇(Hmin ) increased by a factor of 4.8 in comparison to γ̇i, F reezer .
Accordingly the shear rate ratio γ̇i, F reezer /γ̇i, T S−LT E (compare table 4.1) increases also
by the factor of 4.8.
γ̇(Hmin ) =

H2
(Ro − Ri )2
·
γ̇
=
· γ̇i
i
2
2
Hmin
Hmin
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Table 4.1: Rotational speed and resulting shear rate using Freezer and LTE (TS-LTE7, TS-LTE-14) processes, the shear rates γ̇i were calculated at the rotor wall
for constant shear thinning behavior (flow index n = 0.7)
Parameter

Freezer

Gap height Ro − Ri
Radii ratio Ri /Ro
Rotational Speed N
Shear rate γ̇i
Shear rate ratio

mm
rpm
s−1

γ̇i, F reezer
γ̇i, T S−LT E

TS-LTE 7 TS-LTE 14

11
0.78
500
294

7
0.78
15
8.8

14
0.56
15
5.6

1

34

53

-

Energy Dissipation in Freezer and LTE Processes
During the freezing process the thermal and latent heat of the ice cream and additionally the dissipated heat (viscous friction) has to be removed from the system. According
to Wildmoser and Windhab (2000) the volume specific dissipated heat Q̇diss,V (W/m3 )
is a function of viscosity and shear rate (equation 4.4). Hence for a constant shear rate
the dissipated energy increases linearly with increasing ice cream viscosity. The shear
rates in the Freezer process are by far larger in comparison to the TS-LTE process as
shown in table 4.1. As the dissipated energy is proportional to the second power of the
shear rate, the dissipated energy strongly increases for increasing shear rates. For a
constant product viscosity the dissipated energy in the Freezer process is hence 3 to 4
decades larger than in the TS-LTE process (compare shear rate ratio in table 4.1). The
ice cream temperature will decrease in the freezer as well as in the low temperature
extrusion process as long as the maximal transferable heat by the cooling system is
larger than the sum of freezing energy and dissipated energy. Given this big difference
in energy dissipation rates between Freezer and LTE process, higher viscosity values
and hence lower product temperatures are feasible in low temperature extrusion.
Q̇diss,V = η · γ̇ 2

(4.4)

Dispersing Principles in Freezer and LTE
The sizes and the size distribution of the disperse structures ice, air cells and fat globule
aggregates are very significant for the final product quality of ice cream. In order to
decrease the sizes of the disperse microstructures a critical shear stress τcrit has to be
overcome. The relationship between breakup and stabilization forces is represented in
the dimensionless critical Weber number W ecrit (equation 4.5), where dmax represents
the maximum size of the disperse element and σ is the interfacial tension between the
two phases.
W ecrit =

τcrit · dmax
4·σ

with τcrit = η · γ̇c
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In the Freezer and LTE process different approaches were made to overcome the
critical shear stress τcrit for dispersion. Whereas in the Freezer barrel high shear rates
(compare table 4.1) at comparatively low product viscosities are applied, the opposite
proportions work in the LTE process (low rotational speed of screws, high product
viscosity). Because the ice cream viscosity increases exponentially with decreasing
product temperature, high shear stresses are acting at low temperatures according to
Newton’s law. The shear stresses acting in Freezer and LTE processes as a function
of temperature are shown in figure 4.4. For the same product temperature the maximum shear stress (inner rotor wall) is approximately 10-times higher in the Freezer in
comparison to TS-LTE-7 system and 14-times higher than in the TS-LTE-14 system.
The smaller shear stress ratios (Freezer to LTE) in comparison to the shear rate ratio (compare table 4.1) can be ascribed to the shear thinning behaviour of ice cream
(viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate). To generate a shear stress of 2240 Pa
the ice cream temperature has to decrease to -5 °C in the Freezer process and to -10 °C
and -10.6 °C for TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 systems, respectively (compare figure 4.4).
Hence an additional dispersing effect (higher shear stresses) on ice cream microstructure in the LTE in comparison to Freezer process (draw temperature -5 °C) can only
be expected for LTE draw temperatures lower than -10 °C.
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Figure 4.4: Shear stress as a function of ice cream temperature using Freezer and LTE
processes, shear stresses were calculated using the viscosity model for MRG3 ice cream (100 % overrun) and the rotor wall shear rates γ̇i of Freezer
(γ̇i = 294 s−1 ), TS-LTE-7 (γ̇i = 8.8 s−1 ) and TS-LTE-14 (γ̇i = 5.6 s−1 )
systems

4.1.3

Comparison of Freezer and LTE Ice Cream Microstructure

In the combined Freezer/LTE-process, taken into account in this chapter, ice cream is
frozen to temperatures of about -5 °C (Freezer) and -13 °C (LTE), respectively. The ice
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cream texture at draw from Freezer and LTE ice cream differed largely. The conventionally frozen ice cream was soft and fluid like at the comparatively high temperature
of about -5 °C. In contrast the texture was increasingly plastic but easily deformable
at temperatures below -10 °C. The differences in the macroscopic behavior of Freezer
and LTE ice cream originate from their microstructural composition. The ice crystal,
air cell and fat globule microstructure in ice cream directly after draw can best be
observed using cryo-SEM technique (section 3.3.1). In figures 4.5 and 4.6 the ice cream
microstructure of Freezer and LTE (SS-LTE-14) processed ice cream directly after draw
are shown at 500-times magnification. The cryo-SEM pictures show the dispersed fractions, ice crystals (label a) and the more globular shaped air cells (label b). Ice crystals
in Freezer ice cream (figure 4.5) form clusters, which result in bigger ice crystals after
ice cream hardening. In contrast to the Freezer ice cream, the ice crystals are more
evenly distributed in LTE-processed ice cream. Even though significantly more water
was already frozen at LTE- draw temperature (-13 °C) in comparison to Freezer draw
temperature (-4.7 °C), the ice crystal sizes seem to be comparable in size. Much smaller
air bubbles (label b) can be detected in the LTE ice cream (figure 4.6) in comparison
to Freezer ice cream (figure 4.5). Whereas in Freezer ice cream most of the air cells are
larger than 20 µm (compare scale bar), there was a high quantity of air cells in LTE
ice cream smaller than 10 µm. The high shear forces acting in the extrusion process
create finely dispersed air cells, which appear to be less than half to a third the size of
the air cells after Freezer process (compare figures 4.5 and 4.6).
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Figure 4.5: Microstructure in Freezer processed ice cream at draw temperature (4.7 °C), cryo-SEM picture at 500-times magnification, ice crystals are labeled with a and air bubbles with b
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Figure 4.6: Microstructure in LTE (SS-LTE-14) processed ice cream at draw temperature (-13 °C), cryo-SEM picture at 500-times magnification, ice crystals are
labeled with a and air bubbles with b
Ice Phase
The fraction and size of ice crystals is of major importance for product quality of
ice cream. The ice fraction increases with decreasing ice cream temperature. The ice
fraction referring to total water content was measured using nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR, section 3.5.1). Figure 4.7 shows the ice fraction α (w/w %, referring to total
water) versus temperature for the standard vanilla ice cream mix MRG-3 and for a
25 w/w % sucrose mix (section 3.1.1). The initial freezing point of the ice cream mix
was measured at a temperature of -2 °C, which agrees well with the calculated freezing
point. The sucrose mix had a slightly higher temperature for the initial freezing point.
At a temperature of -5 °C the ice fraction α is 40 % of the total water content. The
ice fraction increases from 40 % to 72 % by decreasing the temperature from -5 °C to
-15 °C, hence 32 % of total water are additionally frozen by a decrease in temperature
by 10 °C. The ice fractions α at temperatures of -5 °C and -15 °C correspond to an ice
content Mice (w/w %, related to total mass) in the frozen ice cream mix of 26 % and
47 %. Comparing the ice fractions of the standard ice cream mix with the model-sorbet
mix (25 w/w % sucrose), it can be observed that the relative ice fractions in the sorbet
were higher for the same temperatures than for the standard ice cream mix. The ice
fractions α at temperatures of -5 °C and -15 °C were measured as 53 % and 82 %,
respectively.
The influence of low temperature extrusion on the ice crystal size in model-sorbet
and ice cream was also studied by Bolliger (1996). A significant decrease in ice crystal
sizes of LTE in comparison to Freezer processed model sorbet was seen after hardening
and tempering to the same product temperature of -15 °C. In this work the ice crystal
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Figure 4.7: Ice fraction α (in % w/w of total water) as a function of temperature after
freezing ice cream mix MRG-3 and model sorbet mix MS-25
size and size distributions of the standard ice cream (100 % overrun) were measured
using cryo-SEM. In figure 4.8 the cumulative ice crystal size distributions of Freezer
and LTE ice cream samples are compared. The ice cream samples were drawn at
temperatures of -5.0 °C (Freezer) and -12.7 °C (TS-LTE-14), respectively. The mix
flow rate was 22 l/h (Freezer) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE-14), the screw rotational speed
15 rpm and the cooling temperature of LTE system was -26 °C. Both ice cream samples
were first hardened to -30 °C and cryo-SEM samples were drawn after an additional
tempering step to -15 °C. During ice cream hardening the water from the continuous
matrix phase freezes to already existing ice crystals. As there is less water available after
LTE processing (lower draw temperature) than after conventional Freezer processing
the ice crystal growth during ice cream hardening will be more pronounced for Freezer
processed ice cream than for LTE ice cream. Accordingly figure 4.8 shows that the ice
crystal sizes in LTE processed ice cream are significantly smaller than those for Freezer
processed ice cream. Here the median ice crystal size (volume distribution) decreased
from 62 µm to 43 µm by LTE processing. A narrower size distribution was furthermore
resulting from the shear treatment at lower temperatures. In LTE ice cream 90 % of the
total ice crystal volume was represented from ice crystals smaller than 71 µm (= d90,3 ),
whereas in Freezer ice cream 90 % of the ice crystal volume was from crystals smaller
than 96 µm (figure 4.8). Ice crystal aggregates built in the Freezer process (compare
figure 4.5) froze to big ice crystals during ice cream hardening. In the LTE process
the ice crystal aggregates are dispersed by the high shear forces and hence smaller ice
crystals are resulting from LTE treatment.
Air Phase
The air fraction (overrun) and the air cell sizes are important parameters for the
sensorial impression of creaminess of ice cream. Quantitative analysis of air bubble
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative volume distribution of ice crystal sizes in Freezer ice cream
(TD = -5.0 °C) in comparison to LTE (TS-LTE 14) processed ice cream
(TD = -12.7 °C), cryo-SEM samples taken after hardening of ice cream (30 °C) and tempering to -15 °C
sizes of LTE ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream directly after draw showed
that the air cell size largely decreased with low temperature treatment (figure 4.9).
The ice cream samples were drawn at -4.2 °C (Freezer) and -12.9 °C (TS-LTE-14), the
mix flow rate was set to 50 l/h, the screw rotational speed 15 rpm and the LTE
cooling temperature -26 °C. By means of the additional low temperature extrusion step
the median air cell diameter (volume distribution) decreased from 30 µm (Freezer) to
13 µm (LTE). A significantly narrower size distribution of air cells of LTE ice cream in
comparison to Freezer ice cream can be observed (figure 4.9). In LTE ice cream 90 % of
the air volume was incorporated in air cells smaller than 19 µm, for Freezer ice cream
90 % of the air volume was in air cells smaller than 43 µm. The high product viscosity
at low temperatures causes a high dispersing efficiency, even though much higher shear
rates are present in the Freezer process (compare section 4.1.2). In figure 4.10 the
median air cell diameter d50,3 (volume distribution) of several Freezer and TS-LTE ice
cream samples are depicted. The processing conditions samples were varied for the
Freezer: mix flow rate 35 l/h to 50 l/h, cooling temperature -20 °C to -30 °C, ice cream
draw temperature -4 °C to -5 °C, overrun: 90 % to 110 % and for TS-LTE (TS-LTE-7
and TS-LTE-14) samples: mix flow rate 48 l/h to 63 l/h, cooling temperature -26 °C to
-29 °C, ice cream draw temperature -12 °C to -15 °C, overrun 90 % to 170 %. The median
air cell diameter of Freezer ice cream was approximately 2 to 3 times larger than that for
LTE ice cream (figure 4.10) and was approximately 35 µm for Freezer and 16 µm for TSLTE ice cream. The standard deviation of the median air cell size was bigger for Freezer
than that for the LTE samples. The viscosity of Freezer ice cream at draw is relatively
low in comparison to LTE extruded ice cream. Air cell coalescence was hence favored
at low product viscosities after the continuous Freezer process. Chang and Hartel
(2002c) showed that air cell size in conventionally frozen ice cream (draw temperature:
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Cumulative volume density Q3 [-]

-6 °C) did grow quickly during hardening at comparatively high temperatures in the
first 60 minutes after draw. For temperatures below -15 °C, however, due to largely
increased ice cream viscosity, the growth rate of air cells significantly decreased (Chang
and Hartel, 2002c). A narrow and monomodal size distribution of air cells leads also to
smaller disproportionation rates during storage time, in which large air bubbles grow
at the expense of smaller air bubbles (higher Laplace pressure in smaller air bubble).
LTE ice cream seems to be preferable to Freezer ice cream regarding a narrow air cell
size distribution (figure 4.9) even after storage.
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Figure 4.9: Cumulative volume distribution of air cell sizes of Freezer ice cream in comparison to LTE (TS-LTE-14) processed ice cream (overrun set to 100 %),
cryo-SEM samples taken at draw temperature of -5.0 °C (Freezer) and 12.7 °C (LTE)

Fat Phase
Using cryo-SEM beside the ice and air structure the fat globule and fat globule aggregate microstructure can be observed at higher magnifications. The size and shape
of fat globules were qualitatively observed by cryo-SEM. In figures 4.11 and 4.12 the
microstructure of Freezer and LTE (TS-LTE-14) ice cream at 5000-times magnification
are shown. Fat globules f were seen covering the air cell surface b as well as in the
continuous phase. The fat globules can be discriminated as small globular structures
protruding into the air cells. For both ice cream samples (figures 4.11 and 4.12) the
size of the fat globules and fat globule aggregates varied in a range between 0.2 µm
and 2 µm and represented therefore mainly single fat globules and small fat globule
aggregates. However, as the pictures were only two-dimensional and only the air cell
surface could be observed, a quantification of fat globule aggregate sizes was not carried out using cryo-SEM. Comparing the air cell surface of Freezer and LTE processed
ice cream, both surfaces seemed to be equally covered by the fat globules. As the air
cell size is significantly smaller for LTE processed ice cream in comparison to Freezer
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Figure 4.10: Median air cell diameters d50,3 in Freezer and LTE (TS-LTE-7 and TSLTE-14) processed ice cream samples, cryo-SEM samples taken at draw
temperature of -4 °C to -5 °C (Freezer) and -12 °C to -15 °C (TS-LTE)
ice cream, it can be concluded that the fraction of fat attached to the air interface
is higher for LTE ice cream compared to Freezer ice cream (smaller air cells have a
comparatively larger total surface area). As the fraction of fat stabilizing the air cell
surface was increased for LTE processed ice cream, the foam stability (e.g. during
meltdown) might hence be improved.
Fat globule aggregation during processing of ice cream is known to improve the
melting behavior in terms of slower fluid drainage and better shape retention (Goff,
2002). In contrast to whipped cream (Besner, 1997; Buchheim and Federation, 1997),
the air bubble surface is not totally covered by partially coalesced fat globules in ice
cream. Nevertheless moderate fat globule aggregation seems to be beneficial for the
foam satbilization and the melting behaviour of ice cream. The fat particle sizes in ice
cream were measured using integrated laser light scattering technique. The ice cream
samples were melted and measured in the diluted state in a Malvern Mastersizer 1000
(compare section 3.3.3). Aggregation of fat globules is supposed to take place during
the ice cream freezing process. The process induced aggregation of fat globules was
studied by many authors (Goff et al., 1999; Bolliger et al., 2000b). However, aggregation
or dispersion of fat globules/fat globule aggregates during particle size measurement
can not be ruled out, as the particle size measurement was carried out at ambient
temperature (increasing liquid fat fraction) and the ice cream was diluted and stirred
in deionized water prior to measurement.
The aggregation/dispersion behaviour of fat globules in the measurement unit was
studied by dispersing ice cream in SDS-solutions (sodium-dodecyl-sulfate, hydrophilic
emulsifier). Ice cream, produced by twin screw low temperature extrusion (TS-LTE-14,
mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C,
draw temperature -12.7 °C, overrun 94 %) was used for measurement of fat globule
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Figure 4.11: Microstructure in Freezer processed ice cream at draw temperature (-5 °C),
cryo-SEM picture at 5000-times magnification, air bubbles are labeled
with b and fat particles with f
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Figure 4.12: Microstructure in LTE (TS-LTE-14) processed ice cream at draw temperature (-13 °C), cryo-SEM picture at 5000-times magnification, air bubbles
are labeled with b and fat particles with f
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sizes. Figure 4.13 shows the particle size distribution measured for ice cream dissolved
in 0 %, 1.5 % and 15 % (w/w) SDS solutions prior to measurement. The particle sizes
were decreasing with increasing SDS concentrations. Whereas a significant fraction
of fat particles in a size range between 2 µm and 20 µm was measured with no SDS
added, the fat particles were smaller than 2 µm for a SDS concentration of 15 %
(figure 4.13). By the addition of SDS either the aggregation of fat globules in the
measurement unit was inhibited or dispersion of the aggregates already built during
processing was enhanced. In any case it was shown that the particles of a size bigger
than 2 µm represent fat globule aggregates, which can be dispersed by the addition
of emulsifier (SDS) to the solvent. The volume density distribution of fat particle
sizes was accordingly divided into two size ranges. Fat particles smaller than 2 µm
were associated with the primary fat globules, originating from the ice cream mix. Fat
particles bigger than 2 µm were formed by aggregation or coalescence of fat globules and
are called fat globule aggregates further on. Following fat particle size measurements
were always carried out without addition of SDS to the measurement solvent (deionized
water). Hence the impact of ice cream composition (overrun) and process (Freezer and
LTE) on fat particle aggregation is quantified.
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Figure 4.13: Fat particle sizes in LTE processed ice cream using different SDS solutions
as dispersant, ice cream drawn from TS-LTE-14 at -12.7 °C, mix flow rate
50 l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, overrun set to 100 %
The influence of air content on fat globule aggregation was studied for Freezer ice
cream in figure 4.14. Ice cream samples with different overrun levels of 0 %, 50 % and
100 % were produced (draw temperature from Freezer -5.2 °C, mix flow rate 15 l/h
). No fat globule aggregates were seen for ice cream without air incorporation (0 %
overrun, figure 4.14). The density of fat globule aggregates in a size range between
2 µm and 20 µm was increasing for increasing overrun levels. Air cells apparently led
to increased fat globule aggregation as demonstrated in figure 4.14. It can be assumed
that fat globules, which were attached to the air surface, had a higher tendency to
aggregate either during processing or during the particle size measurement than fat
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globules which are dispersed in the continuous phase.
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Figure 4.14: Fat particle sizes in Freezer ice cream samples with overruns set to 0 %,
50 % and 100 %, ice cream draw temperature from Freezer -5.2 °C, mix
flow rate 15 l/h
The impact of process on fat particle size can be quantified, comparing ice cream
samples, which only differ in the shear treatment during freezing. The difference in
particle size distribution originating from Freezer in comparison to LTE (TS-LTE-14)
process was studied in figure 4.15. For the ice cream sample production a mix flow rate
of 50 l/h, a screw rotational speed of 15 rpm and a LTE cooling temperature of -26 °C
were adjusted. The draw temperature was -4.9 °C and -13.2 °C, the overrun 97 % and
95 % for Freezer and TS-LTE ice cream sample, respectively.
Whereas the fraction of primary fat globules (d < 2 µm) was decreasing for an
additional low temperature extrusion process step, the fraction of particles in the size
range bigger than 2 µm was significantly increasing for LTE ice cream in comparison
to Freezer ice cream (compare figure 4.15). A high density of fat globule aggregates
bigger than 2 µm corresponded to a high degree of process induced destabilization
of the fat globule membrane and hence increased aggregation. As already shown in
figure 4.14 fat globule aggregation was induced by the presence of air cells. In LTE
ice cream the air cell size decreased approximately by the factor of 2 in comparison
to Freezer ice cream (compare figure 4.9) and therefore the total number of air cells
increased by the factor of 8 assuming constant overrun. The increase of the number of
air cells in LTE ice cream seems to correlate to the increase of fat globule aggregates
for LTE ice cream in the size range between 2 µm and 20 µm (figure 4.15). The high
quantity of small air cells in LTE ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream induced
most probably an increased degree of fat globule aggregation. The volume-density of
primary fat globules was less for LTE processed ice cream in comparison to Freezer
processed ice cream (compare figure 4.15) as well as for high overrun to no overrun
Freezer ice cream (figure 4.14). The higher the air incorporation and the smaller the
air cells, the larger is the air surface. Because the newly created air surface created
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Figure 4.15: Fat particle sizes in Freezer and LTE (TS-LTE-14) processed ice cream,
draw temperature from Freezer -4.9 °C, from TS-LTE-14 -13.2 °C, mix flow
rate 50 l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, overrun set to 100 %
in the Freezer or LTE process tends to attract the fat globules to lower the interfacial
tension, the concentration of fat globules in the continuous phase had to decrease. The
decrease of fat globules in the continuous phase seems to correlate to the decrease in
the number of primary fat globules for LTE ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice
cream (figure 4.15) and ice cream without air incorporation (figure 4.14).

4.1.4

Characterization of Ice Cream Microstructure and
Quality by Oscillatory Thermo-Rheometry

The impact of process and ice cream composition (overrun) on the rheological behaviour
of ice cream was studied using oscillatory thermo-rheometry (OTR, compare Wildmoser
et al. (2004b)). Storage and loss moduli (G0 /G00 ) gained from the OTR-test were
correlated to the ice cream microstructure and quality characteristics like scoopability,
melting behavior and creaminess.
Measurement Methodology
Oscillatory rheometry is commonly used for rheological characterization of foodstuffs.
Due to the low deformation amplitudes, the structure of sensitive materials like ice
cream is preserved. In contrast to the high deformation test (shear test), comparatively
low energy is dissipated (no increase of ice cream temperature) during measurement
and the ice crystal and foam structures are not altered. Frequency and temperature
sweep tests were carried out for the rheological characterization of ice cream. The
oscillatory thermo-rheometry (OTR = temperature sweep test) was preferably used as
measurement methodology, because mechanical and thermal analysis of ice cream were
coupled in this test. The storage and loss moduli were measured and simultaneously
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the temperature was risen continuously from -20 °C to 10 °C (heating rate 0.5 °C/min).
In figure 4.16 the basic features of the OTR-test are shown measuring a standard
vanilla ice cream (100 % overrun). The OTR-test can be divided in three different
temperature zones:
Zone I: In the low temperature range (-20 °C to -10 °C), the ice crystal microstructure governs the rheological behavior. A more pronounced decrease of the elastic modulus G0 in comparison to G00 from -20 °C to -10 °C can be attributed to the decrease
of the solid body-like behavior with decreasing ice fraction. The loss modulus G00 ,
however, shows an upper plateau level (figure 4.16), which corresponds to the viscous
behavior and flowability of ice cream in the low temperature range. In sensory terms
the level of G0 and G00 below a temperature of -10 °C can be correlated to the rigidity
and scoopability of ice cream.
Zone II: As ice crystals melt with increasing temperature, G0 and G00 decrease.
Especially in the temperature range between -10 °C and 0 °C the ice fraction is decreasing pronouncedly. The steeper the slope of the G0 /G00 values (compare figure 4.16), the
faster the ice melts in the observed temperature range. Therefore a steep slope corresponds to a more pronounced sensorial impression of coldness. Furthermore high values
of G00 at a temperature of -10 °C correspond to an icy microstructure with an increased
level of ice crystal connectivity. An increased heat flow rate results from the more
continuous type of ice structure (high G00 -values), because of the higher conductivity
of the ice in comparison to the water phase.
Zone III: In the temperature range between 0 °C and 10 °C, G0 and G00 have a
lower plateau level (figure 4.16). All ice is melted in this temperature range, therefore
only the disperse air and fat phase have an impact on the rheological and quality
characteristics. The loss modulus G00 can be correlated to the sensorial sensation of
creaminess.
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Figure 4.16: Basic features of oscillatory thermo rheometry (OTR) of ice cream,
ω = 10 s−1 , γ = 0.02 %, -20 °C ≤ T ≤ 10 °C
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Influence of Ice Cream Temperature and Viscosity
In the temperature range between -5 °C and -15 °C the ice fraction referring to the total
water content in the standard vanilla ice cream increases from about 40 % to 70 %.
A strong increase of ice cream viscosity is therefore induced by only little decrease
of temperature. In figure 4.17 the storage moduli G0 of Freezer and LTE (TS-LTE14) ice cream samples were measured in a frequency test at different temperatures.
As the ice fraction and therefore the rigidity of ice cream decreases with increasing
temperatures, the storage modulus G0 decreases. This expected behavior is noted for
both ice cream samples, Freezer and LTE. The more water is frozen and the denser
the ice crystal network with lower temperatures, the harder (stiffer) is the ice cream.
For all measurement temperatures the storage moduli measured for Freezer ice cream
were approximately two times larger than for LTE ice cream for the same frequency. If
Freezer and LTE samples are compared at the same temperature over a wide frequency
range, it is seen that for low oscillation frequencies (1.6 Hz) the reduction of G0 values
is even more pronounced (figure 4.17). The ice fraction of the Freezer and LTE sample
is the same for the same temperature. Consequently, the lower storage moduli for LTE
ice cream can only result from less connectivity between ice crystals and smaller, more
roundly shaped (less sterically interacting) ice crystals (compare figure 4.17). A similar
behavior was also seen for the loss modulus G00 . With increasing ice cream temperature
G00 decreased from 2 · 106 Pa at -15 °C to 2 · 104 Pa at -5 °C (not shown in figure). Like
the storage modulus, the loss modulus of LTE ice cream was also lower than that for
Freezer ice cream. G00 is related to the viscous behavior of the samples, consequently
the flowability of LTE ice cream is clearly improved for LTE treated ice cream in the
temperature range below -8 °C.
Influence of Ice Cream Overrun
The impact of the air phase on the rheological behavior of ice cream is shown in
figure 4.18. The loss modulus G00 is plotted as a function of the ice cream temperature in
the OTR-test. In the low temperature range (T < -10 °C) the loss modulus G00 decreases
with increasing overrun, as the ice cream gets sensorially softer. At a temperature of 15 °C, increasing the overrun from 0 % to 100 %, decreases G00 by 160 %. The air bubbles
reassemble a hindrance for a solid ice crystal network and therefore leads to a smaller
degree of connectivity in the ice cream microstructure. This leads to better flowability
(scoopability) of ice cream with high overrun at low temperatures. Comparing the loss
moduli in the intermediate temperature range, an increasing steepness of G00 slopes is
observed with decreasing overrun (figure 4.18). The less air is added in the ice cream,
the better is the heat conductivity and the colder is the sensorial sensation during the
melting phase of ice cream. Ice cream with a high overrun is therefore evaluated less
cold than low overrun ice cream. In the molten state the loss moduli of ice cream
samples with adjusted overruns of 0 %, 50 % and 100 % are much smaller compared
to frozen ice cream at a temperature lower than -15 °C (figure 4.18). Furthermore the
order of the plotted graphs of ice cream samples with different overruns is inverted
in comparison to the low temperature range. The higher the overrun, the larger are
the loss moduli G00 . This corresponds to the macroscopically watery texture of molten
ice cream with no air added and the creamier structure of the ice cream with 100 %
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Figure 4.17: Storage modulus G0 as measured for Freezer and LTE ice cream samples
in a frequency sweep test (1 s−1 to 100 s−1 ), ice cream temperatures (5 °C to -15 °C) were adjusted prior to measurement, draw temperature of
Freezer sample -4.4 °C and LTE (TS-LTE-14) sample -13.7 °C, overrun set
to 100 %
overrun. G00 is increased by the factor of 10 from molten ice cream with 0 % to 100 %
overrun (figure 4.18).
Influence of Freezer and LTE Process
In the comparison of LTE and Freezer processed ice cream, the difference of the rheological behavior can only be attributed to different microstructures as the same ice
cream mix was used and the overrun was fixed. Figure 4.19 shows the loss modulus
G00 as a function of ice cream temperature for LTE and Freezer ice cream. At a temperature of -15 °C, the storage modulus of LTE ice cream is reduced by the factor of
4.5 compared to Freezer ice cream. The mean ice crystal size is considerably reduced
by the LTE process compared to conventional freezing (compare figure 4.8). Smaller
ice crystals, however, lead to a smaller degree of connectivity of the ice crystals and
therefore to a less stiff product. For molten ice cream (T > 0 °C), however, G00 is largely
increased for extruded ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream. At a temperature
of 5 °C the creaminess level (corresponding to G00 ) is almost doubled (95 %) by the LTE
process (figure 4.19). As all ice is melted at temperatures above 0 °C, the difference in
storage and loss moduli can only be explained by a different air and fat globule microstructure of these ice cream samples. Especially the strong reduction of air cell size
by the low temperature treatment (compare figure 4.9) seems to be responsible for the
increase of G00 -values in the molten ice cream and the rise of the sensorial impression
of creaminess. A decrease of air bubble size corresponds to an increase of G00 values
and an increasing foam viscosity as also shown by other authors (Stanley et al., 1996;
Hanselmann, 1996).
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Figure 4.18: Loss modulus G00 of Freezer ice cream samples with adjusted overrun
levels of 0 %, 50 % and 100 % as measured in an OTR-test, ice cream
draw temperature from Freezer -5.1 °C
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Figure 4.19: Loss modulus G00 of Freezer and LTE ice cream samples as measured in
an OTR-test, ice cream draw temperature from Freezer -5.1 °C and from
LTE (SS-LTE-14) -14.4 °C, overrun set to 100 %
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Figure 4.20: Loss modulus G00 of Freezer and LTE ice cream samples measured in an
OTR-test, ice cream draw temperature from Freezer -5.1 °C and from LTE
(SS-LTE-14) -14.4 °C, adjusted overrun levels of 0 % 100 %
The influences of different ice cream overrun and process type are shown in figure 4.20. In this OTR-test Freezer and LTE ice cream with 0 % and 100 % overrun are
compared. In the low temperature range, the loss moduli decreased on one hand by
increasing the overrun from 0 % to 100 % on the other hand by applying the additional
LTE process. As the first can be attributed to the interruption of solid ice crystal
structure by means of the air cells, the latter mostly can be accredited to smaller ice
crystal and air bubble sizes of LTE ice cream compared to Freezer ice cream. The loss
modulus G00 of LTE ice cream with no air incorporated decreases more rapidly during
the temperature rise from -15 °C to -10 °C compared to Freezer ice cream with 0 %
overrun (figure 4.20). This also indicates that the connectivity between ice crystals
in Freezer ice cream is more pronounced than in LTE ice cream. In the temperature
range above 0 °C, the order of G00 is again inverted. The loss moduli increase with
increasing overrun and application of the LTE treatment. The loss moduli increased
by the factor of ten, as the overrun is raised from 0 % to 100 %. It also increased by
the factor of two applying the additional LTE process step (figure 4.20). High values
of G00 at a temperature above 0 °C correspond to a high degree of creaminess in the
molten ice cream.
Correlation between OTR and Sensorial Studies of Ice Cream
Sensorial impressions like scoopability (rigidity) and creaminess of ice cream are closely
correlated to the loss modulus G00 measured using the OTR procedure (figure 4.21). The
loss modulus at an ice cream temperature of -15 °C was correlated to the scoopability
of ice cream, quoted in a sensorial scale from 1(least) to 6 (highest). At the same
time the values of G00 of ice cream in the molten state (T > -1 °C) were correlated to
the creaminess impression of the tested ice cream. In figure 4.21 the loss moduli of
Freezer ice cream samples are depicted as a function of the sensory scale points. With
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decreasing values for G00 at -15 °C the scoopability score improved. The creaminess,
however, was evaluated the best the higher the loss moduli were measured for ice
cream in the molten state (T > -1 °C, figure 4.21). In the low temperature range, the
decreasing values of G00 can be sensorial connected to a less pronounced rigidity and
hence improved scoopability. In the molten ice cream, higher values of G00 correspond
to a higher degree of creaminess. If Freezer processed ice cream was additionally
frozen and shear structured in the LTE process, G00 decreased at a temperature of
-15 °C, whereas G00 increased in the molten state (compare figure 4.19). This could be
also measured in the sensorial analysis. LTE processed ice cream was evaluated to be
better in scoopability as well as in creaminess (figure 4.21). For the scoopability and
creaminess evaluation an increase in sensory points of approximately 2 was observed
because of additional low temperature extrusion. The improved quality characteristics
(scoopability and creaminess) in LTE ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream
therefore can be quantified by the oscillatory thermo-rheometry.
Freezer
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Figure 4.21: Correlation between loss modulus G00 (ω = 1s−1 ) and the sensorial evaluation of scoopability (SC) and creaminess (CN), sensory points (SP) were
assigned from a 6 point scale, 6 points = best result
As seen in section 4.1.3, low temperature ice cream extrusion (LTE) leads to a finely
dispersed microstructure with regards to small ice crystal and air cell sizes and increased
fat globule aggregation. Quantitative measurements showed a decrease of median ice
crystal size (volume distribution) by a factor of 1.4 (figure 4.8) in comparison to Freezer
ice cream at a temperature of -15 °C and a reduction of air bubble size by the factor of
about 2.3 (compare figure 4.9) at draw temperature. By oscillatory thermo-rheometry
(OTR) the impact of the ice cream microstructure on the rheological behavior and
the quality characteristics of ice cream was investigated . In the low temperature
range, the ice crystal microstructure governs the rheological behavior of ice cream.
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The higher the degree of connectivity of ice crystals, the higher are the storage and
loss moduli (lower flowability) at temperatures below -10 °C. Loss moduli G00 of LTE
ice cream are reduced by a factor of 4.5 compared to conventional frozen ice cream at
a temperature of -15 °C (figure 4.19). Small ice crystal sizes formed in LTE ice cream
lead to improved scoopability. Besides the ice crystal microstructure, the air phase
also influenced the rigidity/stiffness of ice cream at low temperatures. The higher the
overrun and the more finely dispersed the air bubbles, the lower are the storage and
loss moduli in the OTR test (T < -10 °C) (compare figure 4.18). The ice crystals
network is interrupted by the air phase and therefore resulting in a better scoopability
of ice cream. In the temperature range above 0 °C, the ice crystals in ice cream are
completely melted and therefore air and fat phases play a major role in the rheological
and quality behavior. The loss modulus G00 increased by a factor of about 10, when the
air content is increased from 0 % to 100 % (figure 4.20). As the ice cream without air
can be sensorially evaluated as watery, the creaminess is improved in ice cream with a
high overrun. Smaller air bubble sizes in ice cream produced by means of LTE process
also led to an increase of G00 by approximately 100 % (figure 4.19). Sensorial analysis
showed that the measured loss moduli G00 at low temperatures (T = -15 °C) and at
high temperatures (T > -1 °C) could be closely correlated to the sensorial impressions
of scoopability and creaminess (compare figure 4.21). Therefore better scoopability in
LTE ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream could be quantified by the OTRtest with lower loss moduli at a temperature of -15 °C. Increased loss moduli at a
temperature above -1 °C could be correlated to an increased level of creaminess of LTE
ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice cream.

4.2

Process Optimization in Low Temperature Extrusion

In the freezing process of ice cream generally two main aspects can be optimized:
1. Throughput and heat transfer rate
2. Microstructure and quality of ice cream
Comparing the LTE process with conventional freezing processes the heat transfer rate
is significantly increased. The ice cream is frozen to low temperatures within the extrusion channel, where an optimized heat flux is realized compared to the conventional
hardening process. Whereas a residence time in the LTE process is only a few minutes
(heat transfer product to steel barrel jacket) it is up to one or two hours for conventional hardening of packaged ice cream in a cooling tunnel (heat transfer product to
circulating cooled air). The increased heat transfer rate could be rationalized in increased product throughput or in smaller freezing facilities, due to smaller processing
area of LTE process in comparison to cooling tunnel. Smaller energy costs are resulting
from the better heat transfer rates for the LTE process in comparison to conventional
freeze-hardening process. As could be shown in section 4.1.3 the microstructure and
quality of ice cream was greatly improved by LTE processing. Smaller ice crystal and
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air cell sizes were measured for LTE processed ice cream in comparison to Freezer ice
cream, which led to a better scoopability and a higher degree of creaminess.
In the LTE process, the heat transfer rate (product throughput) and ice cream
microstructure (quality) can be further optimized on the one hand by variation of the
processing geometry and on the other hand using different processing parameters. The
processing geometry can be varied in extrusion system type (single or twin screw extrusion system, co-rotating and counter-rotating screws etc.) or in the screw geometry
(screw channel height, intermeshing zone of twin screws, pitch and helix angle etc.) In
this work, the effects of single and twin screw extrusion and different screw channel
heights were studied. For the processing parameters the main impact-factors can be
listed as
• Mix flow rate
• Overrun
• Screw rotational speed
• Cooling temperature
These process parameters in combination with the processing geometries influence the
local pressure, the residence time, the local shear rates and product viscosity (temperature) in the extrusion channel. Because the product of shear rate and viscosity
represents the acting shear stress, the microstructure of ice cream is strongly affected
by geometry and process parameters.

4.2.1

Product Residence Time using Different LTE Systems

As the charge volume in the extrusion channel changed using different screw geometries
(channel height) and extrusion systems (single and twin screw extrusion), a different
residence time of the product in the extrusion channel resulted. The mean residence
time t̄ in the screw channel can be calculated according to equation 4.6, where V is
the charge volume and V̇ is the product volume flow rate.
V
(4.6)
V̇
For the twin screw extrusion (TS-LTE)process two different screw geometries were
used, which only differ in the screw channel height. As the outer diameter was the
same (constant barrel diameter), the screw core diameter was varied. Screw channel
heights of 7 mm (TS-LTE-7) and 14 mm (TS-LTE-14) were chosen. As shown in
table 3.6, the charge volume of the extrusion barrel increased from 2.09 l in TS-LTE-7
to 3.89 l in TS-LTE-14 with increasing channel height. For a constant flow rate, the
mean residence time in the extrusion channel was increased by the factor of 1.86 for the
TS-LTE-14 set-up in comparison to TS-LTE-7. The charge volume in the single screw
low temperature extruder (SS-LTE) was smaller than that for the twin screw extrusion
system (TS-LTE). Beside the number of screws/channels, the barrel diameter and
length were smaller for SS-LTE (D= 60 mm, L = 400 mm) in comparison to TS-LTE
(D = 65 mm, L = 1027 mm). The charge volume was 0.44 l for a screw channel
t̄ =
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height of 7 mm (SS-LTE-7) and 0.725 l for a channel height of 14 mm (SS-LTE-14).
The charge volume ratio (TS-LTE to SS-LTE) was hence 4.76 for 7 mm screw channel
height and 5.37 for 14 mm screw channel height (compare table 3.6). Because of the
different charge volumes for SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems, different mean residence
times resulted for the same product flow rate (compare equation 4.6). However, for
comparison of SS- and TS-LTE process the same residence time was intended, to ensure
a similar cooling and dispersing time of the product in the extrusion channel. In the
TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 systems, mean residence times t̄ of 132 s and 248 s resulted
for a mix flow rate of 51 l/h. Considering the different charge volume, mix flow rates of
approximately 10 l/h (= 50 l/h / 5) had to be adjusted in the SS-LTE-7 and SS-LTE-14
system.
Influence of Screw Design in TS-LTE
The product residence time distributions of ice cream in the extrusion channel was
measured as described in section 3.2.5. Color was injected in one shot at the product
entrance and the color intensity of the samples taken from exit at specific time intervals
was measured. In figure 4.22 the normalized absorption values of ice cream at 486 nm
are plotted for different mix flow rates as a function of residence time in the extrusion
channel (TS-LTE-7). The draw temperature of ice cream increased with increasing
mix flow rate from -13.1 °C (32 l/h) to -12.4 °C (42 l/h) and -11.2 °C (51 l/h). A mean
pressure (entrance-exit) between 0.7 MPa and 0.9 MPa was measured using the TSLTE-7 setup for the different mix flow rates. The air cells in ice cream (100 % overrun
at T = 20 °C, p = pat = 0.1 M P a) were hence compressed, the air volume was reduced
and the residence time was increased compared to not compressed ice cream. Total
ice cream flow rates of 57 l/h, 46 l/h and 36 l/h resulted for mix flow rates of 51 l/h,
42 l/h and 32 l/h and for the mean pressure and temperature conditions (mean of TSLTE entrance and exit, assuming ideal gas law for air compression) in the extrusion
channel. As expected, the residence time increased with decreasing mix flow rates.
Minimal residence times in the extrusion channel were measured after 85 s, 110 s and
140 s corresponding to the mix flow rates of 51 l/h, 42 l/hand 32 l/h(figure 4.22). The
peak values of absorption were measured after 120 s, 145 s and 170 s for decreasing
mix flow rates and were shorter as the calculated mean residence times (equation 4.6)
of 132 s, 163 s and 210 s. The width of the residence time spectra seemed to be rather
constant for all flow rates and was about 100s.
The charge volume and hence the residence time was different using screw channel
heights of 7 mm and 14 mm. In figure 4.23 the cumulative residence time distributions
of TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 screw systems are depicted. Mix flow rates of 32 l/h
(31 l/h for TS-LTE-14) and 51 l/h were adjusted for both systems. The residence time
using a screw channel height of 14 mm was significantly increased in comparison to
7 mm screw channel height. A median residence time t0.5 was defined as the time in
which half of the coloured ice cream volume had passed the extrusion channel. t0.5
was calculated as the area-median of the residence time spectrum and was 125 s in
the TS-LTE-7 system in comparison to 236 s in the TS-LTE-14 system for a mix flow
rate of 51 l/h. The ratio of median residence time in TS-LTE-14 in comparison to
TS-LTE-7 was 1.89 and comes very close to the charge volume ratio of 1.86. The
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Figure 4.22: Residence time spectra in a co-rotating twin screw extruder for different
product flow rates using screws with a channel height of 7 mm (TS-LTE7), the mix flow rate was adjusted at 32 l/h, 42 l/h and 51 l/h, screw
rotational speed 15 rpm, cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
at pat
median residence time in the extrusion channel increased from 190 s (TS-LTE-7) to
340 s (TS-LTE-14) for a mix flow rate of 32 l/h. Besides the median residence time, the
span of residence time (tspan = t0.9 − t0.1 ) was an important means for characterization
of residence time distributions. The span strongly increased by increasing the screw
channel height from 7 mm to 14 mm. For a mix flow rate of 51 l/h the span increased
from 96 to 212 s and for 30 l/h from 96 s to 298s. Because of increased back-flow in the
screw geometry with a channel height of 14 mm, the width (span) of the distribution
strongly increased in comparison to smaller channel heights (7 mm). It also has to
be noted, that the back-flow was probably also increased, because in contrast to the
7 mm screw geometry, there was an ”open channel” in the intermeshing zone for the
channel height of 14 mm. The ”open channel” construction was caused by the fact
that the screw flights were not touching the screw core of the corresponding screw in
the intermeshing zone for a flight height of 14 mm. In comparison of TS-LTE-7 and
TS-LTE-14 extrusion system, it can be concluded that the increase in median residence
time was proportional to the increase in charge volume (factor 1.9), however, the span
of residence time was increasing by the factor of 2 to 3 with an increase in channel
height from 7 mm to 14 mm. The time for cooling and freezing the ice cream was hence
increased, however, as the channel height was increased the thickness of the product
layer, which has a poor heat conductivity (ice cream foam) was also increased. The
analysis of the span of residence time showed that the mechanical shear treatment was
not that homogeneous using a channel height of 14 mm, the residence time of ice cream
varied in a 2 times larger scale in TS-LTE-14 than in TS-LTE-7.
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Figure 4.23: Cumulative residence time distributions in a co-rotating twin screw extruder using screws with a channel height of 7 mm (TS-LTE-7) and 14 mm
(TS-LTE-14), screw rotational speed 15 rpm, cooling temperature -26 °C,
overrun set to 100 % at pat , draw temperatures -13 °C (mix flow rate
32 l/h) and -11 °C (51 l/h), mean pressures 0.7 MPa (32 l/h) and 0.9 MPa
(51 l/h)
Influence of Single and Twin Screw Extrusion Systems
The residence time in single and twin screw extrusion system was compared in figure 4.24. The residence time distributions were measured for mix flow rates of 11 l/h
and 10 l/h in the SS-LTE-7 and SS-LTE-14 system, which ensured the same mean
residence time t̄ like in the TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 system applying a mix-flow rate
of 51 l/h. The residence time distributions of ice cream in SS-LTE and TS-LTE system looked alike for the same screw channel height as shown in figure 4.24. Similar
to TS-LTE the residence time of ice cream in the SS-LTE system greatly differed for
a screw channel height of 14 mm compared to a height of 7 mm. The median residence time t0.5 accordingly increased from 121 s (SS-LTE-7) to 222 s (SS-LTE-14) with
increasing screw channel height (figure 4.24). The measured median residence time
only slightly decreased for SS-LTE in comparison to TS-LTE and hence comparable
cooling and dispersing time in the extrusion channel was guaranteed. Like for TS-LTE
the span of residence time (tspan =t0.9 -t0.1 ) increased for SS-LTE-7 (130 s) compared to
SS-LTE-14 (273 s). The width of the residence time distributions seems to increase
slightly for SS-LTE in comparison to TS-LTE. The back-flow in the extrusion channel
was apparently higher for SS-LTE in comparison to TS-LTE. However, this could also
be attributed to the lower product draw temperatures and the higher pressure increase
between extrusion entrance and exit for SS-LTE (-14 °C, 0.6 MPa) in comparison to
TS-LTE (-11 °C, 0.4 MPa).
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative residence time distributions in a single screw extruder (SSLTE) and a co-rotating twin screw extruder (TS-LTE) using screws with
a channel height of 7 mm and 14 mm, mix flow rate 11 l/h and 51 l/h,
screw rotational speed 15 rpm for SS-LTE and TS-LTE

4.2.2

Ice Cream Draw Temperature as influenced by Extrusion Systems and Process Parameters

The increase of screw channel height from 7 mm to 14 mm was correlated with an
increase of the mean product residence time in the screw channel as shown in section 4.2.1. The cooling time as well as the time for the mechanical shear treatment
in the extrusion channel was hence prolonged using a larger screw channel height. A
foamed product like ice cream shows poor heat conductivity λ. As the surface heat
transfer coefficient (cooling agent - barrel wall - product) is most probably by far larger
than the heat transfer coefficient in ice cream, the specific heat transfer coefficient k
can be approximated according equation 3.5. In the approximation the specific heat
transfer coefficient k is reciprocally proportional to the product height h. Hence for a
product height equal to the screw channel height H of 14 mm, the specific heat transfer coefficient k was approximately only half as much as for a screw channel height of
7 mm. The heat transfer rate Q̇ can be calculated according equation 4.7. For a constant barrel surface A and a constant local temperature difference ∆T (local product
temperature T and barrel cooling temperature TC ) the heat transfer rate was increased
for a smaller channel height of 7 mm in comparison to 14 mm. However, as the product residence time increased with increasing channel height, the overall heat transfer
Q might also increase according equation 4.8. Assuming a reduction of heat transfer
rate by the factor of 0.5 (according equation 3.5 and 4.7) and an increase of mean
residence time by the factor of 1.86 (equation 4.6), the overall heat transfer decreases
approximately by the factor of 0.9 using screws with a channel height of 14 mm in
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comparison to 7 mm.
Q̇ = k · A · ∆T = k · A · (T − TC )

(4.7)

Q = Q̇ · t̄

(4.8)

In a concentric cylinder shear gap, which was represented by screw core and barrel
wall in the LTE process, the shear rate γ̇i is decreasing with the decreasing quotient RRoi
of inner and outer cylinder radii (compare equation 4.2). A decreasing quotient of screw
core and barrel radii is correlated to an increased shear gap height H (H = Ri − Ro ).
Table 4.1 shows, that in the TS-LTE system the inner shear rate γ̇i decreased from
8.8 s−1 to 5.6 s−1 for doubling the screw channel height from 7 mm to 14 mm (flow
index n=0.7). According to equation 4.4 the volume specific dissipated energy rate in
the extrusion channel is proportional to the square of the shear rate. Hence an increase
of the shear channel height from 7 mm to 14 mm reduces the volume specific dissipated
power for constant local product temperature/viscosity by the factor of approximately
0.4 (≈ ( 5.6
)2 ). Taking into account that the barrel filling volume increased by the factor
8.8
of 1.86 for a screw channel height of 14 mm in comparison to 7 mm, the dissipated
energy rate decreased approximately by the factor of 0.75 (≈ 0.4 · 1.86). It has to be
noted that these approximations of energy dissipation for TS-LTE systems were made
assuming a constant viscosity and shear thinning behaviour of ice cream (flow index n
= 0.7). The heat transfer and energy dissipation using different screw geometries and
extrusion systems (single and twin screw extrusion) were evaluated by the analysis of
the ice cream draw temperature after the LTE process. Different process parameters
like mix flow rate, screw rotational speed and cooling temperature were varied and
the resulting ice cream draw temperature was measured. For all LTE experiments the
standard vanilla ice cream mix (MRG-3) was used and a constant overrun of 100% was
adjusted.
Variation of Mix Flow Rate in TS-LTE
In the twin screw low temperature extrusion system (TS-LTE), the draw temperature
was studied using channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm for different product throughputs. In figure 4.25 the draw temperature is plotted as a function of mix flow rate for a
constant cooling temperature of -26 °C and a screw rotational speed of 15 rpm. As expected, the draw temperature decreased with reduced flow rates for both screw geometries. In general the draw temperature was lower using the smaller channel gap height
of 7 mm. For a mix flow rate of 50 l/h, the draw temperature was about -14.1 °C using
the 7 mm screw geometry and -13.5 °C using a screw channel height of 14 mm, the ice
cream draw temperature was hence lower by 0.6 °C using TS-LTE-7 system compared
to TS-LTE-14 (figure 4.25). The difference in ice cream draw temperature between
TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 system decreased with lower mix flow rates. At a mix flow
rate of about 20 l/h, the LTE outlet temperature seemed to equalize . Although the
residence time of ice cream was longer using the TS-LTE-14 system, there was no additional heat transfer and the draw temperature was higher compared to the TS-LTE-7
system. Because of the worse heat transfer coefficient (compare equation 3.5), the draw
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temperatures after TS-LTE-14 process were even increased compared to the TS-LTE-7
system. The increased energy dissipation using screws with a channel height of 7 mm
compared to 14 mm was apparently overruled by the worse heat transfer conditions.
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Figure 4.25: Ice cream draw temperature from TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 extrusion
systems as a function of mix flow rate, screw rotational speed 15 rpm,
cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %, ice cream mix MRG-3

Variation of Cooling Temperature in TS-LTE
The ice cream draw temperature from TS-LTE-14 system as a function of LTE cooling
temperature TC is depicted in figure 4.26. A constant mix flow rate of 50 l/h and a screw
rotational speed of 15 rpm were adjusted. With decreasing cooling temperature the
draw temperature decreased from -12.7 °C (TC = -23.4 °C) to -15.5 °C (TC = -36.8 °C).
The slope of the draw temperature function did decrease with decreasing cooling temperature. The draw temperature approximated a minimum value of about -15.5 °C
with decreasing cooling temperature. With decreasing product temperature, the ice
cream viscosity strongly increased. Therefore the energy dissipation in the extrusion
channel strongly increased as well for decreasing product draw temperature (compare
equation 4.4). The product temperature decreases in the extrusion channel as long as
the sum of dissipated power and energy rate for freezing the ice cream is smaller than
the maximum heat transfer rate. As the dissipation rate continuously increases with
decreasing product temperature (increasing viscosity), the balance between removable
heat and dissipated/product heat will be reached at the minimal product temperature. In case of the TS-LTE-14 system this temperature borderline, which is also very
much dependent on the freezing point depression by the mix ingredients, was close to
-15.5 °C.
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Figure 4.26: Ice cream draw temperature from TS-LTE-14 extrusion system as a function of cooling agent temperature, mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw rotational
speed 15 rpm, overrun set to 100 %, ice cream mix MRG-3
Variation of Screw Rotational Speed in SS- and TS-LTE
The influence of screw rotational speed on the ice cream draw temperature using single
and twin screw extrusion systems with screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm is
shown in figure 4.27. The mix flow rate was adjusted to 50 l/h for TS-LTE systems and
11 l/h for SS-LTE system. The LTE cooling temperature was -26 °C and the overrun
was adjusted to 100%. The draw temperature increased approximately linearly with
increasing rotational speed for all low temperature extrusion systems. At a screw
rotational speed of 15 rpm, a draw temperature from TS-LTE-7 of -14 °C and from TSLTE-14 of -13.6 °C was measured (figure 4.27). The draw temperatures in the SS-LTE
systems were lower in comparison to TS-LTE (-14.8 °C and -14.4 °C for SS-LTE-7 and
SS-LTE-14 system at 15 rpm). For single as well as for twin screw extrusion systems,
the draw temperatures were lower for a smaller channel height of 7 mm in comparison
to 14 mm. According to the plotted linear trendlines in figure 4.27, the ice cream
draw temperature decreased with decreasing screw rotational speed by approximately
0.14 °C/rpm for TS-LTE systems. The slope of the plotted trendlines for SS-LTE
systems seemed to be slightly smaller.
As expected the dissipated energy increased for increasing screw rotational speed
(compare equations 4.2 and 4.4), hence the ice cream draw temperature increased with
increasing screw rotational speed. Because of the improved heat transfer (equation
3.5 for small channel heights, the draw temperature was lower for 7 mm screw channel
height than for 14 mm in SS-LTE and TS-LTE, even though the mean residence time
and hence the cooling time is smaller for a narrow channel geometry. The increased
draw temperatures for twin screw in comparison to single screw extrusion systems
are due to the additional energy dissipation in the screw intermeshing zone of the
twin screw extrusion system. A smaller ratio between screw barrel cooling surface and
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charge volume (compare table 3.4) for TS-LTE-14 system ( VA = 0.9 cm−1 ) in comparison
to SS-LTE-14 system ( VA = 1.0 cm−1 )led additionally to higher draw temperatures.
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Figure 4.27: Ice cream draw temperature from single screw extruder (SS-LTE) and a
co-rotating twin screw extruder (TS-LTE) using screws with a channel
height of 7 mm and 14 mm as a function of screw rotational speed, mix
flow rate 11 l/h (SS-LTE) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE), cooling temperature 26 °C, overrun set to 100 %, MRG-3
The variation of extrusion types and process parameters had also an impact on
the pressure profile during low temperature extrusion of ice cream. In figure 4.28 the
entrance and exit pressures are shown as a function of rotational speed. The inlet and
outlet pressures were measured for SS-LTE and TS-LTE extrusion systems for both
screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm. As shown in figure 4.27, the draw temperature increased with increasing screw rotational speed. The exit and correspondingly
the entrance pressures decreased with increasing rotational speed, because the back
pressure induced by the die and outlet-pipe at LTE channel exit was decreasing with
increasing temperature (decreasing ice cream viscosity). The higher pressures measured
at the outlet of the SS-LTE system in comparison to TS-LTE system were mainly due
to lower draw temperatures and hence increased back pressure. Comparing the inlet
pressures of SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems, a significantly smaller decrease of pressure
with increasing screw rotational speed was observed for SS-LTE. However, the screw
channel length of the TS-LTE system is approximately 2.5-times larger for TS-LTE
system in comparison to SS-LTE system and hence the relative pressure difference
∆p/L is larger by the factor of 2.5 for SS-LTE. In the single screw extrusion system,
the absolute pressure difference between inlet and outlet was decreasing with increasing screw rotational speed. Because of increased back flow in the extrusion channel for
lower product viscosities (higher temperatures), the pressure difference was decreasing.
In the TS-LTE system the pressure difference was almost constant for increasing rotational speed. The increased back-flow seemed to be compensated by the pressure rise
induced by increased drag flow for a higher screw rotational speed.
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Figure 4.28: Entrance and exit pressures of single (SS-LTE, solid points) and twin
screw extruders(TS-LTE, open points) with variation of screw rotational
speed, mix flow rate 11 l/h (SS-LTE) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE), cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %

4.2.3

Ice Cream Microstructure generated by Freezer, Single
and Twin Screw Extrusion Processes

The influence of different process types on ice cream microstructure was studied by
analysis of the disperse components in ice cream as already shown in section 4.1.3. Ice
crystal, air cell, fat globule and fat globule aggregate sizes in ice cream as generated by
single and twin screw extrusion systems with different screw channel heights (SS/TSLTE-7/14) and conventional freezing process (Freezer) were investigated using mainly
cryo scanning electron microscopy (ice crystal, air cell sizes) and laser light diffraction
technique (fat globule, fat globule aggregate sizes).
Ice Crystal Sizes
As already shown in section 4.1.3, the ice crystal sizes were reduced by additional twin
screw low temperature extrusion process in comparison to the conventional Freezer process (compare figure 4.8). The impact of single screw extrusion process on ice crystal
sizes is illustrated in figure 4.29. Whereas the ice crystal sizes in twin screw processed
ice cream (TS-LTE-14) were clearly reduced in comparison to Freezer ice cream, single
screw low temperature extrusion (SS-LTE-14) seems to have almost no effect regarding to the reduction of ice crystal sizes. For the screw channel height of 14 mm the
median ice crystal size (volume distribution) was 44 µm in TS-LTE-14 and 61 µm in
SS-LTE-14 (Freezer 62 µm, compare figure 4.8) . This result can be attributed to the
poor mixing efficiency in single screw extrusion systems in comparison to twin screw
extrusion. In TS-LTE aggregated ice crystals, generated in the previous Freezer process step (compare figure 4.5), were separated and homogeneously distributed within
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the continuous ice cream matrix. The formation of big ice crystals during ice cream
hardening was hence avoided in TS-LTE by disaggregation of ice crystal clusters. As in
single screw extrusion process misses the mixing/dispersing region between the intermeshing screws, the disaggregation and homogenization of ice crystals in the ice cream
matrix is poor.
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Figure 4.29: Cumulative volume distribution of ice crystal sizes of Freezer ice cream
in comparison to single and twin screw extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-14
and TS-LTE-14), draw temperature from Freezer -5 °C, from SS-LTE-14
-14.3 °C and from TS-LTE-14 -12.7 °C, cryo-SEM samples were taken after
hardening of ice cream (-30 °C) and tempering to -15 °C

Air Cell Sizes
The cumulative volume distributions of air cell sizes in ice cream produced by means of
Freezer, single and twin screw extrusion processes are shown in figure 4.30. A clear reduction in the median air cell size d50,3 was seen between Freezer process and both LTE
processes. Whereas the median air cell size was 36 µm for Freezer processed ice cream,
it was only 15 µm and 13 µm for SS-LTE-14 and TS-LTE-14 system, respectively.
The clear reduction in air cell sizes by the factor of approximately 2.5 was due to the
strongly increased shear stresses (increased ice cream viscosity) during LTE processing
in comparison to Freezer processing (figure 4.4). However, even as the shear stresses are
much higher during SS-LTE-14 in comparison to Freezer processing, a comparatively
large maximum air cell size d90,3 of 36 µm resulted in SS-LTE processed ice cream. The
fraction of air cells bigger than 15 µm is clearly increased in SS-LTE in comparison to
TS-LTE (d90,3 = 19 µm). A large pressure increase of 0.5 MPa between entrance and
exit of SS-LTE screw channel was measured for a rotational speed of 15 rpm (compare
figure 4.28). This strongly pronounced pressure increase probably led to a de-mixing
of air and mix phase in the SS-LTE screw channel, especially as the beneficial mixing
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zone represented by the screw intermeshing zone in TS-LTE is missing for single screw
extrusion.
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Figure 4.30: Cumulative volume distribution of air cell sizes of Freezer ice cream in
comparison to single and twin screw extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-14 and
TS-LTE-14), draw temperature from Freezer -5.2 °C, from SS-LTE-14 14.8 °C and from TS-LTE-14 -12.9 °C, mix flow rate 14 l/h (Freezer),
10 l/h (SS-LTE) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE), screw rotational speed 15 rpm,
LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
The evolution of air cell sizes in TS-LTE processed ice cream with draw temperature
is studied in figure 4.31. An evident correlation between ice cream draw temperature
from TS-LTE and maximum air cell sizes d90,0 as calculated from air cell size number
distribution was observed. The lower the ice cream draw temperature and corresponding product temperature in the LTE screw channel, the higher are the viscosity and
shear stress as demonstrated by the ice cream viscosity model (figures 4.1 and 4.3).
The maximum air cell size d90,0 (number distribution) was hence decreasing with declining temperature from 24 µm (-10.3 °C) to 13 µm (-12.8 °C). The parameters mix
flow rate (30 l/h, 40 l/h and 50 l/h) and screw channel height (7 mm and 14 mm,
figure 4.31) seem to influence the air cell sizes only indirectly as they determine the ice
cream draw temperature by affecting the residence time and heat transfer coefficient
in the LTE screw channel. The comparatively high d90,0 value for the lowest draw
temperature could be explained by a non- equilibrium state during LTE processing for
this particular air bubble size measurement or some structure damage caused by a long
residence time (mix flow rate 30 l/h) in the extrusion channel at low temperatures.
Maximum and median air cell sizes d90,0 and d50,0 in SS- and TS-LTE processed ice
cream are shown in figure 4.32 as a function of draw temperature. Both characteristic
values of air cell size number distribution decreased with decreasing temperature for SSLTE as well as for TS-LTE. As draw temperatures were lower for SS-LTE in comparison
to TS-LTE due to improved heat transfer properties for single screw extrusion (compare
figure 4.27), d90,0 and d50,0 were comparatively lower for SS-LTE than for TS-LTE. A
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Figure 4.31: Maximum air cell sizes d90,0 in twin screw extruded ice cream (TS-LTE-7
and TS-LTE-14) as a function of ice cream draw temperature, mix flow
rate 30 l/h 40 l/h and 50l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling
temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
median air cell size of 5 µm and a maximum size of 12 µm were measured for a ice
cream draw temperature of -15 °C (SS-LTE). However, for both extrusion systems the
air cell sizes seem to be clearly correlated to ice cream draw temperature. Geometrical
and processing parameters seem to influence the dispersing process of air cells only
indirectly by determining ice cream temperature in the screw channel and at draw.
Fat Globule Aggregation
Aggregation of fat globules predominantly takes place during freeze processing of ice
cream and leads to a better shape retention and less serum drainage during melt down
of ice cream (Goff, 2002; Rohenkohl, 2003). Fat particle size measurement by means
of laser light diffraction technique was carried out for Freezer and LTE processed ice
cream samples. The fraction and size of fat globule aggregates showed to be a good
means for characterization and quantification of shear treatment during Freezer and
LTE processing (compare section 4.1.3. In figure 4.33 the volume density distributions
of fat particles sizes for Freezer and TS-LTE ice cream samples are shown. The ice
cream samples were produced using screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm. The
ice cream draw temperatures were -5.0 °C (Freezer), -13.9 °C (TS-LTE-7) and -13.3 °C
(TS-LTE-14). The particle size distribution was divided in three different zones:
• Primary fat globules, originating from the ice cream mix (d < 2 µm)
• Small fat globule aggregates with a size between 2 µm and 10 µm
• Large fat globule aggregates with a size larger than 10 µm.
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Figure 4.32: Maximum d90,0 and median d50,0 air cell diameters in single and twin screw
extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-7/14 and TS-LTE-7/14) as a function of ice
cream draw temperature, mix flow rate 11 l/h to 30 l/h (SS-LTE), 30 l/h
to 50 l/h (TS-LTE), screw rotational speed 11 rpm to 30 rpm (SS-LTE),
15 rpm (TS-LTE), LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
The fraction of primary fat globules seemed to remain approximately constant for all
freezing processes. The shift of fat globule size of the extruded samples might be due
to some shape change of fat globules during the extrusion processing. As shown in
figure 4.33 the fractions of small and large fat globule aggregates were influenced by
additional low temperature treatment (TS-LTE-7, TS-LTE-14) following the conventional freezing process (Freezer). A bigger fraction of small fat globule aggregates was
measured for TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 processed ice cream than for Freezer ice cream
(compare figure 4.33). The highest fraction of fat aggregates in a size range between
2 µm and 10 µm was measured for LTE processed ice cream using a screw channel
height of 7 mm. As shown in sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2, higher shear rates and lower
draw temperatures resulted for a narrow screw channel height of 7 mm in comparison
to a channel height of 14 mm. The shear stresses affecting the fat globule microstructure hence increased according to the ice cream viscosity model (section 4.1.2) in the
order of Freezer to TS-LTE-14 and TS-LTE-7. The surface milk proteins at the fat
globule interface are partially replaced by emulsifying agents (mono- and diglycerides)
with increasing mechanical shear treatment. As the surface proteins are removed from
the fat globule surface and the interfacial tension is lowered by the emulsifier, the
aggregation of fat globules is promoted. Hence the fraction of small fat globule aggregates (2 µm < d < 10 µm) represent a good characteristic for quantification of the
acting shear stresses during LTE processing. The fraction of large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm) seemed to be reduced by additional LTE processing in comparison
to Freezer process. Large aggregates were apparently re-dispersed by LTE treatment
after previous conventional Freezer process. However, as shown in figure 4.15, this
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phenomenon was not always seen and could also be attributed to little variations in
sample preparation prior to measurement or the influence of air and air cell sizes on
fat globule aggregation (figure 4.14). In figure 4.34 the fat particle size distribution of
ice cream samples processed using TS-LTE-14 configuration are depicted. The samples
were drawn at temperatures of -12.4 °C, -13.3 °C and -14.2 °C corresponding mix flow
rates of 60 l/h, 50 l/h and 40 l/h. As shown in figure 4.34, the density of primary fat
globules smaller than 1 µm decreases with lower draw temperatures. Corresponding
to the decrease of primary fat globules, the fraction of small fat globule aggregates in
the size range between 1 µm and 20 µm was increasing with decreasing temperature
(figure 4.34). The aggregation of fat globules was promoted lowering the draw temperature, because larger shear stresses (higher product viscosity at lower temperature)
affect the fat globule membrane and lead most probably to aggregation and partial
coalescence of fat globules.
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Figure 4.33: Volume density distribution of fat particle sizes in Freezer ice cream in
comparison to twin screw extruded ice cream (TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE14), ice cream draw temperatures -5.0 °C (Freezer), -13.9 °C (TS-LTE-7)
and -13.3 °C (TS-LTE-14), mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw rotational speed
15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
The influence of single and twin screw low temperature extrusion process on fat
globule aggregation is illustrated in figure 4.35. The ice cream draw temperatures from
Freezer, SS-LTE-14 and TS-LTE-14 were -5.3 °C -13.8 °C and -13.2 °C for corresponding
mix flow rates of 14 l/h, 11 l/h and 50 l/h. Lower mix flow rates of 14 l/h and
11 l/h were adjusted during Freezer and single screw processing in comparison to
TS-LTE (50 l/h) to achieve equal residence time in SS-LTE and TS-LTE processes
(compare section 4.2.1). The same screw rotational speed of 15 rpm was adjusted
for SS- and TS-LTE system using a screw channel height of 14 mm. The sizes of
fat globule aggregates were bigger for Freezer and single screw processed ice cream in
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Figure 4.34: Volume density distribution of fat particle sizes in twin screw extruded ice
cream samples (TS-LTE-14), ice cream draw temperatures for different
mix flow rates -12.4 °C (60 l/h, -13.3 °C (50 l/h) and -14.2 °C (40 l/h),
screw rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun
set to 100 %
comparison to those for twin screw extruded ice cream. The peak value of aggregates
was 6 µm for TS-LTE-14, and 14 µm for Freezer and SS-LTE-14 (figure 4.35). For
Freezer processed ice cream the increased fraction of large fat globule aggregates as
shown in figure 4.35 in comparison to that in figure 4.33 can be attributed to the
increased residence time (mix flow rate 14 l/h compared to 50 l/h) and the slightly
lower ice cream draw temperature from Freezer (-5.3 °C compared to -5.0 °C). Analog to
the increase of the density fraction of small fat globule aggregates by means of TS-LTE
in comparison to Freezer in figure 4.35 the fraction of large fat globules increased for
SS-LTE in comparison to that for Freezer processing. However, in comparison to twin
screw processed ice cream, the density of large fat globule aggregates of a size bigger
than 10 µm was significantly increased by single screw extrusion of ice cream. Because
of an increased heat transfer using single screw extrusion system, lower ice cream draw
temperatures and viscosities resulted (compare figure 4.27). As the product of viscosity
and shear rate represents the shear stress, the increased fat globule aggregation in SSLTE was most probably caused by the the increased shear stresses acting in the single
screw extrusion system. A disaggregation of fat globule aggregates by high shear
stresses in the low temperature extrusion channel as illustrated in figure 4.34 was not
observed for single screw extrusion. Apparently the mixing/dispersing zone in the TSLTE system plays a positive role in the dispersing of fat globule aggregates bigger than
10 µm.
The disperse components in ice cream (ice crystals, air cells and fat globule aggregates) are largely affected by the shear treatment at low temperatures. Whereas a
decrease in ice crystal size for twin screw extruded ice cream in comparison to conventionally frozen ice cream was observed, no additional dispersing effect for ice crystals
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Figure 4.35: Volume density distribution of fat particle sizes in Freezer ice cream in
comparison to single and twin screw extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-14 and
TS-LTE-14), ice cream draw temperatures from Freezer -5.3 °C, SS-LTE14 -13.8 °C and TS-LTE-14 -13.2 °C, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, overrun set to 100%
was seen using single screw extrusion processing. The dispersing of ice crystal clusters
in TS-LTE can be attributed to the improved mixing dispersing efficiency due to the
screw intermeshing zone in the twin screw extrusion system. In SS-LTE the laminar
flow field with the poor mixing especially in radial screw direction led to a more inhomogeneous type of ice cream microstructure with broader size distributions of the
disperse microstructure components.
The maximum air cell size generated by single and twin screw extrusion system was
mainly related to the ice cream temperature (viscosity). The air cell size decreased
approximately linearly for decreasing temperature in SS-LTE and TS-LTE. However,
a narrower air cell size distribution was observed for twin screw processed ice cream
in comparison to single screw ice cream. A high pressure gradient between SS-LTE
in- and outlet caused probably a de-mixing of air and mix phases, which resulted in
the creation of large air pockets in ice cream. The increased back flow and a resulting
inhomogeneous shear rate profile with screw channel height in SS-LTE might also add
to the disadvantages of single in comparison to twin screw extrusion system.
The increased fraction of large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm) in SS-LTE processed ice cream in comparison to TS-LTE can mainly be ascribed to the different
processing conditions. Lower temperatures and higher shear rates in SS-LTE caused
bigger shear stresses affecting the primary fat globule membrane, which resulted in
increased fat globule aggregation. However, whereas for TS-LTE a partial disaggregation of fat globules bigger than 10 µm generated during Freezer processing was
observed, the fraction of large fat globules was even increased by single screw extrusion
in comparison to Freezer process. A homogeneous shear treatment and the additional
dispersing in the screw intermeshing zone in TS-LTE had possibly a positive effect for
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the disintegration of large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm).

4.2.4

Melting Test of Freezer and LTE Ice Cream

A conventional meltdown test of conventionally hardened and LTE processed ice cream
samples was performed using a 10 mesh grid (mesh size: 1.7 mm, wire diameter:
0.8 mm). Ice cream samples were allowed to melt down at ambient temperature (20 °C).
The weight of the material passing through the screen (referred as dripped portion) was
recorded every 10 minutes. Pictures were taken of the ice cream samples to document
qualitatively the shape retention behaviour. Additionally the core temperature of the
ice cream sample was measured and recorded every 10 minutes.
In figure 4.36 ice cream samples produced by conventional Freezer process and LTE
(TS-LTE-7) process are shown after a melting time of 72 minutes. The partly molten
Freezer ice cream sample (figure 4.36, left picture) shows a high quantity of ice cream
flowing downwards and spreading over the screen. LTE processed ice cream (figure 4.36,
right picture), however, demonstrates a very good shape retention behaviour. As the ice
cream temperatures were comparable (sample core temperature approximately -10 °C
after a melting time of 72 min), the different shape retention of the already molten ice
cream at the outer sample zones can only be ascribed to the different microstructure
in Freezer and LTE processed ice cream. Commonly better shape retention during ice
cream is ascribed to ice cream with a higher degree of fat globule destabilization and fat
globule aggregation/partial coalescence (Goff, 2002). The adjusted process parameters
for the production of ice cream samples, which were analyzed for fat particle sizes in
figure 4.33, were identical to the parameters chosen for the production of ice cream
samples for the melting test (figure 4.36). Figure 4.33 showed that the density fraction
of fat globule aggregates in a size range between 2 µm and 10 µm was strongly increased
for TS-LTE-7 processed ice cream in comparison to conventionally-hardened (Freezer)
ice cream. The stabilization of ice cream texture and hence increased shape retention in
TS-LTE processed ice cream can hence be correlated to the increased density fraction
of fat globule aggregates of a size smaller than 10 µm.
The dripped portions of the same ice cream samples as shown in figure 4.36 (additionally TS-LTE-14 sample) were measured with melting time (figure 4.37). The drip
loss was constantly larger with time for Freezer processed ice cream than for TS-LTE
ice cream samples. The difference in drip between Freezer and TS-LTE samples was
increasing with melting time. The dripped portions were 10 % for Freezer and approximately 7 % for TS-LTE ice cream samples after a melting time of 2 hours (22 % and
17 % after 3 hours). As mentioned above an increased fraction of fat globule aggregates
was most probably responsible for an improved shape retention and decreased flowability of molten ice cream. As the shape of the ice cream sample was rather firm in LTE
processed ice cream most of the drip had first to drain through the molten ice cream
foam, before it could pass the screen. A finely dispersed ice cream foam consisting of
very small air cells as present in TS-LTE processed ice cream (compare figure 4.30)
was capable to withhold an increased fraction of the aqueous serum phase. Due to of
the larger air surface area for smaller air cell sizes in TS-LTE processed ice cream, the
fluid immobilization at the air interphase was increased. The drainage of serum was
probably also retarded by small fat globule aggregates, which stabilize the air bubbles
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Figure 4.36: Shape retention in Freezer (left picture) and TS-LTE-7 (right picture)
processed ice cream samples performing a conventional melting test, pictures were taken after a melting time of 72 min, ice cream samples were
hardened prior to melting test to -30 °C, draw temperatures from Freezer
-5.0 °C, from TS-LTE-7 -13.9 °C, mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw rotational
speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
in molten ice cream and also represent a barrier for serum flow in between the air cell
lamellae.

4.2.5

Model of Serum Drainage/Separation in Molten Ice Cream

A creaming model (aqueous serum separation model) was developed by Jeelani (2002)
for molten ice cream (Wildmoser et al., 2004a). Consider ice cream filled in a measuring
cylinder of height h0 at a temperature TIC kept in a room at temperature TR . The
ice cream melts as its temperature increases and the continuous phase (serum) starts
to drain through the films between the air bubbles at the initial drainage/separation
time t0 .
If εA0 and εF 0 are respectively the initial volume fractions of air bubbles and fat
particles in ice cream, then the initial total volume fraction of air bubbles and fat
particles in ice cream = ε0 = εA0 +εF 0 . When the initial volume fraction of air
bubbles and fat particles ε0 < 0.74, the ice cream can be considered as a wet foam. Air
bubbles and fat particles cream (sediment) upwards due to density difference countercurrent to the continuous aqueous phase draining down-wards. The creaming of air
bubbles is much faster than that of fat particles since the density difference between air
and continuous aqueous phase is much larger than that between the fat and continuous
aqueous phase. In addition, the size of fat particles and their globules is much smaller
than that of air bubbles. The air bubbles may prevent very fine fat particles being
carried by the drained aqueous phase. It will be assumed that the concentration of fat
particles in the drained serum aqueous phase is small and only consists of primary fat
globules.
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Figure 4.37: Dripped portion of Freezer and twin screw extruded ice cream (TS-LTE-7
and TS-LTE-14) with melting time, ice cream samples were hardened prior
to melting test to -30 °C, draw temperatures from Freezer -5.0 °C, from TSLTE-7 -13.9 °C and from TS-LTE-14 -13.7 °C, mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw
rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to
100 %
Thus at any time t, there will be a serum phase zone of height hS above which a
foam zone of height hf exists in which the individual volume fractions of air bubbles
and fat particles are respectively εA and εF . The total volume fraction of air bubbles
and fat particles ε = εA + εF in foam increases with time as bubbles cream from an
initial value of ε0 to a final value of εP when t = tP . The final value of the volume
fraction lies between 0.74 (corresponding to close packed spheres) and 1 (corresponding
to highly deformed spheres). Bubbles may undergo inter-bubble (binary) coalescence
and coalescence with bulk air at the top interface (interfacial coalescence). Whereas
interfacial coalescence was neglected the binary coalescence of air bubbles was implemented in the model equations using a fit parameter dm which represents an average
air cell diameter during drainage test.
Volume Balances
A volume balance for the continuous aqueous phase in both serum and foam zones
gives
hS + (1 − ε)hf = (1 − ε0 )h0
(4.9)
Since there is no interfacial coalescence of bubbles with the atmospheric bulk air
at the top interface of the foam, the total volume of serum and foam zones must be
constant so that
hS + hf = h0
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Eliminating the height of the foam zone from both the equations gives the time
dependent variation in total volume fraction of air bubbles and fat particles in foam
zone:
ε = ε0

h0
h0 − hS

(4.11)

Creaming (Sedimentation) Velocity
The shear rate for small bubbles creaming in a viscous foam is low so that the viscosity
of continuous aqueous phase is constant and independent of the shear rate (ie., Newtonian). The creaming velocity of bubbles (or drops) relative to the vessel v = dhdtS in
Newtonian liquids is shown to be given (Jeelani et al., 1990; Bhandola et al., 1990):
v=

dhS
∆ρg (1 − ε)2 2
=
d
dt
18η0 (1 + 4.56ε)

(4.12)

in which η0 is the zero shear rate viscosity, ∆ρ is the density difference between
continuous aqueous phase and dispersed air bubbles, and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. Defining the particle diameter d as the constant, average bubble diameter dm
(Sauter mean diameter) during the drainage test, equation 4.12 becomes :
dhS
(1 − ε)2
= vSt
(4.13)
v=
dt
1 + 4.56ε
in which vSt = ∆ρgd2m /18η is the Stokes creaming velocity. The initial creaming
velocity v0 (relative to the bottom surface of cylinder) for an air bubble and fat particle
volume fraction ε0 is calculated by equation
v0 =

dhS
dt

= vSt
t=t0

(1 − ε0 )2
1 + 4.56ε0

(4.14)

Substituting for the total volume fraction of air bubbles and fat particles from
equation 4.11 in equation 4.13 gives the bubble creaming velocity as :
v=

dhS
vSt [(1 − ε)h0 − hS ]2
=
dt
(h0 − hS )[(1 + 4.56ε0 )h0 − hS ]

(4.15)

Variation with Time in Height of Separated (Drained) Serum Phase Zone
Equation 4.15 can be integrated with the initial condition that hS =0 when t=t0 to give
the variation with time in the height of the separated serum phase :


hS
vSt (t − t0 ) = hS − 6.56ε0 h0 ln 1 −
(1 − ε0 )h0


+

5.56ε20 h20
5.56ε20 h0
−
(4.16)
(1 − ε0 )h0 − hS
1 − ε0

Equation 4.16 therefore represents a functional correlation between the serum separation time t - t0 and the serum height hS in the cylinder. The mean air bubble size
dm included in the Stokes creaming velocity vSt was used as a model fitting parameter
in comparison to experimentally gained data for serum drainage.
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4.2.6

Serum Drainage/Separation in Molten LTE Ice Cream

The meltdown behaviour of ice cream is an important characteristic for ice cream
quality evaluation. The optimal formation of fat structure in ice cream is responsible
for desirable ice cream quality properties like slowness of meltdown and shape retention
during meltdown. In a conventional meltdown test ice cream samples are liberated
from the containers, placed on a mesh grid and the weight of material passing through
the screen is recorded with time. As ice cream melts the shape of the ice cream
sample changes and so is the heat transfer and sample height. The drainage rate will
change with decreasing sample height and increasing area covered by ice cream on the
screen. Hence the measured drained portion is not only a function of serum drainage
in the molten ice cream foam, but also a function of shape retention of the ice cream
sample. To ensure a constant sample height and area, ice cream was filled in graduated
plastic cylinders (height 188 mm, diameter 25.8 mm, volume 100 ml) directly after LTE
process, respectively. The hardened ice cream (-30 °C) was molten in a temperature
cabinet (20 °C) and the height of drained serum was recorded with time (total time
24 h).
The influence of the different LTE processes on the serum drainage in molten ice
cream at ambient temperature is shown in figure 4.38. The same LTE ice cream samples
as used for fat particle size analysis were molten in graduated cylinders and the height
of the drained, separated serum phase was recorded with time (total measuring time
26 h). The by far lower rate of serum drainage was measured for twin screw processed
ice cream (TS-LTE-14) in comparison to single screw extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-14,
figure 4.38). The volume of drained serum after 24 h was furthermore larger for SS-LTE
ice cream in comparison to TS-LTE. The higher drainage rates in SS-LTE processed
ice cream was probably caused by the worse stabilization of the molten ice cream
foam. The macroscopic ice cream foam structure was still intact for TS-LTE processed
ice cream after 26 h, where it was partly broken for SS-LTE ice cream. Increased
coalescence rates of air cells in SS-LTE ice cream led to a coarse foam structure in
ice cream, where serum drainage was increased because of the smaller air-interfacial
area (bigger air cells) and wider lamellae of the continuous serum phase between air
cells. A higher air cell disproportionation and air diffusion rate through the lamellae
in SS-LTE ice cream is probably caused by the existence of single very large air cells
(figure 4.30. Due to the high Laplace pressure in small air cells, they will dissolve in
favor of large air bubbles and hence the mean air cell size will increase with time. The
mean air cell size dm is hence expected to increase more pronouncedly with time for
SS-LTE ice cream.
The serum drainage rate measured in figure 4.38 correlated with the fat globule
aggregate sizes measured in figure 4.35. The bigger the density fraction of large fat
globule aggregates (d > 10 µm), the worse was the serum retention capability of the
molten ice cream foam. The fat globule structure and fat globule aggregate sizes
apparently have a major impact on air cell stabilization in molten ice cream. Fat
globules and small fat globule aggregates stabilize the air cells and prevent air cell
coalescence in molten ice cream, whereas large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm)
seem to have a negative impact. This is partly controversial to the common opinion
that fat agglomeration provides structure to the lamellae between air bubbles offering
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Height of serum separated [mm]

resistance to collapse during meltdown (Goff, 2002; Koxholt et al., 2001). However, as
the air volume fraction ε increases with time the lamellae thickness decreases. Large fat
globule aggregates therefore might not as much represent a steric hindrance for air cell
coalescence, because as single big particles they cannot build a continuous network of
partially coalesced fat. Increased fat agglomeration correlates to higher values of ”free
fat” as measured by solvent extractable fat technique (Bolliger et al., 2000a). The ”free
fat” might absorb surface active material from the air cell surface and hence lead to a
destabilization and coalescence of the air cells in a dense packed foam (ε > 0.74).
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Figure 4.38: Serum separation in a melting/drainage test for single and twin screw
extruded ice cream (SS-LTE-14 and TS-LTE-14), the initial serum separation time t0 was 1 h for SS-LTE and 2.6 h for TS-LTE samples, LTEprocessing conditions: mix flow rate and corresponding draw temperature:
11 l/h and -13.8 °C for SS-LTE-14, 50 l/h and -13.2 °C for TS-LTE-14,
screw rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C, measured
overrun at draw temperature 89 % (SS-LTE-14) and 93 % (TS-LTE-14)
In table 4.2 the measured (t0 , h0 , εA0 , εF 0 , ε0 , ∆ρ and η), fitted (mean air cell size
dm ) and calculated (vSt , v0 and Re) data for the serum drainage of single and twin screw
extruded (SS- and TS-LTE) ice cream samples are shown. The initial serum separation
time t0 was largely different comparing single and twin screw extruded ice cream.
Whereas t0 was 1 h for single screw extruded ice cream, the serum started to drain after
2.6 h in twin screw extruded ice cream. As the heat transfer conditions and hence the
melting time were comparable for single and twin screw extruded ice cream (ice cream
heats up from -30 °C to 20 °C in a time of approximately 1 h) the large difference in the
initial drainage time only can be explained by the different microstructure of the ice
cream samples. The separated serum height measured in figure 4.38 was compared with
serum heights derived from the creaming model (equation 4.16). The lines represent the
calculated serum heights using the mean air cell size dm as fitting parameter. Measured
and modelled data are in good agreement as can be seen in figure 4.38. Table 4.2 shows
that the fitted mean air cell size was significantly larger in single screw extruded ice
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cream (dm =42 µm) in comparison to twin screw extruded ice cream (dm =32 µm). The
higher serum drainage rate in SS-LTE ice cream in comparison to TS-LTE ice cream can
be explained hence by a larger mean air cell size as demonstrated by model calculations.
TS-LTE ice cream shows a higher density fraction of primary fat globules compared to
SS-LTE ice cream (figure 4.35). As fat globule aggregates stay mostly in the ice cream
foam, whereas primary fat globules drain through the air cell lamellae, the fraction
of fat in the serum will be higher for TS-LTE. The measured viscosity of the drained
serum was accordingly higher for TS-LTE (η=14.9 mPa s) in comparison to SS-LTE
(η=10.8 mPa s) corresponding to the increased fat content in the aqueous serum fluid.
Increased viscosity of the drained serum, however, is an additional reason for the lower
serum drainage rate (lower Stokes creaming velocity) in twin screw extruded ice cream.

Table 4.2: Experimental and calculated data of serum separation model as applied
for molten SS-LTE and TS-LTE processed ice cream, the air cell diameter
dm was used as fitting parameter, LTE-processing conditions are shown in
figure 4.38

4.3

Initial drainage time
Total cylinder height
Air fraction at 20 °C
Fat volume fraction
Air and fat volume fraction
Density difference
Serum viscosity

t0
h0
εA0
εF 0
ε0
∆ρ
η

h
mm
(v/v)
(v/v)
(v/v)
kg/m3
mPa s

Mean air cell size

dm

µm

Stokes-velocity
Initial creaming velocity
Reynolds number

vSt
v0
Re

mm/h
mm/h
-

SS-LTE-14

TS-LTE-14

1.0
188
0.526
0.050
0.576
1123
10.8

2.6
188
0.537
0.049
0.586
1119
14.9

42

32

361
17.8
5.11 · 10−5

151
7.0
1.13 · 10−5

Transient Development of Ice Cream Microstructure in TS-LTE

The ice fraction in ice cream is a function of recipe (sugar and mineral content) and
temperature. With decreasing temperature, the ice fraction (compare figure 4.7) and
the ice cream viscosity (figure 4.3) increase. The shear stresses generated in Freezer
an LTE processing accordingly increase with decreasing temperature and increasing
viscosity. Hence ice cream temperature beside the local shear rate is the main factor
influencing the dispersing process of ice cream components. A measurement of local
temperature alongside the LTE screw channel with simultaneous local ice cream sampling was carried out, to investigate the relationship between local steady-state temperature (corresponding local viscosity/shear stress) and local ice cream microstructure
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in the LTE screw channel. The analysis of local temperature in the screw channel
was carried out for the twin screw extrusion system using a screw channel height of
14 mm (TS-LTE-14). Local temperature measurement was carried out as described in
section 3.2.5 after process shutdown and removal of screws out of the barrel.

4.3.1

Temperature Profile along LTE Screw Channel

Measured Temperature Profile along LTE Screw Channel
The local temperature of ice cream along screw channel was measured for the twin screw
extrusion system with a screw channel height of 14 mm. Before process shutdown and
temperature measurement, the LTE process had to reach a steady state, where the
mix flow rate was adjusted to 50 l/h, the overrun was 100% (at ambient temperature
and pressure), the screw rotational speed was 15 rpm and LTE cooling temperature
was set to -26 °C. Three different measurements of the temperature profile along the
screw channel were carried out for the same LTE process adjustments. In figure 4.39 the
measured temperature profile (solid points) and the entrance and exit temperatures are
shown. The LTE inlet and outlet temperatures before process shutdown were -4.4 °C
and -14.1 °C (outlet temperature measured in LTE-die). The measured temperatures
in the LTE screw channel decreased approximately linearly from -8.5 °C (at a screw
length L = 50 mm) to -15.1 °C (L = 950 mm). The significant initial temperature drop
from -4.4 °C to -8.5 °C (L = 50 mm) can be attributed to back-mixing of colder ice
cream with warmer ice cream within the screw channel.
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Figure 4.39: Measured (solid points) and corrected (open points) local ice cream temperatures along screw channel for TS-LTE-14 system, adjusted process
parameters prior to process shutdown and measurement: mix flow rate
50 l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, LTE cooling temperature -26 °C,
overrun set to 100 %
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Ice Cream Enthalpy and Effective Heat Capacity
The total heat to be removed from the extrusion system is the sum of dissipated heat
due to screw rotation and the heat removed from the product. During freezing of ice
cream the product heat consists of the latent heat resulting from water crystallization
and thermal heat for decreasing the product temperature. The total heat removed
from the product can be expressed by the specific enthalpy. The ice cream enthalpy
was calculated according to equation 3.22 in section 3.5.2 implementing the temperature dependent ice fraction as measured by NMR analysis. In figure 4.40 the specific
enthalpy for freezing the used standard vanilla ice cream mix (Vanilla RG-Mix-3) is
depicted as a function of temperature.The initial freezing point of the used ice cream
mix was -2 °C. By decreasing the temperature from 0 °C to -5 °C (draw temperature
Freezer), a specific enthalpy of approximately 100 kJ/kg had to be removed from the
product. Assuming a further temperature drop from -5 to -15 °C during LTE processing, a specific heat of 85 kJ/kg was additionally removed for low temperature freezing
of ice cream. The slope of the enthalpy curve in figure 4.40 is decreasing for temperatures lower than -2 °C as the fraction of additionally frozen ice is decreasing with
decreasing temperatures (compare figure 4.7). The effective heat capacity cp,ef f as a
function of temperature was calculated according equation 3.5.2 as derivative of the
specific enthalpy hspec with temperature (figure 4.40). Therefore the thermal as well
as the latent heat was included in cp,ef f . A mean effective heat capacity of 6.4 kJ/kgK
was calculated for the measured temperatures in the LTE screw channel.
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Figure 4.40: Specific enthalpy hspec in kJ/kg as a function of temperature for standard vanilla ice cream MRG-3, enthalpy was calculated according equation 3.22, hspec = 0 kJ/kg for T = 0 °C
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Air Porosity and Ice Cream Conductivity
The air porosity ε represents the air volume fraction in ice cream. An ice cream
overrun of 100 % is equal to an air volume fraction in ice cream of 50 % (ε = 0.5).
The ice cream conductivity λ was calculated using the parallel and Maxwell model for
heat conduction (compare section 3.5.3). Air porosity and ice cream conductivity were
calculated for the actual temperature and pressure conditions in the LTE screw channel.
The local ice cream temperatures in the screw channel were known because of the
temperature measurement (figure 4.39). The local pressures were calculated assuming
a linear pressure increase with screw channel length between LTE inlet pressure of
0.56 MPa and outlet pressure of 1.28 MPa. In figure 4.41 the calculated conductivity
and air porosity (representing the air volume fraction) of ice cream along screw channel
length are illustrated. As the pressure increases with screw channel length the air
porosity decreases from 0.14 to 0.07. A mean porosity of 0.1 which is equal to an
air volume fraction of 10 % was computed in the LTE screw channel. This value is
significantly lower compared to the air volume fraction of 50 % corresponding to an ice
cream overrun of 100 % in ice cream at ambient temperature and pressure conditions.
The heat conductivity of ice cream was increasing with increasing screw channel length
mainly because of the influence of the decreasing air volume fraction. A minimal and
maximal conductivity of 0.64 W/mK and 0.77 W/mK was calculated, the mean ice
cream conductivity in the TS-LTE screw channel was 0.7 W/mK.
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Figure 4.41: Ice cream conductivity and air porosity along TS-LTE screw channel (TSLTE-14), the temperature in screw channel was decreasing from -8.5 °C
to -15.1 °C as measured in figure 4.39, a linear pressure increase with
screw channel length from 0.56 MPa (entrance) to 1.28 MPa (exit) was
superimposed
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Corrected Temperature Profile along LTE Screw Channel
Because the ice cream was still cooled for approximately 70 s in the channel after process
shutdown and before the screws were pulled out of the extrusion channel, an additional
decrease of ice cream temperature resulted. Therefore a correction of the measured
local temperatures was carried out using the energy balance equation for transient heat
transfer (equation 3.3) . The calculations were based on a subdivision of the LTE barrel
into 10 equally sized segments of a length of 103 mm. The temperature in each segment
was assumed to be constant and equal to the measured local temperature (figure 4.39.
The barrel cooling temperature was approximated as the cooling temperature during
LTE processing (-26 °C). A mean ice cream mass of 0.376 kg (ice cream mix density
1106 kg/m3 ) and a barrel cooling surface of 0.036 m2 was calculated for each segment.
Implementing the local effective heat capacity cp,ef f and local heat transfer coefficient
k the local temperatures at process shutdown were calculated using equation 3.4. The
heat transfer coefficient k in ice cream was calculated from local ice cream conductivity
λ (compare figure 4.41) according equation 3.5. The product thickness h was thereby
assumed to be constant and equal to the distance of the thermocouple measuring
position in the screw channel and screw outer diameter (h = 10 mm).
Similar to the measured temperature profile along screw channel length the calculated local temperatures at process shutdown decreased also approximately linearly
with increasing screw channel length. The difference between corrected and measured
temperature data decreased with decreasing temperature (increasing screw length),
mainly because the temperature difference between cooling and product temperature
decreased with increasing channel length. The local temperatures at process shutdown
were on the average 1.2 °C higher than the measured temperatures in the LTE screw
channel. The calculated temperature at a screw length of 950 mm (-14.4 °C) is close to
the measured temperature in the extrusion die (-14.1 °C) and therefore the temperature
correction carried out prooves to be realistic. With increasing screw channel length,
the proportional decrease in temperature gets smaller. Higher ice cream viscosity in
the latter sections of LTE channel lead to a higher degree of energy dissipation according to equation 2.22. For a constant overall heat transfer rate with channel length, a
smaller heat flow fraction is available for freezing and cooling the ice cream in the latter LTE screw channel sections. The temperature will hence only decrease any further
as long as the dissipated energy through screw rotation is smaller than the maximum
transferable heat by means of the cooling system.

4.3.2

Shear Stress and Viscosity Profile along LTE Screw Channel

Knowing the local temperatures in the screw channel, the local shear stress and viscosity can be calculated using the viscosity model developed for ice cream according to
Herrschel-Bulkley (section 4.1.2). As the temperature decreased with channel length,
viscosity and shear stress exponentially increased as shown in figure 4.42. At a screw
length of 50 mm, the shear stress was 386 Pa and the viscosity 92 Pa s for a calculated
constant mean shear rate γ̇m in screw channel of 4.2 s−1 . The shear stress (viscosity)
increased exponentially to 3150 Pa (750 Pa s) at 550 mm and 11220 Pa (2670 Pa s) at
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Shear stress [Pa], viscosity [Pa s]

950 mm. The strongly increased shear stress especially in the latter sections of extrusion channel increasingly affects the microstructure of ice cream and creates a finely
dispersed ice crystal and air cell structure.
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Figure 4.42: Shear stress and viscosity profile along TS-LTE screw channel length as
calculated from local temperatures at process shutdown (corrected temperature), calculated mean shear rate in screw channel 4.2 s−1 , TS-LTE-14
processing parameters were the same as noted in figure 4.39

4.3.3

Transient Ice Cream Microstructure along LTE Screw
Channel

The transient development of ice cream microstructure in the LTE channel (TS-LTE14) was studied by ice cream sampling from the temperature measurement positions
along screw length. The ice cream microstructure was analyzed mainly for air cell sizes
using cryo-SEM technique and fat globule/fat globule aggregate sizes by laser light
diffraction.
Air Cell Size
Figure 4.43 shows the air cell number distributions of air cell sizes in ice cream drawn
either from Freezer and LTE exit (during processing) or from different positions in the
LTE screw channel (after process shutdown and removal of screws out of the barrel).
The ice cream samples in the LTE screw channel were drawn from screw length positions L of 150 mm, 550 mm and 950 mm. The minimal analyzed air cell size was
5 µm, even when a remarkable number of air cells smaller than 5 µm was detected.
However, for the chosen magnification (500-times) a representative analysis of air cell
sizes was performed within a size range of one decade (5 µm to 50 µm). The air bubble
sizes in LTE processed ice cream sample shown in figure 4.43 are smaller than in the
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Freezer ice cream as already seen before. The d90,0 value (= d(Q0 =0.9)), which was
defined as the maximum air cell size, was 14 µm after LTE processing (TS-LTE-14)
and 28 µm for Freezer processed ice cream. This means that the maximum air cell
size d90,0 was reduced by the factor of 2 due to LTE processing. Comparing the air
cell size distributions of an ice cream sample drawn from the early section of the LTE
screw channel (L = 150 mm) with the air cell size distribution of Freezer ice cream,
an increase of air cell sizes was observed. The larger air cell sizes in the early sections
of LTE channel can be attributed to air cell coalescence in the transfer pipe between
Freezer and LTE process and maybe also in the first sections of LTE screw channel.
Ice cream drawn from mid-length (L = 550 mm, T = -11.6 °C) of the screw channel
showed already to have smaller air cell sizes in comparison to Freezer ice cream. This
result corresponds to the functional correlation between shear stress and ice cream
temperature for Freezer and LTE processes as shown in figure 4.4. In the LTE process
the ice cream temperature has to decrease by more than 5 °C in comparison to Freezer
draw temperature to generate higher shear stresses and consequently create smaller air
cell sizes in LTE ice cream. As shown in figure 4.43, the maximum air cell size was
continuously reduced in the LTE screw channel from 34 µm (L = 150 mm) to 24 µm
(L = 550 mm) and 18 µm (L = 950 mm). The decreasing air cell size corresponds to
the increasing ice cream viscosity for decreasing temperature and hence to the increasing shear stresses for dispersing the air cells in the LTE channel. As the maximum
air cell size in ice cream drawn from LTE exit is lower compared to the air cell size
measured at a screw channel length of 950 mm, the extrusion die and the following
pipeline have an additional air cell dispersion effect. Because of the low temperatures
and the additional elongational flow in the extrusion die, the smallest maximum air
cell size and a narrow size distribution resulted. The shear stresses in the Freezer process, in the LTE screw channel (TS-LTE-14) and in the die/outlet line after LTE screw
channel were calculated as a function of measured temperature using the shear/stress
viscosity model. Mean shear rates γ̇m of 267 s−1 for Freezer processing, 4.2 s−1 in LTE
screw channel and 7.2 s−1 in LTE outlet pipeline (d = 25 mm) were used for the shear
stress calculations. The mean shear rate in the LTE outlet pipeline was calculated
assuming a linear (Newtonian) shear rate profile for a volume related mean diameter.
Figure 4.44 illustrates the maximum air cell size as a function of shear stress in Freezer
and LTE process. A linear correlation of decreasing maximum air cell sizes d90,0 with
increasing shear stress was observed. The increase in air cell size in the first sections
of LTE channel can be explained by the lower shear stresses in the screw channel for
L < 350 mm in comparison to the shear stress present during Freezer processing. The
maximum air cell size in the LTE channel continuously decreased with increasing shear
stresses caused by the decreasing temperature. The further reduction of air cell size
after total LTE process can be explained by the high shear stress in the extrusion die
and outlet-line at low ice cream temperature.
Fat Globule Aggregate Size
Analogous to the investigation of air cell sizes, the transient development of fat globule
and fat globule aggregate sizes with LTE screw channel length (TS-LTE-14) was studied. In figure 4.45 the volume density distribution of fat particle sizes measured for ice
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Figure 4.43: Cumulative number distribution of air cell sizes (measured by cryo-SEM)
in ice cream samples drawn either from Freezer and TS-LTE-14 process
(open points) or from different positions in LTE screw channel (solid
points), legend depicts drawing location and local ice cream temperature during processing, TS-LTE-14 processing parameters were the same
as noted in figure 4.39
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Figure 4.44: Maximum air cell size d90,0 (number distribution) correlated to acting
shear stress in Freezer and TS-LTE screw channel, the air cell sizes were
measured by cryo-SEM, shear stresses were calculated as a function of
local temperature (corrected temperature in figure 4.39 and mean shear
rate γ̇m , γ̇m = 267 s−1 in Freezer processing, γ̇m = 4.2 s−1 in TS-LTE-14
channel and γ̇m = 7.2 s−1 in LTE outlet pipeline
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cream samples drawn from Freezer/LTE-exit and LTE screw channel are shown. The
density fraction of fat globule aggregates is most characteristic for the shear treatment
during freeze processing. Generally an increased volume density of small fat globule
aggregates in a size range between 2 µm and 10 µm was correlated to increased shear
stresses during ice cream processing (compare figure 4.33). Similar to the results for
the transient development of air cell sizes, the volume density of small fat globule aggregates decreased in the first sections of LTE screw channel in comparison to Freezer
ice cream. Only in the last section of LTE screw channel, the volume density of small
fat globule aggregates was increased in comparison to Freezer processed ice cream. A
significant increase of fat globule aggregates was observed for ice cream drawn from
LTE exit. The combined shear and elongational stress in the extrusion die and shear
stress in the LTE outlet pipeline led to a finely dispersed air cells, but also to an increased fat globule aggregation, which is beneficial for the meltdown behaviour of ice
cream.
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Figure 4.45: Volume density distribution of fat particle sizes in ice cream samples
drawn either from Freezer and TS-LTE-14 process (open points) or from
different positions in LTE screw channel (solid points), legend depicts
drawing location and local ice cream temperature during processing, TSLTE-14 processing parameters were the same as noted in figure 4.39

4.3.4

Simulation of LTE process in Low temperature High
Torque Shear Cell

The shear treatment of ice cream at low temperatures (LTE processing) was simulated
in a low temperature high torque shear cell (LT-HTSC). The setup of the equipment,
ice cream sample preparation and measurement are shown in section 3.4.1. Ice cream
drawn from Freezer (draw temperature -5 °C, overrun 100 %, MRG-3-mix) was used
for the shear experiments. A well defined shear treatment (shear rate, temperature)
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was applied to the ice cream microstructure within the parallel disc geometry of the
LT-HTSC. Assuming Newtonian fluid behaviour, shear rate and shear stress are linear
functions of plate radius r using a parallel disc geometry (compare equation 3.7). The
influence of shear treatment on ice cream microstructure can be studied within the same
shear experiment by sampling from different radii in the shear cell. In figure 4.46 the
median air cell diameter in ice cream as analyzed by light microscopy is illustrated as a
function of shear deformation and temperature in the LT-HTSC. The shear deformation
was calculated as the product of local shear rate and total shear time. Ice cream samples
were drawn from different radii of 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm and 4 cm after shear experiment.
For a screw rotational speed of 1.7 rpm and a shear gap width of 4 mm corresponding
local shear rates of 0.45 s−1 , 0.90 s−1 , 1.35 s−1 and 1.80 s−1 were calculated. The
median air cell size d50,3 (volume distribution) decreased generally with increasing
shear deformation (shear rate) and decreasing cooling temperature. For a cooling
temperature of -12 °C the median air cell size decreased from approximately 120 µm
to 40 µm with increasing shear deformation from 320 to 940. Then the maximum air
cell size kept constant with increasing deformation as a steady-state microstructure
was reached for the adjusted temperature. With decreasing temperature the ice cream
viscosity and consequently the shear stress increased. As can be observed for shear rates
higher than 1.35 s−1 , the air cell sizes decreased continuously with decreasing ice cream
temperature, because the increased shear stresses dispersed air cells finely. The air cell
dispersion can be illustrated by the critical Weber number W ecrit (equation 4.5). The
Weber number represents the ratio between breakup and stabilization forces. Breakup
of air cells occurs for Weber numbers larger than the critical Weber number, which is
proportional to the maximum air cell size. In figure 4.47 the critical Weber number
for air cell dispersion in the LTE screw channel (TS-LTE-14) and in the LT-HTSC is
shown as a function of the viscosity ratio ηηdc between disperse and continuous phase.
The viscosity of the continuous phase ηc was approximated as the viscosity of ice
cream as a function of temperature. The surface tension σ (= 42.9 mN
) between air
m
and continuous ice cream mix phase was measured at a constant temperature of 20 °C
by pendent drop volume method (Gunde et al., 1992). The critical Weber number
increases with decreasing viscosity ratio (decreasing ice cream temperature). Whereas
the critical Weber number is smaller than 0.2 for a viscosity ratio of 10−6 , W ecrit is
about 0.8 for a viscosity ratio of 10−7 for air cell dispersion in the LTE screw channel
(figure 4.47). W ecrit values calculated for LTE processing are slightly lower than for
LT-HTSC. The deviation is mainly caused by the different analysis techniques used
for air cell size measurement. Larger maximum air cell sizes were measured using light
microscopy (LT-HTSC) than for cryo-SEM (TS-LTE-14), because large air cells were
slightly compressed between two object slides in light microscopy analysis and hence
the air cell size related projection area was enlarged.

4.4

Modelling of Flow and Energy Dissipation in
LTE

The flow and energy dissipation model for single screw extrusion as described in section 2.4 was applied for low temperature extrusion processes. The model was expanded
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Figure 4.46: Median air cell diameter d50,3 in ice cream correlated to shear deformation
in a LT-HTSC, ice cream samples were shear treated in a parallel disc
geometry (diameter 100 mm, gap width 4 mm) at different temperatures,
air cell sizes were measured using light microscopy
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Figure 4.47: Critical Weber number W ecrit for air cell dispersion in the TS-LTE-14
screw channel and in a LT-HTSC, mean shear rate γ̇m = 4.2 s−1 in LTE
screw channel, shear rate γ̇ = 1.8 s−1 in LT-HTSC (at plate radius r =
40 mm, N = 1.7 1/min), maximum air cell sizes were determined using
cryo-SEM (TS-LTE-14) and cold stage light microscopy (LT-HTSC)
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fro twin screw extrusion by application of volume/area correction factors as shown in
this section.

4.4.1

Screw Channel Flow in LTE

The screw channel flow in single and twin screw low temperature extrusion systems
was studied for different process parameters. Beside the boundary conditions for the
flow model in a single screw extrusions system (section 2.4.1), the calculations of screw
channel flow were based on following assumptions:
• No temperature gradient along screw channel height and length
• Back flow rate was calculated as difference between overall flow rate and theoretical drag flow rate
• Velocity and shear rate profiles in the screw channel were determined for single
screw geometry, intermeshing zone in twin screw extruder being neglected
Flow Model for SS- and TS-LTE
For single screw extrusion the drag flow rate V̇d,SS was calculated as shown in section 2.4.1. According to equation 2.10 the drag flow rate is proportional to the number
of channels, the screw rotational speed, the barrel diameter, screw channel height and
width and to the cosine of the helix angle Θ. The drag flow rate in a twin screw
extrusion system V̇d,T S was calculated according to Windhab et al. (1989) by multiplication of V̇d,SS with a volume factor ΞV , which represents the charge volume ratio of a
twin screw extrusion system in comparison to a single screw system with equal barrel
diameter and length (equation 4.17). VSS depicts the charge volume for a single screw
configuration, VIM is the intermeshing volume for a twin screw extruder and I is the
distance between the two screw axis’.
V̇d,T S = ΞV · V̇d,SS

(4.17)

with
ΞV
VSS
VIM

2 · VSS − VIM
VSS
π 2
=
(D − (D − 2H)2 ) · L
4
D2 · L
I
I ·D·L
I
=
· arccos −
· sin(arccos )
2
D
2
D
=

Theoretical Flow Ratio
The overall flow rate represents the sum of drag flow rate and (back) pressure flow rate.
Since the sum of calculated drag and pressure flow rate was unequal the adjusted overall
flow rate (LTE experiments), the theoretical back flow was calculated by subtraction
of drag flow rate from overall flow rate. According to Harper (1981) a flow rate ratio
a between drag and pressure flow can be calculated. The theoretical flow ratio atheo
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between pressure and drag flow was hence determined according equation 4.18. The
overall flow rate V̇ is also given as the sum of mix V̇mix and air flow rate V̇air . As the
temperature decreased and the pressure increased during low temperature extrusion,
the overall flow rate was calculated assuming ideal gas law (equation 4.19).
−V̇p
=1−
V̇d

Tm
V̇ = V̇mix + V̇air ·
T0
atheo =

V̇
V̇d
p0
·
pm

(4.18)

(4.19)

where pm and Tm represent the mean pressure and temperature in the extrusion channel. The ratio V̇V̇mix was 1 for an set overrun of 100% at ambient pressure p0 (0.1 MPa)
air
and temperature T0 (293 K).
The screw geometries for SS-LTE and TS-LTE mainly differed in the screw channel
height H (7 mm and 14 mm). The barrel diameter was slightly smaller for SS-LTE
system (D= 60 mm) in comparison to that for TS-LTE system (D= 65 mm). The screw
lead (helix angle Θ), channel width W and flight width e were identical. Therefore the
theoretical single screw drag flow rate V̇d,SS (equation 2.10) was approximately the same
for SS-LTE and TS-LTE system with equal screw channel height and screw rotational
speed.
For single and twin screw extrusion systems, the theoretical pressure/drag flow ratio
atheo (equation 4.18) was calculated as a function of screw rotational speed (compare
figure 4.48). The calculations were based on following processing conditions: mix flow
rate SS-LTE 11 l/h and TS-LTE 50 l/h, overrun at ambient conditions 100%. Screws
with a screw channel height of 7 mm (SS/TS-LTE-7) and 14 mm (SS/TS-LTE-14) were
used. Figure 4.48 shows that for all extrusion systems the flow ratio atheo increased
for increasing rotational speed. As the overall flow rate was approximately constant,
the back flow rate had to increase with increasing rotational speed. A big difference in
the flow ratio atheo was observed comparing TS-LTE-7 and TS-LTE-14 systems. For a
doubling of screw channel height from 14 mm to 7 mm, the drag flow rate significantly
increased according equation 2.10. As the overall flow rate was set constant the flow
rate ratio atheo decreased according equation 4.18. Correspondingly higher flow rate
ratios were observed for SS-LTE-14 in comparison to SS-LTE-7 system. Because the
mix flow rate (11 l/h) and hence correspondingly the overall flow rate were much
smaller for the SS-LTE system in comparison to the TS-LTE system (50 l/h ), the
pressure/drag flow ratio was significantly higher for SS-LTE. For a screw rotational
speed of 15 rpm the flow rate ratios were approximately 0.7/0.3 for SS/TS-LTE-7 and
0.8/0.6 for SS/TS-LTE-14 (figure 4.48).
Velocity and Shear Rate Profile in Screw Channel
Velocity and shear rate in the screw channel gap were calculated as a function of screw
channel height. The influence of the intermeshing zone in TS-LTE for the channel
profile was neglected and was hence down channel (z-direction) and across channel
velocity (x-direction) were calculated according the equations for single screw extrusion
(equations 2.13, 2.14). The resulting flow velocity and shear rate with screw channel
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Figure 4.48: Pressure/drag flow ratio atheo as influenced by LTE system and screw
rotational speed, mix flow rate 11 l/h (SS-LTE) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE),
cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
height were calculated according to equations 2.15 and 2.16. The velocity and shear
rate profiles in the TS-LTE-7 channel are shown in figure 4.49. The flow ratio atheo of
0.31 resulted for a screw rotational speed of 15 rpm, a mix flow rate of 50 l/h and 100%
overrun. The maximal flow velocity vxz,H was calculated at barrel wall and is equal to
the barrel circumferential velocity (= DπN ). As shown in figure 4.49 the velocity is
not increasing linearly from screw core (y = 0) to barrel surface (y = H). Because of
the back flow impact and due to superposition of down and across channel flow, the
velocity is only slowly increasing in mid-channel and rapidly rising close to the barrel
wall. The shear rate in the screw channel was calculated as the velocity derivative as
shown in equation 2.16. The highest shear rates were determined at screw and barrel
wall (maximum shear rate at barrel surface) and a minimum was calculated 2.3 mm
above screw core (compare figure 4.49).
The shear rate profiles of the single and twin screw extrusion systems with screw
channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm are shown in figure 4.50. Because the shear
rate is inversely proportional to channel height for the modelled parallel plate flow,
the average shear rate was smaller for a channel height of 14 mm in comparison to a
channel height of 7 mm (SS and TS-LTE). The maximum shear rates were calculated
at barrel wall, where also the velocity was maximal for barrel rotation. In all extrusion
systems, a minimum shear rate was observed in mid channel. For high values of the
flow ratio atheo an increased back flow led even to negative shear rates. Figure 4.50
shows an increase of maximum and minimum flow rates in SS-LTE-7 in comparison
to TS-LTE-14. Because of the increased back flow ratio using the SS-LTE system in
comparison to TS-LTE (compare figure 4.48, a steeper slope of the shear rate profile
with screw channel height was resulting. The smaller the total screw channel height
and the higher the back flow ratio atheo , the bigger was the variation in shear rate with
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Figure 4.49: Velocity and shear rate profile along screw channel height using TS-LTE7 system, the profiles were calculated for a pressure/drag flow ratio atheo
of 0.31 (mix flow rate 50 l/h, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, cooling
temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %)
channel height. The shear rate kept rather constant for large channel heights and little
back flow assuming Newtonian fluid behavior.

4.4.2

Dissipated Power in LTE

The dissipated power using low temperature extrusion was calculated according to the
conventional equations for the barrel rotation model (section 2.4.2). The constitutive
equation for energy production through viscous dissipation is basically obtained by
multiplying the shear stress on the barrel surface by the velocity on the barrel surface
and integrating over the barrel surface area.
Different Shear Zones in LTE
In single and twin screw extrusion four different shear zones and hence four zones for
energy dissipation can be discriminated (compare section 2.1.2, figure 2.1)
Zone 1: Screw channel gap between screw core and barrel wall
Zone 2: Clearance gap between screw flight lands and barrel wall
Zone 3: Tangential gap between the flight flancs (twin-screw)
Zone 4: Gap between the two screw roots (twin-screw)
The shear gap zones 1 and 2 are most relevant for energy dissipation in single and
twin screw extrusion system. Shear zones 3 and 4 are located in the screw intermeshing
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Figure 4.50: Shear rate profile along screw channel height using SS-LTE (solid points)
and TS-LTE (open points) systems, screw channel heights 7 mm and
14 mm, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, mix flow rate 11 l/h (SS-LTE)
and 50 l/h (TS-LTE), cooling temperature -26 °C, overrun set to 100 %
zone of a twin screw extruder and hence are not present in a single screw extrusion
system. Shear zone 4 was neglected for the calculation of energy dissipation in LTE
due to the minor impact on total energy dissipation.
Power Dissipation Model for SS-LTE and TS-LTE
Beside the boundary conditions for the flow model in a single screw extrusions system
(section 2.4.1), the calculations of power dissipation in the different shear zones of
SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems were based on following conditions:
• Constant product temperature with channel height and length
• Temperature in channel (at barrel wall) equal to ice cream draw temperature
• In the screw channel gap (zone 1) the shear rate at barrel wall is calculated as a
function of theoretical flow rate ratio atheo and screw rotational speed
• In the clearance gap (zone 2), the shear rate is constant and proportional to the
velocity difference between screw flight tip and barrel wall
• In the tangential gap (zone 3), the shear rate is constant and proportional to the
relative velocity difference between flight flanks
• Ice cream viscosity is a function of respective shear rate and ice cream draw
temperature
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As seen in section 4.3, the temperature in the TS-LTE screw channel decreases
approximately linearly after a significant initial temperature drop. However, the condition of constant ice cream draw temperature with channel height and length was
chosen mainly because of two reasons:
1. According to the model equations for barrel rotation, the main part of energy
dissipation takes place at barrel wall (zone 1 and zone 2). At the barrel wall, the
ice cream temperature will be minimal, because of the heat transfer from product
to barrel wall and evaporating cooling fluid. The lowest ice cream temperature
in the process, however, is also represented by the ice cream draw temperature.
2. As the ice cream viscosity increases exponentially with decreasing temperature,
the energy dissipation also strongly increases with decreasing temperature. Hence
the major fraction of energy dissipation in the screw channel will be caused in
the regions of high product viscosity and low temperatures, which is in the later
sections of LTE channel.
Power Dissipation in the Screw Channel Gap
For single screw extrusion (SS-LTE), the dissipated energy rate in the screw channel gap
(zone 1) was calculated according equation 2.22. The rate of heat production through
viscous dissipation is basically obtained by multiplying the shear stress at barrel wall by
the velocity on the barrel wall and integrating over the barrel wall surface. According
equation 2.12, the flow ratio a is defined as the ratio between pressure back flow and
∂p
drag flow and as a function of the pressure gradient ∂z
. The pressure gradient for
the calculation of the dissipated power in the screw channel (equation 2.22) was hence
derived from equation 4.20.
∂p
6vz,H η Fd
=a
∂z
H 2 Fp

(4.20)

For TS-LTE the dissipated power Q̇ch,T S in the screw channel gap (zone 1) was
calculated according to Windhab et al. (1989) as the product of volume factor ΞV and
the dissipated energy rate Q̇ch,SS for single screw extrusion (equation 4.21). Analogous
to the calculation of the drag flow rate for twin screw extrusion, the volumes factor ΞV
represents the charge volume ratio of a twin screw extrusion system in comparison to
a single screw system with equal barrel diameter and length (compare equation 4.17).
Q̇ch,T S = ΞV · Q̇ch,SS

(4.21)

Power Dissipation in the Clearance Gap
Power dissipation in the flight clearance (zone 2) was calculated according equation 2.26
for single screw extrusion (SS-LTE). For the clearance dissipation rate in a twin screw
extruder (TS-LTE), a barrel surface related factor ΞA was introduced. Equivalent to
the volume related factor ΞV the barrel surface ratio between twin screw extrusion
system and corresponding single screw extrusion system is represented in ΞA . The
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dissipated power in the clearance for twin screw extrusion system was hence calculated
according to equation 4.22.
Q̇δ,T S = ΞA · Q̇δ,SS

(4.22)

with
2 · ASS − AIM
ASS
= D·π·L
I
= 2 · D · arccos · L
D

ΞA =
ASS
AIM

Power Dissipation in the Tangential Gap of TS-LTE
In the intermeshing zone of the twin screw extrusion system, additional power is dissipated. Between the tangential screw flights a relative motion vξ (= (2D − H)πN )
with approximately two times the screw circumferential speed leads to power dissipation according equation 4.23.
Z H

dQ̇ξ = ξV 2ν
τξ vξ dy dz
(4.23)
0

The factor ξV = 2 - ΞV (compare equation 4.17) represents the intermeshing volume
fraction in the twin screw extrusion system. The factor 2 in equation 4.23 originates
from the fact that each screw flight has two sides and ν is the number of different screw
flights on one screw. The shear rate γξ in the tangential gap between the screw flights
is calculated according to equation 4.24. The product of viscosity ηξ (γξ , T ξ) and shear
rate γξ represents the shear stress τξ in the tangential gap between the screw flights.
γ̇ξ =

∂vξ
vξ
≈ W −e
∂x
2

τ ξ = ηξ ·

vξ
W −e
2

(4.24)
(4.25)

Including equation 4.25 in equation 4.23 and integration gives the dissipated power
Q̇ξ,T S in the tangential gap of a twin screw extruder.
vξ2
Q̇ξ,T S = ξV 2ν W −e H · Z

(4.26)

2

with vξ = (2D − H)πN and Z =

L
sin θ

Total Power Dissipation in LTE
The total power Q̇total dissipated by screw rotation is the sum of energy rates in the
different zones of the LTE screw channel. For single screw extrusion system, this was
the power dissipated in the channel Q̇ch,SS and in the leckage gap Q̇δ . For twin screw
extrusion system, the power originating from relative motion of the tangential screw
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flights was added to channel and clearance power dissipation. Therefore the total power
input due to screw rotation is described by equation 4.27
X
Q̇total =
Q̇i ≈ Q̇ch,SS + Q̇δ + Q̇ξ,T S
(4.27)
i

with Q̇ξ,T S = 0 for single screw extrusion.
Ice Cream Viscosity
The ice cream viscosity is a major factor for calculation of power dissipation in the
LTE screw channel. The ice cream viscosity model (compare section 4.1.1) developed
by means of ice cream rheometry was implemented in the energy dissipation model.
The ice cream viscosity in the screw channel and clearance and tangential gap was calculated using equation 2.8 as a function of shear rate γ̇ and ice cream temperature T.
According to the model equations for power dissipation in the screw channel (zone 1)
the power dissipation is a function of viscosity and shear stress at barrel wall (equations 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21). Hence the shear rate at barrel wall γ̇|y=H was calculated
according to equation 2.16 for y=H. The shear rates in the clearance and tangential
gaps were calculated according to equations 2.24 and 4.24. According to the model
conditions the ice cream temperature T was assumed to be constant and equal to the
ice cream draw temperature from LTE.
The local power dissipation in the three main shear zones of the twin screw extrusion
system of the TS-LTE-7 system is depicted as a function of screw rotational speed in
figure 4.51. The shear zones correspond to the screw channel gap (zone 1), the clearance
gap (zone 2) and the tangential gap between the screw flight flanks of the corotating
screws (zone 3). The dissipated power in all shear zones increased with increasing
rotational speed (compare figure 4.51). The energy dissipation rate in the tangential
gap seems to be negligible in comparison to the energy dissipation in the screw channel
and in the screw clearance. The fraction of total dissipated power in the screw channel
gap was bigger than in the clearance gap using screws with a channel height of 7 mm.
The difference in dissipated power in zones 1 and 2 seemed to decrease with increasing
screw rotational speed. For a screw rotational speed of 15 rpm the dissipated power
was 380 J/s (zone 1), 230 J/s (zone 2) and 6 J/s (zone 3).

4.4.3

Dissipated Energy in LTE

Because the mix flow rate and hence also the mass flow greatly differ for single and
twin screw extrusion process, the extrusion systems were compared by the mass specific
energy dissipation Qm . The specific energy Qm was calculated dividing the dissipated
power Q̇i by the mix mass flow rate ṁmix (equation 4.28). Q̇i thereby depicts either
the modeled based total power dissipation Q̇total or the measured electrical power of
screw drive motor PM .
Qm,i =

Q̇i
ṁmix
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Figure 4.51: Calculated power dissipation Q̇i as a function of screw rotational speed
in different shear zones of TS-LTE-7 system: (1) screw channel, (2) screw
clearance and (3) tangential gap between screw flights, adjusted mix flow
rate 50 l/h, overrun set to 100 % at ambient temperature and pressure,
TS-LTE cooling temperature -26 °C
Comparison of Modeled and Measured Dissipated Energy
The specific energy dissipation was on one hand, calculated using the barrel rotation
model and on the other hand, measured by an electrical power meter attached to
the screw drive motor. For a screw rotational speed of 15 rpm, the electrical power
was measured for each extrusion system and the power on no-load (liquid ice cream
mix) was subtracted. Mean value and standard deviation (S.D.) of the measured
energy dissipation were calculated. Table 4.3 shows the specific energy dissipation
gained from model and electrical power measurement. The model calculations of energy
dissipation were based on the ice cream draw temperature and shear rate at barrel wall
(zone 1). For the twin screw extrusion systems (TS-LTE-7/14), the calculated energy
dissipations were in good agreement with the measured values (table 4.3). For the
single screw extrusion system the measured energy dissipation was larger than the
calculated values by model equations (table 4.3).
As measured for the twin screw extrusion system the energy dissipation was significantly smaller for larger screw channel height of 14 mm (TS-LTE-14) in comparison
to 7 mm (TS-LTE-14, compare table 4.3). The lower energy dissipation is mainly
due to the decreasing shear rate and hence decreasing energy dissipation with increasing screw channel height. For SS-LTE-14 the modeled energy dissipation was much
smaller in comparison to the measured value (compare table 4.3). The measured energy dissipation of SS-LTE-14 was only approximately 6 kJ/kg less than for SS-LTE-7
system. The difference between calculated (model-based) and measured energy dissipation can probably be explained by a larger real shear rate at barrel wall for SS-LTE-14
than calculated in the model calculations (γ̇W = 11.7) due to the non-Newtonian fluid
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Table 4.3: Calculated (Qm,total ) and measured (Qm,P ) specific energy dissipation for SSLTE and TS-LTE systems, model calculations were based on ice cream draw
temperature TD and shear rate at barrel wall γ̇W (zone 1), mean residence
time t̄ = 2.2 min for SS/TS-LTE-7, t̄ = 3.3 min for SS-LTE-14 and t̄ =
4.0 min for TS-LTE-14 system, mix flow rate 11 l/h for SS-LTE, 50 l/h for
TS-LTE, screw rotational speed 15 rpm, overrun set to 100 %, LTE cooling
temperature -26 °C)
LTE system

TD
°C

SS-LTE-7
SS-LTE-14
TS-LTE-7
TS-LTE-14

-14.7
-13.9
-13.7
-13.0

γ̇W
Qm,total
zone 1 model
1/s
kJ/kg
20.1
11.7
17.4
11.6

44.7
24.5
40.3
25.5

Qm,P
mean
kJ/kg

Qm,P
S.D.
kJ/kg

50.3
44.0
39.1
25.7

9.7
9.5
3.5
1.7

behaviour of ice cream. The measured specific energy dissipation in SS-LTE was significantly larger than in TS-LTE as shown in table 4.3. In the first instance this could
be attributed to the lower ice cream draw temperatures for SS-LTE systems as shown
in figure 4.27. Lower draw temperature corresponds to lower ice cream viscosities and
hence increased energy dissipation in the LTE screw channel.
For the model calculations of power/energy dissipation the temperature was assumed to be constant with channel length and height and equal to the LTE outlet
temperature (= ice cream draw temperature). However, as seen from the measurement
of the temperature profile along screw channel length for the twin screw extrusion system (TS-LTE-14, compare section 4.3.1) the temperature was not constant with screw
channel length, but the temperature decreased approximately linearly with increasing
screw channel length after an initial pronounced temperature drop. As shown in figure 4.48 the back flow ratio is increased for single screw extrusion (SS-LTE-7/14) in
comparison to twin screw extrusion (TS-LTE-7/14). Increased back flow in SS-LTE
screw channel led probably to an assimilation of ice cream temperatures along screw
channel length. Taking also into account that the mixing behavior of the single screw
extrusion system in the radial screw channel direction (y-direction) is rather poor, the
ice cream temperature at barrel wall will be significantly lower than close to the screw
core in SS-LTE system. In TS-LTE the ice cream is mixed in radial screw channel direction within the screw intermeshing zone. Hence the temperature gradient between
barrel wall and screw core will be less pronounced than in SS-LTE system.
As shown in table 4.3 the measured energy dissipation were close to the calculated
(model based) energy dissipation for TS-LTE. Hence the precondition of the model
equations of equal ice cream temperatures in the LTE screw channel (temperature at
barrel wall equal to draw temperature) proofed to be a good approximation for TSLTE systems. However, in SS-LTE the temperature at barrel wall was most probably
significantly lower than the ice cream draw temperature, because of the constantly low
temperature with screw channel length and the large temperature gradient between
barrel wall and screw core. The large difference between measured and calculated
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energy dissipation for SS-LTE systems (table 4.3) could hence be explained by the
higher ice cream viscosity (lower temperature) at barrel wall in comparison to the
model-implemented ice cream viscosity (corresponding to ice cream draw temperature).
Modeled Dissipated Energy with Varying Screw Rotational Speed

Specific dissipated energy [kJ/kg]

In figure 4.52 the model based, calculated specific dissipated energy Qm,total is shown
as a function of screw rotational speed for the different extrusion systems (SS/TSLTE-7/14). The total specific dissipated energy increased approximately linearly with
increasing screw rotational speed for SS-LTE and TS-LTE systems. In accordance to
the results shown in table 4.3, the highest specific energy dissipation values were calculated for extrusion system with a screw channel height of 7 mm. The increased heat
transfer coefficient for narrow screw channel (7 mm) led to lower product temperature,
which caused higher energy dissipation due to the higher ice cream viscosity. Furthermore the wall shear rates at barrel wall were higher for narrow channel in comparison
to wide channel, and hence the energy dissipation was higher using a screw channel
height of 7 mm than for 14 mm screw channel gap. For the SS-LTE-7 set-up the lowest
ice cream draw temperature and highest wall shear rates (compare table 4.3) caused
the highest energy dissipation.
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Figure 4.52: Calculated specific energy dissipation Qm for SS-LTE (solid points) and
TS-LTE (open points) systems as a function of of screw rotational speed,
LTE screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm, mean residence time t̄ =
2.2 min for SS/TS-LTE-7, t̄ = 3.3 min for SS-LTE-14 and t̄ = 4.0 min for
TS-LTE-14 system, mix flow rate 11 l/h (SS-LTE) and 50 l/h (TS-LTE),
overrun set to 100 % at ambient temperature and pressure, LTE cooling
temperature -26 °C
Due to the different screw channel charge volume the mean residence time t̄ was
smaller for SS/TS-LTE-7 (t̄7mm =2.2 min) than for SS-LTE-14 (t̄7mm =3.3 min) and
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TS-LTE-14 systems (t̄7mm =4.0 min). For an equal mean residence time of 2.2 min,
the difference in specific energy dissipation between 7 mm and 14 mm screw systems
is expected to be even more pronounced as seen in figure 4.52, because the energy
dissipation in SS/TS-LTE-14 systems is decreasing with decreasing residence time.
The specific dissipated energy using TS-LTE-14 system will also be smaller than for
SS-LTE-14 for t̄=2.2 min.
As shown by the screw drive power measurement (table 4.3) the specific energy
dissipation in SS-LTE was higher than in TS-LTE systems. Lower local ice cream
temperatures and higher shear rates for SS-LTE were probably the reason for higher
dissipation rates than calculated by extrusion model equations. Using the single screw
extrusion systems (SS-LTE) increased ice cream viscosity at barrel wall was caused
by increased heat transfer rate, but most probably also by the poor mixing efficiency,
especially in radial screw channel direction of SS-LTE system. Therefore energy dissipation was most probably locally increased in SS-LTE systems close to the extrusion
barrel wall, which also affected the ice cream microstructure as shown in section 4.2.3.
The ice crystal and air cell size distributions in SS-LTE processed ice cream were
broader and ice crystals were larger in single screw extruded ice cream compared to
twin screw processed ice cream. The density fraction of fat globule aggregates of a
size larger than 20µm was significantly increased for single screw extruded ice cream,
because of the locally strongly increased shear stresses (increased viscosity and shear
rate) close to extrusion barrel wall. The disturbance of the radial laminar flow profile
as present in SS-LTE and the homogenization of ice cream in the screw intermeshing
zone (TS-LTE) seemed to be a crucial factor for the generation of a finely dispersed
and homogeneous ice cream microstructure.
As shown in table 4.3 the model based and measured specific energy dissipation
for twin screw low temperature extrusion processing were in very good agreement.
The mechanical energy dissipation in TS-LTE can be calculated as a function of the
model implemented material, geometrical and process parameters. Therefore the model
represents a powerful tool for the prediction of energy dissipation in low temperature
extrusion processing.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1

LTE Process Optimization

The generation of a finely dispersed microstructure in ice cream using low temperature
extrusion (LTE) processes was the main objective of this work. Process optimization
was on one hand aimed at improved heat transfer conditions in the LTE screw channel,
on the other hand at a homogeneous type of shear treatment at low temperatures (high
product viscosity) generating a finely dispersed ice cream microstructure with clearly
improved quality characteristics (creaminess, scoopability) compared to conventionally
hardened ice cream.
A standard vanilla ice cream mix with a milk fat content of 8% (MRG-3) was used
for the applied experiments. The ice cream overrun was set to 100% for the analysis
of heat transfer in LTE and also for most of the experiments evaluating ice cream
microstructure and quality. The freezing of the ice cream was performed in a two
step process consisting of a conventional scraped surface heat exchanger (Freezer) and
a subsequent low temperature extruder (LTE). Four different main experimental setups for the low temperature extrusion were studied: Single and twin screw extrusion
systems, each with screw channel heights of 7 mm and 14 mm (SS/TS-LTE-7/14).

5.1.1

Energy Dissipation and Heat Transfer

As the charge volume of the single and twin screw extrusion systems used differed, the
same residence time in SS-LTE and TS-LTE was achieved by adjusting the product
throughput. Using a screw channel height of 7 mm the median residence time t0.5 was
2.0 min for both extrusion systems and increased due to the larger charge volume to
approximately 3.8 min for a screw channel height of 14 mm (mix-flow rate 11 l/h in
SS-LTE and 51 l/h in TS-LTE).
For all LTE extrusion systems the draw temperature decreased with decreasing mix
flow rate, screw rotational speed and cooling agent temperature. This can be explained
by increased residence (cooling) time with decreasing mix flow rate, decreased energy
dissipation with lower shear rates in the screw channel, which are proportional to the
screw rotational speed, and an increased heat transfer rate with a larger temperature
gradient between cooling agent and product corresponding to a lower cooling agent
temperature.
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At constant screw rotational speed of 15 rpm the mean shear rate γ̇m in the LTE
screw channel gap (zone 1) decreased from γ̇m = 7.5 s−1 to 4.2 s−1 for a screw channel
height of 7 mm compared to 14 mm. As the dissipated power is a function of the shear
rate, the energy dissipation decreased by a factor of about 1.6 using the large screw
channel geometry. This was also demonstrated by electrical net power measurement of
the screw drive motor.
Since the residence time was increased and the energy dissipation was decreased
using a screw channel height of 14 mm, lower ice cream draw temperatures were expected. However, as seen from LTE experiments the draw temperatures were lower for
screw channel height of 7 mm. Due to the fact that ice cream is a foamed product,
the heat conductivity is poor and the specific heat transfer coefficient will hence be
significantly affected by the product layer thickness, which corresponds to the screw
channel height. It was demonstrated that the effects of longer cooling (residence) time
and lower energy dissipation were off-set by poor heat transfer properties for a larger
screw channel height. The limiting factor was hence the specific heat transfer coefficient, which was affected by the low ice cream conductivity (λ ≈ 0.7 W/mK) during
LTE processing.
The ice cream draw temperature from single screw extrusion systems (SS-LTE-7 and
SS-LTE-14) were lower compared to those for twin screw extrusion systems (TS-LTE-7
and TS-LTE-14). This is explained by the larger volume specific cooling surface area
and the absence of a screw intermeshing zone for SS-LTE in comparison to TS-LTE.
Due to screw intermeshing in TS-LTE, the product in the screw channel is homogeneously mixed, especially in radial screw channel direction, and hence additional energy
is dissipated. The heat transfer rate from product to the evaporating cooling agent
was consequently increased for smaller screw channel height (Q̇7mm > Q̇14mm ) and for
single screw compared to twin screw extrusion (Q̇SS−LT E > Q̇T S−LT E ). Consequently
the lowest ice cream draw temperatures resulted in the single screw extrusion system
with a screw channel height of 7 mm (SS-LTE-7).

5.1.2

Ice Cream Microstructure

Investigation of the impact of LTE processing on the ice cream microstructure and
related quality characteristics was the main objective of this work. Thereby the influence of different extrusion systems/screw geometries (SS/TS-LTE-7/14) and process
parameters like mix flow rate, screw rotational speed, cooling agent temperature and
resulting draw temperature was investigated. The microstructure related improved ice
cream quality using LTE in comparison to conventional Freezer process was furthermore quantitatively investigated.
The disperse components in ice cream (ice crystals, air cells and fat globule aggregates) are largely affected by the shear treatment at low temperatures. Additional
secondary nucleation of ice crystals using LTE processing was observed in former ice
cream microstructure related projects. A decrease in ice crystal size for twin screw
extruded ice cream in comparison to conventionally frozen-hardened ice cream was detected. However, no significant additional dispersing effect for ice crystals was seen
using single screw extrusion processing. The dispersing of ice crystal clusters in TSLTE can hence also be attributed to the improved mixing/dispersing efficiency due
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to the screw intermeshing zone in the twin screw extrusion system. In SS-LTE the
laminar flow field with the poor mixing especially in radial screw direction led to a
more inhomogeneous type of ice cream microstructure with broader size distributions
of the disperse microstructure components.
The air cell size in LTE compared to that in the conventional Freezer processed
ice cream was reduced approximately by the factor of 2 to 3. The maximum air cell
size generated by single and twin screw extrusion system was mainly related to the
ice cream temperature (viscosity). The air cell size decreased approximately linearly
with decreasing temperature in SS-LTE and TS-LTE. However, a notably narrower
air cell size distribution was observed for twin screw processed ice cream. A higher
pressure gradient between SS-LTE inlet and outlet led probably to a de-mixing of air
and mix phases, which resulted in the creation of larger air pockets in the LTE screw
channel. Due to poor mixing properties using single screw extrusion, large air cells are
not efficiently re-dispersed. Increased back flow and a more inhomogeneous shear rate
profile in SS-LTE contribute to the disadvantages in the dispersing properties of single
screw extruders.
An increase of the fraction of small fat globule aggregates in the size range between
2 µm and 20 µm was observed for TS-LTE processed ice cream in comparison to the
conventional Freezer process. Performing a conventional ice cream meltdown test the
shape retention was improved and serum drainage reduced in TS-LTE processed ice
cream. Increased shear stresses during LTE processing induced a higher degree of fat
destabilization, which is caused by the partial de-hulling of protein layers from the fat
globule surface. Fat globule aggregation and partial coalescence of fat globules due
to process induced fat destabilization was also observed by other authors (Goff, 1999,
Koxholt, 2000) for conventional freezing processes.
The increased fraction of large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm) in SS-LTE
processed ice cream compared to TS-LTE can mainly be addressed to the different
processing conditions. Lower temperatures and higher shear rates in SS-LTE caused
increased shear stresses affecting the primary fat globule membrane, which resulted
in increased fat globule aggregation. However, whereas for TS-LTE disaggregation of
fat globules bigger than 10 µm generated during Freezer processing was observed, the
fraction of large fat globules was even increased by single screw extrusion in comparison
to Freezer process. A more homogeneous shear treatment and the additional dispersing
in the screw intermeshing zone in TS-LTE are most probably responsible for the positive
effect of the disintegration of large fat globule aggregates (d > 10 µm).
In an ice cream meltdown test the shape retention is improved and the dripped portion reduced in LTE processed compared to conventionally freeze/hardened ice cream.
Increased fat globule aggregation and smaller air cell sizes are responsible for improved
meltdown behavior. In a newly developed long-time scale serum drainage test (total
drainage time 24 h, ambient temperature 20°C) a clearly increased serum drainage
rate was observed for single screw compared to twin screw processed ice cream. The
higher degree of fat agglomeration and the bigger fraction of fat globule aggregates
larger than 10 µm had a negative influence on long-time ice cream structure stability.
As measured and also supported by model calculations, the representative mean air
cell size during the serum drainage test is significantly larger for SS-LTE than that for
TS-LTE processed ice cream. This means that the increased serum drainage rate in
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SS-LTE ice cream was most probably caused by increased air cell disproportionation
and related coalescence.
The change in disperse microstructure of LTE processed ice cream has a positive
impact on ice cream quality characteristics like scoopability and creaminess according to sensory tests but also confirmed quantitatively by oscillatory thermo-rheometry
(OTR). In the OTR mechanical and thermal analysis are coupled in order to gain microstructural and sensory correlated information. An OTR measurement procedure was
developed using a rotational rheometer with a parallel plate geometry (profiled plate
surface, diameter 25 mm, gap distance 3 mm). In the rheometer a minimum temperature gradient in radial and axial sample direction was achieved by active cooling with
lower and upper Peltier-elements. An oscillation-test applying an angular frequency of
10 s−1 and a deformation amplitude of 0.02% was performed. Storage and loss moduli
corresponding to the elastic and viscous fluid behaviour were measured during a continuous temperature sweep from –20°C to +10°C. Conventionally produced Freezer ice
cream samples were compared by OTR analysis with LTE processed ice cream at various overruns. The reduction of ice crystal sizes and a reduced ice crystal connectivity
in LTE ice cream correlates to lower loss moduli at temperatures below -10°C. In the
melted state (T > 0°C) the smaller air cell size and the higher degree of fat globule
aggregation in LTE processed ice cream correlates to a higher plateau value of the loss
modulus. Sensorial studies accordingly showed an improved scoopability and increased
”mouth-creaminess” of LTE processed ice cream.
The analysis of TS-LTE processed ice cream microstructure showed significantly reduced ice crystal and air cell sizes in comparison to those for conventionally-hardened
ice cream. Sensorially the LTE processed ice cream was hence better scoopable and
showed a higher degree of creaminess. Increased fat globule aggregation in a size range
smaller 20 µm led to an improved melting behaviour with decreased serum drainage
and better shape retention. Process optimization in terms of ice cream microstructure should hence be focused on smallest possible ice crystal (median ice crystal
size d50,3 < 40 µm, volume size distribution) and air cell sizes (median air cell size
d50,0 < 10 µm, maximum air cell size d90,0 < 20 µm, number size distribution) with
narrow size distributions. Process induced fat globule aggregation should lead to aggregates smaller than 20 µm, since a negative impact of larger aggregates (bigger than
20 µm) on foam stabilization and serum retention during ice cream meltdown has to
be expected like for single screw extruded ice cream.

5.2

Transient development of Microstructure in LTE

The transient development of ice cream microstructure in the TS-LTE screw channel
was investigated applying local temperature (TL ) measurement and simultaneous ice
cream sampling with subsequent microstructure analysis. Ice cream temperatures were
measured along screw channel length after process shut-down and removal of screws
from the barrel. Upon an initial pronounced temperature drop at extruder inlet, due to
enhanced pressure back flow of ice cream in screw channel, the ice cream temperature
decreased approximately linearly with screw channel length. As the screws cannot be
removed from screw channel instantaneously, an additional cooling of the ice cream in
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the LTE screw channel resulted in the delay period. The measured local temperatures
were hence corrected based on the energy balance for transient heat transfer. Locally
effective heat capacity and conductivity of ice cream were implemented into the energy
balance equation.
The viscosity of ice cream exponentially increases with decreasing temperatures
and increasing ice content. The suitability of an ice cream viscosity approximation
(Herschel-Bulkley model) was proved based on experiments from high pressure capillary
and rotational rheometry. The local ice cream viscosity ηL in the LTE screw channel
was hence determined as a function of measured local temperature. A mean shear rate
γ̇m (zone 1) and local shear stresses τL = ηL · γ̇m were calculated in the LTE screw
channel based on viscosities corresponding to the measured local temperatures TL .
Mean and maximum air cell size in the extrusion channel were reduced with decreasing ice cream temperatures and hence increasing shear stresses. Compared to the
precedent Freezer process air cell sizes did only decrease further in LTE process at a
temperature lower than -10°C (standard vanilla ice cream mix MRG-3). The shear
rates present in a scraped surface freezer are much higher compared to LTE process.
It is assumed, that the shear stresses acting in the outlet zone of the precedent freezer
are not reached in the LTE inlet due to the lower shear rates acting. As soon as the ice
cream mass reaches about -10°C, the higher viscosity compensates the reduced shear
rate thus reaching and finally exceeding a critical shear stress to further disperse the
air cells in the extruder screw channel. The additional elongational flow in the extruder
die entrance domain and shear flow in the outlet pipe support a further decrease of the
air cell size and also a narrower size distribution.
Increased shear stress during freeze processing is commonly correlated to increased
fat globule destabilization which leads to enhanced fat globule aggregation and partial
coalescence. Compared to the transient development of air cell size in the LTE screw
channel the fat globule size distribution seemed to be affected only in the last section
of the LTE screw channel. Increased fractions of fat globule aggregates smaller than
20 µm in diameter are generated at the high shear stresses. Fat globule aggregation was
found to be essentially increased, if combined shear and elongational flow are acting
like in the LTE die entrance zone.
In a low temperature - high torque shear cell (LT-HTSC) the low temperature treatment of ice cream during LTE processing was simulated under well defined mechanical
and thermal conditions. Ice cream was sheared at constant temperature and rotational
speed using a profiled parallel disc geometry. Ice cream samples were taken after shear
treatment from different radii of the shear treated ice cream plate. Similar as seen for
the transient development of ice cream microstructure in the extrusion channel the air
cell size decreased with decreasing ice cream temperature (increasing viscosity) and
increasing shear rate. Calculated critical Weber numbers for air cell dispersion in the
LTE screw channel and the LT-HTSC were in good agreement.
The study of transient microstructure development in the LTE screw channel showed
that the disperse microstructure (air cell, fat globule aggregate size) in ice cream is
mainly influenced by the local shear stress, which is a function of local temperature
and shear rate. As seen by the analysis of local ice cream microstructure, the air cell
size is only further decreased in the LTE screw channel, if the local shear stresses are
larger than in the precedent Freezer process.
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Drag and pressure flow superimposed in the extruder screw channel and the resulting
velocity and shear rate profiles were analytically calculated for single and twin screw
extrusion geometries. Model equations developed for the single screw system were expanded in a simple way to twin screw extruders introducing charge volume correction
factors. As expected the calculated shear rates were higher for smaller screw channel
height. Due to an increased back flow ratio in the single screw extruder, more inhomogeneous shear results for the SS-LTE compared to TS-LTE with strongly increased
shear rates close to barrel wall.
The dissipated power in different shear zones was calculated for single and twin
screw extruders using the conventional model equations for single screw extrusion.
Material, geometrical and process parameters are thereby implemented in the model
calculations. Again charge volume (barrel surface area) correction factors were applied
for twin screw extrusion systems. The highest specific energy dissipation was found for
the small screw channel geometry (7 mm) in SS-LTE.
Measurement of the electrical power consumption of the screw drive motor showed
that the specific energy dissipation was generally larger for single screw extrusion than
for twin screw extrusion. This was also reflected by the model calculations, however,
more strongly pronounced for small screw channel height. Increased energy dissipation
in SS-LTE can be attributed to the increased product viscosity at lower product (draw)
temperatures using SS-LTE.
In SS-LTE an inhomogeneous temperature and shear rate profile in radial screw
channel direction causes strongly increased local energy dissipation and shear stresses
close to the barrel wall. This can hence be correlated to a broader air cell size distribution and to an increase in the density fraction of fat globule aggregates larger than
20µm. The disturbance of the radial laminar flow profile in the LTE screw channel and
the related mixing/homogenization in the screw intermeshing zone of the twin screw
extruder are crucial factors for increased heat transfer as well as for the generation of
a more finely dispersed and homogeneous ice cream microstructure.
The specific energy dissipation calculated by modelling of the twin screw extrusion system (TS-LTE) was in very good agreement with the measured specific energy
dissipation (electrical power consumption of the screw drive motor). Therefore a valuable tool for the prediction of the mechanical energy dissipation in low temperature
extrusion was developed and experimentally verified.
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